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Introduction

I. Background

Between 1986 and 1988, Californians watched their auto insurance premiums

jump 40%, even as inflation slowed and accident rates declined. In fact, about the only

thing in California that cost more than a beach house in Malibu was the insurance on the

car people drove to get them there.! Of course, that assumed one could find an insurer

willing to sell liability insurance at all. While California law required proof offinancial

responsibility, residents of California's inner cities had considerable difficulty obtaining

insurance. And if they could find coverage, these citizens soon realized that regardless of

their driving history their premiums were much higher than.their fellow Californians in

other parts of the state. 2 Thus, the stage was set for a populist response in California; a

state where property and liability insurance premiums were already among the highest.

In 1988, consumer advocacy groups drafted a ballot amendment aimed at

reforming California's insurance marketplace. This ballot amendment, titled Proposition

I03, mandated a 20% rollback in insurance premiums and sought to do away with the

open competition system of insurance rates in favor of a prior approval system.3 The

initiative provided that no rate shall be approved or remain in effect which is excessive,

inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory.

In considering whether a rate is excessive, inadequate or
unfairly discriminatory, no consideration shall be given to
the degree of competition and the commissioner shall
consider whether the rate mathematically reflects the
insurance company's investment income.4

1Armstrong, California Car Insurance RrNolt, Christian Science Monitor (Feb. 22, 1988) p. 3.
2 See, Kingv. Meese (1987) 43 C.l.3d 1217,1238.
320" Century Co. v. Garamendi (1994) 8 CalA" 216,300.
4 Ins. Code § 1861.05(.).
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On Election Day in 1988, 51 % of California voters approved Proposition 103.

The insurance industry responded with a flurry oflawsuits and proposed legislation.

When the dust settled nearly six years later, the fundamental provisions of Proposition

103, including those calling for prior approval of insurance rates, remained intact.5

II. Regulatory Formula

Under the Commissioner's prior approval regulations, an insurer may set for itself

whatever rate it chooses, provided the rate is neither excessive nor inadequate. 6 Using a

consistent methodology, the Commissioner determines whether rates are excessive or

inadequate on the basis of the aggregate eamed premium the rates are expected to

.produce. 7 In simpler terms, the Commissioner determines both the maximum and

minimum permitted eamed premium through use of a regulatory formula. 8 The

maximum permitted earned premium is determined by the following formula: 9

Josses + defense and containment costs) x O-fixed invest. income factor) - ancil. income
1.a- efficiency standard - profitfactor + variable investment income factor

A rate is excessive if it is higher than the maximum permitted earned premium

and inadequate if it is lower than the minimum pennitted einned premium. to Where the·

Commissioner finds a proposed rate is excessive, the rate shall not be used. Instead the

Commissioner shall indicate the highest rate that would not be excessive.!! The insurer

shall adopt the Commissioner's indicated rate or face rejection of the rate in its entirety.

Parties requesting relief from the maximum and minimum permitted earned premium

5 Proposition 103 is codified at Insurance Code section 1861.01 et seq.
6 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2641.1 et seq.
7 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2643.3, subd. (a).
, The fonnulas for calculatiog the maximum and mioimum earned premiums are identical, with the
exception ofthe applicable profit factor. The maximum profit factor is applied to determine the maximum
premium, while the mioimum profit factor is applied to detennioe the lower end ofpennitted premiums.
9 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.2.
10 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.1.
11 Ibid.
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calculations may request one or more variances and thus an alternate rate. The burden of

proving, by a preponderance of the evidence, every fact necessary to show that its rate is

not excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory rests with the insurer.12

Mercury Casualty Company applies for a rate increase of 8.8% in its

homeowner's lines including application of the leverage variance, and a 6.9% increase

Without the leverage variance. Mercury also contends any rate increase less than 6.9%

would be confiscatory.

The California Department of Insurance (CDI) contests Mercury's rate

application and asserts the maximum permitted combined rate change should be -2.33%.

The Intervenor, Consumer Watchdog, contends Mercury's proposed rate is excessive and

a combined rate decrease of 5.8% would be correct. Both Consumer Watchdog and the

CDr dispute Mercury's variance requests.

Summary of Findings

Having considered the parties' evidence and arguments, the Administrative Law

Judge concludes that Mercury's proposed rate increase of 8.8% is excessive. Instead, the

rate formula supports a maximum indicated rate of -8.18% for HO-3, 4.32% for HO-4

and 29.44% for HO-6. 13 Mercury also failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence

it was entitled to a leverage variance or that an increase ofless than 8.8% would be

confiscatory.

12 Cal. Code Regs., tit. la, § 2646.5; In the Matter ofthe Rate Application ofAmerican Healthcare
Indemnity Company, PA-2002-25739, pp. 10-11.
II Policy form HO-3 is a form ofresidential homeowner's insurance. Policy form HO-4 applies to renters
and tenants while policy form HO-6 applies to condominium owners.
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Procedural History

On May 1, 2009, Mercury filed rate application No. 09-3851 concerning its

Homeowner's Multi-Peril line of insurance. On June 29,2009, Consumer Watchdog filed

a Petition for Hearing and a Petition to Intervene. 14 Mercury filed its Answer to the

Petition onJuly 6;2009. In addition, Mercury agreed to toll the statutory 60-day

"deemer" period through its letter dated July 10,2009.

On May 13,2011, CDI issued a Notice ofHearing. Administrative Law Judge

(ALI) Kristin L. Rosi held a scheduling conference on June 29, 2011, during which the

ALJ set deadlines for filing discovery motions, direct written testimony, motions to

strike, as well as a date for the evidentiary hearing. The parties agreed to an evidentiary

hearing date ofDecember 12,2011.

On September 12,2011, cm filed a Motion to Compel Discovery alleging

Mercury failed to produce relevant and necessary documents. On September 15, 2011,

Consumer Watchdog filed a similar Motion to Compel Discovery against Mercury. In

response, Mercury filed its own Motion to Compel Discovery requesting Consumer

Watchdog produce all working papers of its potential expert witness. Following a hearing

on the motions, the ALJ granted in part, and denied in part, CDI's and Consumer

Watchdog's motions. IS In addition, the ALJ conditionally granted Mercury's motion.

On October 13,2011, Mercury lodged the written direct testimony of Chong Gao,

Irene K. Bass, Robert C. Fox, Dr. Robert S. Hamada and Dr. David Appel. cm and

Consumer Watchdog filed timely Motions to Strike portions of the direct testimony of

each witness. After hearing oral argument on the motions, the ALJ issued orders granting

14 CDI approved Consumer Watchdog's Petition for Intervention on July 22, 2009.
15 Final Rulings and Order on Motion to Compel Discovery by Consumer Watchdog, issued October 3,
2011.
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in part, and denying in part, the motions to strike.16 Notably, the ALI's Order found much

of Mercury's testimony in support of Variance 9, the "confiscation" variance, irrelevant

and an impermissible relitigation of the regulatory formula, remarking that earlier prior

approval cases struck identical testimony on the same groundS.17 But, the ALI also

indicated confiscation testimony might become relevant upon a showing by Mercury that

the maximum permitted earned premium resulted in deep financial hardship to Mercury's

. h 1 18enterpnse as a woe.

On November 9, 2011, Consumer Watchdog lodged the written direct testimony

of Allan I. Schwartz. On that same date, CDr lodged the written direct testimony of .

Nicholas Adam Gammell. On November 17,2011, Mercury filed a Motion to Strike Mr,

Gammell's testimony arguing CDr must designate Mr. Gammell as an expert witness.

Following a hearing on this motion, the ALI issued an order den~g the motion, but

instructing CDr to provide additional information demonstrating Mr. Gammell's

calculations. 19

On December 8, 2011, four days prior to the commencement of the evidentiary

hearing, Mercury lodged supplemental testimony by Ms. Gao and Dr. Appel, along with

updated loss and trend calculations based on 3'd quarter 2011 data. Inclusion of the 3'd

quarter data resulted in a revised rate application by Mercury. On December 9, 2011, the

ALI held an unreported telephonic status conference to discuss receipt of the 3'd quarter

infonnation. After considering the parties arguments, the ALI ordered admission of

Mercury's 3'd quarter 2011 data Further, the ALI ordered a continuance of the

16 Final Rulings and Order ou Motions to Strike Applicant's Direct Testimony, issued November 4, 2011.
17 Id. at pp. 4-8. .
18 Id at pp. 5-6. .
19 Final Rulings and Order on Motion to Strike CD!'s Direct Testimony, issued December 6, 2011.
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evidentiary hearing in order to allow CDr and Conswner Watchdog time to analyze the

amended rate application.2° The ALJ set a new evidentiary hearing date ofDecember 30,

2011.

On December 27, 2011, Conswner Watchdog and CDr filed Motions to Strike Dr.

Appel's supplemental direct testimony, arguing the additional testimony was irrelevant

and an attempt by Mercury to revisit previously stricken testimony. On December 30,

2011, in conjunction with the first day of evidentiary hearing, the ALJ heard oral

argument on the Motions to Strike. On that same date, the ALJ granted the motions to

strike Dr. Appel's supplemental testimony, and continued the evidentiary hearing until

January 4,2012.

On January 3, 2012, Mercury's counsel requested a continuance of the evidentiary

hearing due to a family medical emergency. On January 4, 2012, the ALJ held an

unreported telephonic status conference to calendar additional evidentiary hearing dates.

The parties agreed to reconvene the evidentiary hearing on January 18,2012.21

The evidentiary hearing reswned on January 18, and continued through January

20,2012, with additional hearing dates scheduled for the week of Febmary 27, 2012.

On January 18,2012, Mercury made an Offer of Proof regarding the supplemental

direct testimony of Dr. Appel. Mercury asserted that ifpermitted, Dr. Appel would

present testimony that the maximwn indicated rate of return presented by the CDr and

Conswner Watchdog, based on 3rd quarter 2011 data, would be confiscatory as applied.

On January 19,2012, pursuant to California Code ofRegulations, title 10, section 2644.7,

subsection (c), the ALJ granted Mercury leave to file additional testimony from Dr.

20 Order Granting CDr's Requestfor a Continuance, issued December 9, 2011.
21 Order Granting Mercury's Request for a Coutinuance, issued January 5, 2012.
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Appel. The ALI admonished Mercury not to simply restate Dr. Appel's previously

stricken testimony.22

On February 8, 2012, Mercury again filed supplemental testimony from Dr.

Appel, along with Dr. Appel's accompanying calculations, focusing entirely on the

confiscation variance. On February 10,2012, pursuant to the ALI's Order, Mercury

lodged the direct written testimony of Erik Thompson and David Yeager in conjunction

with an additional 500 pages of evidence regarding Mercury's excluded expenses and

advertising expenditures.

On February 15, 2012, the cm and Consumer Watchdog filed timely Motions to

Strike Dr. Appel's confiscation testimony and its accompanying exhibits. On February

21,2012, the ALI admitted Dr. Appel's testimony regarding his understanding of the

confiscation variance, but struck Dr. Appel's calculations which were based on an

alternative economic theory to the regulatory formula?3

The evidentiary hearing reconvened on February 27, 2012 and continued through

March 2, 2012.

On March 20,2012, Mercury lodged the pre-filed testimony ofDonald S.

Windeler, Ir. as well as the rebuttal testimony of Dr. Appel and Ms. Bass. On that same

date, cm filed the written direct testimony of Dr. Mukarram Attari. On March 27,2012,

Consumer Watchdog moved to strike Mr. Windeler's testimony as improper rebuttal

testimony.

On March 29,2012, Mercury lodged additional rebuttal testimony from Dr. Appel

and Dr. Hamada regarding the confiscation variance. On March 30, 2012, CoIisumer

II Order Regarding Supplemental Direct Testimony, issued January 25, 2012.
13 Order on Motion to Strike Dr. Appel's Supplemental Testimony, issued February 21, '2.012.
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Watchdog and the cm filed Motions to Strike the rebuttal testimony of Dr. Appel and

Dr. Hamada.

The ALJ heard live rebuttal testimony from April 2 through April 4, 2012.

Prior to commencing rebuttal testimony, the ALJ orally granted Consumer Watchdog's

Motion to Strike portions of Dr. Hamada's rebuttal testimony, while denying Consumer

Watchdog's Motion to Strike Dr. Appel's and Mr. Windeler's rebuttal testimony. On

April 4, 2012, Consumer Watchdog lodged the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Schwartz while

Mercury pre-filed the supplemental rebuttal testimony ofMs. Bass.

In accordance with the ALI's Order dated April II, 2012, on April 24, 2012, Ms.

Gao and Mr. Yeager filed additional testimony, responding to specific questions from the

ALJ. On May 4,2012, Mr. Gammell and Mr. Schwartz filed testimony in response to Ms.

Gao and Mr. Yeager's supplemental testimony.

The parties filed post-hearing opening briefs on June 20, 2012 and reply briefs on

July 19, 2012. On July 20, 2012, Consumer Watchdog filed a Request for Official Notice

asking the ALJ to talce notice of the regulatory history ofRegulation section 2642.6. On

July 27, 2012, the Department filed a Motion to Strike Mercury's post-hearing reply brief

on the grounds that the brief exceed the regulatory length and included erroneous

statements offact and law.

On August 3, 2012, the ALJ held a reported telephonic conference to hear

arguments on the Request for Official Notice and Motion to Strike. The ALJ

subsequently denied both the Request for Official Notice and the Motion to Strike, but

ordered Mercury to file a confonning post-hearing reply brief.24

24 Order on Post-Hearing Motion to Strike and Request for Official Notice, issued August 7, 2012.
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The ALJ closed the record on August 27, 2012 and submitted the matter for

decision.

Disputed Issues

On September 30, 2011, the parties filed a Joint Statement of Issues and Facts

identifYing those issues that remain in dispute. The issues to be determined are:

1. What is the maximum permitted earned premium produced by the regulatory

formula absent a variance7

2. Does Mercury qualify for a leverage variance pursuant to California Code of

Regulations, title 10, ~ection 2644.27, subdivision (£)(3)7

3. Does Mercury qualify for a confiscation variance pursuant to California Code

of Regulations, title 10, section 2644.27, subdivision (£)(9)7

Parties' Contentions

The"parties disagree on the proper value ofprojected losses, the catastrophe

adjustment, loss development, loss and premium trend, projected defense and cost

containment, leverage factor and surplus, and trended current rate level earned premium.

In addition, the parties differ on the amount of excluded expenses and the efficiency

standard, as well as whether Mercury qualifies for leverage and confiscation variances.

All in all, the parties disagree on 15 separate issues.

Mercury contends it properly included rain and roof leak damages from

December 2010 in it~ rate application and provided adequate actuarial support for the use

of a catastrophe model, thereby appropriately calculating the projected losses, catastrophe

adjustment, loss development and trends. Likewise, Mercury asserts it properly

calculated the amount of excluded expenses and produced an accurate efficiency

9



standard. Mercury argues its operations qualifY for a "leverage" variance, as Mercury

writes at least 90% of its direct earned premium in California. Finally, Mercury contends

any rate increase less than 6.9% 'will result in confiscation.

CDr and Consumer Watchdog dispute Mercury's projected losses and catastrophe

adjustment, arguing Mercury's December 2010 rain losses constitute a "catastrophe" and

thus must be excluded from projected losses. TIle CDr and Consumer Watchdog also

disagree with Mercury's trend selection, loss development factors, catastrophe

.adjustment, and projected defense and cost containment expenses. In addition, Consumer

Watchdog disputes Mercury's excluded expense amounts and asserts Mercury failed to

adequately support the use of a catastrophe model. Both CDr and Consumer Watchdog

reject Mercury's claims for leverage and confiscation variances.

Discussion

I. Maximum Permitted Rate Without A Variance

In order to develop the maximum earned premium, the Commissioner must

calculate an insurer's projected losses, projected defense and cost contaimnent expenses,

excluded expense factor, and efficiency standard. The parties do not agree on the proper

values for any of these items. Accordingly, before the ALJ can determine the maximum

permitted earned premium, a finding on each of the above items is necessary.

A. Projected Losses

An insurer's projected losses significantly impact the maximum and minimum

permitted earned premiums as calculated by the regulatory formula. Thus, the bulk of tlns

decision pertains to how the Commissioner should calculate proj ected losses. The

Regulations calculate projected losses based on a number offactors, including an

10



insurer's historic losses per exposure, modified by a catastrophe adjustment, loss

development and loss trend.25 The parties disagree on: (l) whether Mercury suffered a

catastrophic loss in December 2010; (2) the amount ofMercury's non-modeled

December 2010 catastrophic losses; (3) Mercury's non-modeled catastrophe adjustment

factor; (4) Mercury's use of a fire following earthquake model; (5) Mercury's fire

following earthquake losses and load; (6) Mercury's correct loss development factors;

and (7) Mercury's trend sel~ctions.

Each of the seven factors at issue is addressed separately below.

1. Catastrophic Losses

Many property/casualty insurance products are, by their nature, subject to large

aggregate losses as a result of relatively infrequent events or natural phenomena. These

catastrophic losses can cause extreme volatility in historical insurance data and generally

require separate and different treatment from other losses in ratemaking methodologies.26

If an insurer includes catastrophic losses in the ratemaking analysis, the indicated rates

may increase immediately after a year with large losses and may decrease when there are

no catastrophic losses present in the experience period. Consequently, regulators and

actuaries typically remove catastrophic losses from ratemaking data to avoid distorting

the ratemaking analysis. Actual catastrophe losses are replaced with an average expected

catastrophe loss amount; the catastrophe adjustment.

25' •
Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.4, subd. (a).

26 Exh. 10-2. References to the transcript ofthe bearing are "Tr." followed by the page number(s), and
where line references are used, a ":" followed by the line number(s). For example, a reference to Tr. 35:14
18 is to page 35, lines 14-18 of the traoscript. Exhibits are referred to by the numbers assigned to them in
the Exhibit Lists filed by the parties.
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The parties dispute whether Mercury's losses over a several-day period in

December 2010 rise to the level of a catastrophe. Inclusion ofthe December 20I0 storm

losses in Mercury's projected losses results in a higher overall indicated rate??

a. Findings re: Catastrophic Loss

A preponderance of the evidence establishes the following facts regarding

industry catastrophe definitions, historical rain losses and Mercury's December 20 Ia

storm losses.

i. Industry Definitions of a Catastrophe

The Regulations do not define catastrophe or provide any guidance in this area.

Consequently, insurers do not uniformly define catastrophic losses. In order to develop a

consistent catastrophe methodology, the ALJ considered the various methods employed

by the insurance industry.

The Actuarial Standards Board issued Actuarial Standards ofPractice (ASOP)

No. 39 to guide actuaries who evaluate catastrophe exposure. In so doing, the ASB

defined a catastrophe as "a relatively infrequent event or phenomenon that produces

unusually large aggregate losses.,,28 The ASB's definition emphasizes the frequency

aspect of the loss as opposed to the amount of loss dollars or number of claims

generated.29

Conversely, the Insurance Services Office's Property Claims Service (PCS) unit,

a recognized authority on catastrophic losses, accentuates the amount of total loss to the

industry. When a disaster strikes, PCS investigates the amount of damage suffered. For

each catastrophe, PCS assigns a serial number that permits insurers to track losses' and

27 Tr. 498:9-14.
Z8 Exh. 10-6.
19 Exh. 10-16.
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reserves related to a single, discrete event. PCS defines catastrophes as events that cause

$25 million or more in industry-wide direct insured losses to property and that affect a

significant number ofpolicyholders and insurers. .

A majority of Mercury' s competitors define catastrophes in a manner similar to

PCS's description. For example, State Farm codes losses as "catastrophic" if they result

from a single event that produces at least 500 claims and $500,000 in anticipated

indemnity payments within California.30 Likewise, the California State Automobile

Association designates losses amounting to $1 million with a significant number of

claims as catastrophic in nature.31 In addition, Farmers Insurance Group and Safeco

employ a loss and claims count catastrophe characterization.32

Finally, the Casualty Actuarial Society defines a catastrophe as a natural or man-

made disaster that is unusually severe and results in a significant number of claims. This

can include hurricanes, tornadoes, hail storms, earthquakes, wildfires, winter storms,

explosions, oil spills and certain terrorist attacks.33

ii. Mercury's Past Practice for Catastrophes

Historically, Mercury has not coded roofleak losses as a catastrophe regardless of

loss or claim amount, as a matter of practice rather than written policy.34

A Mercury-provided chart demonstrates that for calendar years 2004 and 2005,

Mercury sustained roofleak losses of $4.2 rni11ion and $7 million respectively. Roofleak

losses for calendar year 2010 eclipsed years 2004 and 2005 combined, totaling more than

30 Exh. 539.
31 Tr. 1234-35:21-2.
32 Tr. 488:5-10.
"Werner & Modlin, Basic Ratemaking (Casualty Actuarial Society 2010) pp. 97-98.
"Gao Pre-Filed Direct Testimony (pDT), 12:20-21; Tr. 447:8-25.
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$12.3 million in paid losses.35 Despite these significant loss amounts, Mercury did not

remove these roofleak losses in this, or previous, rate filings.

Mercury excluded losses related to catastrophic fire, ",md, mold and flood events

nearly each year for the past 20 years.36 For example, Mercury suffered catastrophic wind

losses every year from 1998 to 2010. Theselosses ranged from $3,000 in 2001 and 2005

to $2.7 million in 2003, with a majority of the losses falling under $80,000. As to mold

losses, Mercury removed between $7,000 and $96,000 from 2001 and 2010. Notably,

Mercury also suffered catastrophic fire losses nearly every year since 2003. Fire losses

range from $5,000 in 2004 to $16.2 million in 2003.

Mercury did not link these prior excluded catastrophic losses to PCS catastrophe

designations. In fact, it is impossible to trace many of Mercury's catastrophic losses to a

PCS catastrophe, because Mercury reported catastrophic losses in years where no PCS

designation was made. For example, in calendar years 1999,2000,2001,2006 and 2009,

Mercury reported catastrophic fire, wind and mold losses. But, an examination of PCS

code designation for California reveals PCS did not designate a catastrophe in any of

those years.37 Similarly, in 2008 Mercury reported $10.6 million in catastrophic fire

losses, although PCS did not designate a wildfire catastrophe in that year.

iii. December 2010 Winter Storms

In late December 2010, a series of severe winter storms swept through California

dropping record amounts of rain and snow throughout the state. Beginning on December

17, large portions of the State saw more than one inch ofrain fall in a two-day period,

with many locations seeing well over two inches ofrain in 48 hours. Wind gusts reached

"Exh.60.
36 Exh. 48-29.
'"Exh.91.
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100 miles per hour in the Tahoe National Forest, and 90 miles per hour in Yosemite

National Park. This was but the first "car" of a train of Pacme storms that continued to

inundate California for the next several days.38 As of December 23, 2010, when the

storms subsided, the central Sierra Nevada mountains recorded 17 feet of snowfall during

the six-day period, with nine feet of snowfall in the eastern Sierras and eight feet of

snowfall recorded in the northern Sierras.39 Rainfall totals reached more than 20 inches in

central California With 12 inches falling in Santa Barbara, and 16 inches falling in Kern

and Tulare Counties. Wind gusts measured on December 22, 2010 reached over 60 miles

an hour throughout the state.

On December 22, 2010, PCS issued Catastrophe Bulletin No. 34 in response to

the December 2010 winter storms. Selecting the catastrophe dates as December 17

through December 22, 2010, PCS noted the series of Pacific storms caused record rain

and snowfall in California and resulted in severe flooding and mudslides for portions of

southern California Although the brunt of storms exited the State on December 22, 2010,

PCS noted that rivers and streams would rise further, threatening roadways, bridges and

homes.4o The National Weather Service similarly tracked the winter storms, noting that

from December 16 through December 23, 2010, precipitation amounts at certain

locations surpassed annual average totalS.41

On January 26, 2011, the federal government determined that the damage caused

by the severe winter storms, flooding, debris and mud flows during the period of

December 17, 2010 to January 4, 2011, was of sufficient severity and magnitude to

"Exh.62-2.
"Exh.62-3.
40 Exh. 62-4.
41 California Storm Summary December 16-23, 2010, National Weather Service
<http://www.cnrfc.noaagov/stoITll_snmmaries/dec2010stonns.php>Cas of Apr. 19,2012).
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warrant a major disaster declaration.42 Similarly, California's Governor declared a State

ofEmergency in 12 California counties as a result of the winter storrns.43

iv. Mercury's December 2010 Storm Losses

As a result of the December 2010 winter storms, Mercury's roofleak claims and

losses increased. In December 2010, Mercury reported 1,806 roofleale claims, totaling

more than $7.1 million in losses. The number ofroof leak claims reported in December

20 lOis larger than the total number ofroof lealc claims received by Mercury during

calendar years 2008 and 2009 combined.44 In fact, Mercury's 1,806 roofleak claims in

December 20 I0 are higher than the calendar year roof leak claim totals for all but one

year in the last nine years.

Similarly, the total losses for roof1eale claims in December 20I0 are greater than

the total amount ofroof leitk losses during calendar years 2007 through 2009 combined.

Prior to the December 20I0 losses of over $7 million, the largest single month roof lealc

loss occurred in January 2005 when Mercury reported $3.3 million in 10sses.45 What is

more, the December 20 I0 roof leale losses totaled 57% ofall roof lealc losses in the 20 I0

calendar year.46

During the eight-day period between December 17 through December 24, 2010,

Mercury received 1,464 rooflealc claims, amounting to more than 80% of the rooflealc

claims reported in December 2010, and 42% of roofleitk claims for the calendar year.47

The number ofroof lealc claims received during this one week surpassed the annual roof

42 California; Major Disaster, 76 Fed. Reg. 6809-01 (Feb. 8,2011).
43 Governor's Exec. Order No. S-18-10 (Dec. 31, 2010).
44Exb.51-2.
"Exb.60.
46 7,114,983/l2,356,893 = .5757.
47 Exb. 538-1; 1,464/l,806 = .810; 1,464/3,490 = .419.
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leak claims received by Mercury in all but one year since 2003.48 In addition, the total

roofleak losses for this time period equaled more than $5.8 million. With the exception

of 2005' s annual roof leak losses of $6.9 million, the roof leak losses suffered during

those eight days is greater than the annual rooflealc losses of any year since 2003.49

While a substantial portion of Mercury's losses during December 2010 resulted

from roof leaks, Mercury policyholders also suffered additional types ofloss as a result

of the winter storms. For instance, from December 19 through December 22, 2010,

Mercury suffered losses of $412,561 resulting from trees falling on homes. 50 Mercury

also reported losses of $279,683 from ground water damage during the winter storm, and

$48,114 in fence damage as a result cif wind gusts. More significantly, Mercury reported

$1 million in unexplained "water damage - other" losses during the rain event.51

v. Mercury's Statements Re: December 2010 Storm

Mercury made a number ofpublic and private statements with regard to the

impact of the December 2010 winter storms. For instance, Mercury's 2010 Annual

Report states its net income "was negatively impacted by catastrophic rainstorms in

California" resulting in approximately $25 million in losses.52 The Annual Report notes

the event's significant impact on Mercury's finances:

In December 2010, the Insurance Services Office officially
desigrlated California winter storms occurring between
December 17, 2010 and Decemb.er 22, 2010 as a
catastrophe. These storms established precipitation records
across the state with some mountain areas receiving over
200 inches of snow and many lower elevation locations
receiving in excess of 15 inches of rain. The Company

4' Exh. 51-2.
"Exh.51-1.
"Exh.430.
"Exh.440.
52 Exh. 505-8.
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experienced a large increase in homeowners and
automobile claims as a result of these storms. The
Company estimates that total losses from these storms are
approximately $25 million.53

Similarly, Mercury's consolidated financial statements identify pre-tax catastrophe losses

of $25 million from heavy California rainstorms. 54

On three separate occasions, Mercury informed the cm that wind and heavy rains

occurring between December 17 and 22 contributed to a spike in number of claims and

losses reported in the fourth quarter of2010.S5 As Mercury stated, "this rogue event is

well documented by PCS Catastrophe Serial No. 34." In addition, Mercury also stated

"the increase was primarily due to increasing loss frequency that was compounded by

catastrophic rainstorms in California that occurred in the fourth quarter of 2010.,,56

Mercury's Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) loss reports for its California

homeowners line also identify the December 20 I0 winter storms as catastrophic. IBNR

refers to claims not yet known to the insurer, but for which a liability is believed to exist

at the reserving date. IBNR loss documents represent an important part of an insurer's

accounting machinery. An inaccurate IBNR reserve report may lead to inexact

management decisions. More than that, California law requires accurate and appropriate

IBNR reserves. Insurance Code section 923.5 provides that each insurer shall at all times

maintain reserves in an amount estimated to provide for payment of all losses and

claims. 57 California further requires verification of adequate loss reserves in the form of

an annual Statement of Actuarial Opinion.

53 Exh. 505-11.
54 Exh. 505-12.
55 Exh. 522-10 through 522-12.
56 Exh. 522-9.
57 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2319 - 2319.4.
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Mercury provided the parties with a report titled "IBNR California Catastrophe

Report" for the first three quarters of2011. Each of Mercury's IBNR reports isolates paid

losses and case reserves for an event classified as "2010 CAT 12/20 -12/25" as well as

other catastrophic events in 2008, 2007 and 2003.58 The three reports, each with a

different valuation date, note significant wind and auto losses from the December 2010

winter sto=s.

b. Mercury's Proposed Analysis

Mercury contends its catastrophe definition is in keeping with ASOP 39 with

regard to frequency, severity and consistency principles. Mercury also argues the CD!

tacitly approved the rain loss exemption in prior rate filings and as such is estopped from

requiring Mercury to alter its catastrophe definition at fuis juncture.

i. Frequency

Mercury claims its catastrophe definition confo=s to ASOP 39's characterization

of a catastrophe as a "relatively infrequent event or pherlomenon that produces unusually

large aggregate 10sses.,,59 In so concluding, Mercury relies in part on the frequency of

Mercury's rooflealc losses. The insurer notes that roofleak losses occurred nearly every

month since 2003, thus are not infrequent events. 60 In fact, Ms. Bass opines that a

catastrophe under ASOP 39 cannot be an event that happens every year or every other

year. 61

"Exh. 538-3 through 538-5. These exhihits are conditionally med under seal.
"Bass PDT, 26:10-12.
60 !d. at 26:20-23.
"Tr.199-200:17-7.
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ii. Severity

Mercury further argues the impact of the Mercury's December 2010 rain losses is

insignificant when compared to Mercury's overall book ofbusiness and calendar year

10sses.62 Mercury relies on a loss ratio assessment in support of this conclusion.63 For

instance, Mercury's December 2010 paid roof leale losses were approximately 6.1 % of

Mercury's direct earned premium for 2010, while the average rooflealc loss ratio equals

2.4%.64 And because this difference in loss ratio is smaIl, Mercury concludes the 2010

sto= losses do not distort Mercury's loss experience to the level required to call the

65 .
event a catastrophe. Indeed, Ms. Bass would not classify an event a catastrophe unless

the loss ratio was 25-50% higher than the average loss ratio.66

Mercury also contends Asap 39's definition of catastrophe implicitly requires

actuaries to employ a loss ratio method in dete=ining whether an event is a

catastrophe.67 It is undisputed that ASap 39 is silent with regard to loss ratios or any

other fo=ulaic approach to defining catastrophes.68 Yet, Mercury states ASap 39

mandates a loss ratio analysis. Mercury ma1ces this claim despite being unable to name

another insurer using this metllod.69

Alternatively, Mercury states the proper method of evaluating the December 2010

rain losses is to consider the "rainy season" as a who1e.7o Defining the rainy season as a

62 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Briel; 13:7-1l.
63 Loss ratio is a measure ofthe portion ofeach premium dollar used to pay losses and is calculated as:
Loss ratio =LosseslPremium. For example, ifthe total loss dollars are $300,000,000 and the total premium
is $400,000,000, then the loss ratio is 75% (= $300,000,000 I $400,000,000).
64 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 15:6-13. .
" ld at 15:14-22; Bass Pre-filed Additional Direct Testimony (pADT), 7:7-11.
66 Tr. 215:14-18; Tr. 216:6-13.
67 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 13:12-19.
68 Tr. 381:12-2l.
"Tr.488:15-19.
70 Mercury:s Post-Hearing Opening Briel; 14:11-15:5.
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four-month period from December to March, Mercury notes 2010-2011 rainy season roof

leak losses totaled nearly $10 million as compared to rainy season roof leak losses of

$7.19 million in 2004-2005; an insignificant disparity in Mercury's opinion. 71 Similarly,

Mercury analyzed rainy season loss ratios and concluded the difference between yearly

loss ratios to be trivial. Mercury states roof leak losses for 2005 amounted to a 4.3% loss

ratio, while 2010 roof leak losses equaled 5.9% ofpremium. Mercury thus concludes the

distortion is insignificant under this method as welL

iii. Consistency

Mercury also asserts that the actuarial principle of consistency requires Mercury

to include roofleak losses in its calculation ofprojected losses. ASOP 39 suggests an

actuary consider the consistency ofthe thresholds used to determine catastrophic losses.

Because Mercury has never considered roof leak losses to be catastrophic, Mercury

contends altering its procedure now would futroduce bias into the ratemaking system.72

Mercury also relies on the consistency standard to conclude that designating the

December 2010 storm event as a catastrophe will require Mercury to reexamine all prior

rain events.73

Lastly, Mercury argues the CDI's failure to criticize Mercury's exclusion ofroof

leak losses in previous approved rate filings prevents the CDr from now raising the issue.

Mercury notes that the Department approved the 2008 rate filing, which included

significant rain losses from 2005. Because the cm did not object to the 2005 rain losses

71Id at 15:1-5; Bass PADT, 8:1-5.
72 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 10:2-13:2.
73 Ibid.
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remaining in the projected loss calculation, Mercury concludes the Department granted it

license to exclude roof leak losses from its catastrophe definition.74

c. CDI's Proposed Analysis

The CDr does not endorse a specific definition of "catastrophe" nor does it

advocate for a loss and claim count approach to catastrophe classification. rnstead, the

Department simply defines a catastrophe as an event that causes a significant distortion in

the loss ratio during the rating period.75 That is, the CDr argues one should analyze the

historical annual and quarterly loss ratios for significant fluctuations. A substantial

variation between loss ratios warrants further consideration and may signal a catastrophic

event.76 An insurer's actual catastrophe definition is inunaterial providing the insurer

removes catastrophic losses in accordance with the Regulations.77

While the CDr finds a catastrophe classification from PCS relevant as it

demonstrates industry opinion, designation by PCS is not controlling. Nor does the length

or type of event govern.78 The CDr argues a catastrophe designation does not turn on

whether the event was a one-day earthqualce or a nine-day rainstorm. Instead, the

determining factor must be the distorting effect on the loss ratio. Likewise, the CDr finds

the cause ofthe event irrelevant.79 A catastrophe designation does not depend on whether

the event is a natural disaster or a man-made event, but instead upon the distorting nature

of the peril. Further, the CDr is not aware of any other insurers that exclude certain types

ofloss, such as roofleak losses, from their catastrophe definition. In fact, the CDr notes

74Id at 11:11-13.
15 COl's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 5:18-23.
76Id at 5:21-23.
77 Tr. 1142:3-7; Tr. 1237:21-25.
" CDr's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 9:23-25.
79 Id at 9: 18-22.
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that other insurers specifically removed the December 20 lOrain losses, including roof

leaks, from their projected loss calculations.80

i. Annual Loss Ratio

Unlike Mercury, who calculated roofleak loss ratios only, the CDr examined

Mercury's annual and quarterly ultimate loss ratios to determine the impact of the

December 2010 event. Using an annual year ending on September 30, 2011, the cm

concluded that Mercury's 'ultimate loss ratio equaled 52.8%; a 9.4% increase over the

prior year's loss ratioY In fact, on only one occasion since 2003 had Mercury's annual

loss ratio increased so drastically. That loss ratio increase of 14.6% occurred in the year

ending September 30, 2005, and coincided with PCS Catastrophe Bulletin No. 80,

another thunderstorm and wind event. 82 The Departroent also calculated Mercury's five

year average loss ratio and compared it with the loss ratio for the year ending September

30,2011. This comparison noted Mercury's five year average ultimate loss ratio equaled

45.9%; 6.9% lower than the 2011 loss ratio of52.8%.

ii. Quarterly Loss Ratio

The CDr further contends that Mercury's quarterly loss ratio illustrates the impact

of the December 2010 event on the ultimate annual loss ratios. 83 For example, the fourth

quarter 20I0 loss ratio of 66.6% caused the rolling four quarter loss ratio to dramatically

increase from 43.4% to 50.2%. Put differently, from October 1,2009 through September

30,2010, the ultimate loss ratio equaled 43.4%. But when one rolls the data forward one

quarter, from January I, 2010 through December 31,2010, the ultimate loss ratio surges

80 Id at 10:5-9.
Hl CDr's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 6:6-22; Exh. 436.
"Exh.91-2.
" CDr's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 6:17-22.
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to 50.2%, despite having six months in co=on.84 On only one prior occasion has

Mercury suffered such an extreme rise in the rolling four quarter loss ratio; the first

quarter of2005 during the severe winter storm discussed in the preceding paragraph.

Excluding 2005's first quarter, the 2010 fourth quarter loss ratio is more than 11

percentage points higher than any other quarterly loss ratio: The Department concludes

this drastic rise in the loss ratio demonstrates the distorting impact of the December 2010

. 85ram event.

d. Consumer Watchdog's Proposed Analysis

Consumer Watchdog argues Mercury's losses frOJ;n the December 2010 winter

storms constitute catastrophic losses that must be removed from Mercury's projected

losses. In support of this contention, Consumer Watchdog relies upon Mercury's own

statements and Mercury's significant December 2010 losses.

i. Mercury's Public Statements

Consumer Watchdog notes that prior to the co=encement of this hearing,

Mercury referred to the December 2010 winter storms as catastrophic in rate-filing

documents and shareholder reports.86 Consumer Watchdog also notes that given

Mercury's consistent description of the December 2010 winter storms as catastrophic,

any argument otherwise is simply disingenuous. In fact, Consumer Watchdog likens

Mercury's denial to a prior inconsistent statement that impacts Mercury's credibility.87

84 Exh. 437; Exh. 95-2.
85 CDI's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 10:11-11 :14.
86 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 10:20-11:5.
87 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Reply Brief; 1:15-16.
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ii. Severity of Losses

Like the CDl, Consumer Watchdog also urges the Commissioner to consider the

substantial losses incurred by Mercury during the December 2010 rain storm. Whereas,

Mercury's witnesses assert the total losses do not reach catastrophe level, Consumer

Watchdog notes the over $5.2 million in roofleak losses is significant when compared to

past events classified as catastrophes by Mercury.88 From 1990 through 2010, Mercury

reported 32 historical catastrophe values. Only three of those had values greater than the

December 2010 rain storm losses. In fact, 25 of the 32 catastrophe loss values totaled

$80,000 or less.89 And, while Consumer Watchdog rejects Mercury's methodology in

comparing roof leak losses to the armualloss ratio, it notes the deviation between

Mercury's roofleak losses is considerably larger than the deviations between Mercury's

liability 10sses.9o For example, the highest armual roofleak loss ratio is more than eight

times greater than the lowest armual roofleak loss ratio.9! By contrast, the range from

highest to lowest armualliability loss ratio is less than three times greater.92

e. Analysis and Conclusions re: December 2010 Storm
Losses

The Commissioner generally reviews catastrophic events on a case-by-case basis.

Indeed, the Regulations themselves eschew a finite description, and any attempt to

provide an absolute meaning would be contrary to regulatory intent. But the ALJ should

consider certain factors when determining whether a particular event or series of events

rises to the level of a catastrophe. Those factors include (i) PCS designation, (ii) severity

118 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 11:7~12:13.

89 Exh. 48-29.
90 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Reply Brief; 6:9-22.
" Exh. 60; 6.1%1.07% = 8.7.
"Exh. 18-1; 3.8%/1.5% = 2.5.
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oflosses, (iii) impact on loss ratio, (iv) a party's own statements and (v) the effect of the

event on the overall rate template.93

The objective behind removal of catastrophe losses serves as an excellent

analytical starting point. Rate makers typically remove catastrophic losses to avoid their

distorting effects in any ratemaking analysis. Without removal of catastrophe losses,

indicated rates will increase immediately after a bad sto= year and decrease in years

when no or few sto=s occur. Thus, it is helpful to consider the distortionary impact

when identifying catastrophic events. Put differently, examination of damage and claim

amounts, as well as annual and quarterly loss ratios, is a necessary step in dete=ining a

catastrophic event. Applying these five factors to the facts in this case, the ALI concludes

the December 2010 storm losses were catastrophic.

i. PCS Designation Supports a Finding of
Catastrophe

PCS, a nationally recognized authority in the classification of catastrophic losses,

categorized the December 2010 rain storms as a catastrophe. This branding lends

significant support to cm and Consumer Watchdog's argument. Of course, PCS

designation is not dispositive of the issue. In some cases, PCS may designate an event a

catastrophe while a specific insurer may have suffered only minor losses. In those

instances, PCS designation would not be determinative. But absent such a circumstance,

as in this case, the ALI concludes PCS's designation provides support to the

classification of catastrophic losses.

Even Mercury concedes PCS's designation of the December 2010 rainsto=s as

catastrophic is significant. Mercury asserted throughout this litigation that, with the

93 The Commissioner need not render an opinion regarding Mercuryls past roof leak losses, since such
:findings are outside the scope ofthis proceeding.
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exception ofrain losses, it codes a loss as "catastrophic" ifPCS assigns the event a

catastrophe code.94

ii. Severity of Losses Supports a Catastrophe
Designation

Mercury's claim numbers and loss amounts from December 20I 0 offer further

proof of the distortionary impact of the December 2010 winter storms. From December

17 through December 24,2010, Mercury received 1,464 rooflealc claims, equaling 42%

of Mercury's annual rooflealc claims. In fact, the number ofrooflealc claims received

during that one week period surpassed the annual number of roof 1ealc claims in all but

one year since 2003. Similarly, rooflealc losses totaled $5.8 million during those eight

days; an amount greater than Mercury's annual roof lealc losses in each of the last 10

years, with the exception of2005. These amounts establish the significant impact the

December 2010 event had on Mercury Casualty.

Both Ms. Gao and Ms. Bass testified the December 2010 storm event resulted in

triviallosses to Mercury's book ofbusiness rendering removal of the $5.8 million in roof

lealc losses unnecessary. But their testimony is inconsistent with Mercury's past practice

of removing small catastrophic losses. Ofthe 32 events Mercury classified as

catastrophic in the past two decades, only seven of those resulted in losses of more than

$80,000. Mercury's witnesses fail to explain how rniniscule.losses such as those must be

removed from projected loss totals, while $5.8 million in losses must be included.

A similar analysis extinguishes Mercury's frequency argument. Both Ms. Bass

and Ms. Gao state that because roof lealc losses occur every year, those losses cannot be

found to be infrequent under ASOP 39. In fact, Ms. Bass concludes that an event

"Exh. 522-22; Tr. 170:11-17.
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occurring every other year cannot be considered infrequent. But Ms. Bass's opinion is not

supported by the weight of the evidence. Mercury recorded catastrophic wind losses in

each of the last 14 years and similarly recorded catastrophic fire losses every year since

2007. Ms. Gao explained this inconsistency as miscodes in the data.95 The ALJ gives

little weight to Ms. Gao's explanation and concludes that while the data may include

some miscodes, it is implausible that nearly ail the wind and fire losses over the last two

decades were erroneously recorded.

iii. Loss Ratio Supports a Catastrophe Designation

The ALJ finds further evidence of the distortionary impact of the December 2010

winter storms when scrutinizing Mercury's ultimate loss ratios. Mercury's annual loss

ratio from September 30, 2010 through September 30, 2011 totaled 52.8%; a 9.4%

increase over the prior year's loss ratio. Inspection of the rolling four quarter loss ratio

produces a similar impact. From October 1,2009 through September 30, 2010, the

ultimate loss ratio equaled 43.4%. But when one rolls the data forward one quarter, from

January 1,2010 through December 31, 2010, the ultimate loss ratio surges to 50.2%,

despite having six months in common. Also significant is Mercury's fourth quarter 20 I0

loss ratio of 66%; Mercury's second highest quarterly loss ratio since 2003 and more than

20 percentage points higher than 2009's fourth quarter loss ratio.

Mercury urges the Commissioner to consider only the roof leak loss ratio or the

rainy season loss ratio in evaluating the change in loss ratios. But the ALJ [mds Mercury

provides no actuarial support for those positions. Catastrophes are not analyzed based on

their impact over all entire rainy season nor are damages limited by type of loss suffered.

95 Tr. 494:2-18.
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Such an analysis serves only to obscure the distortionary impact of the December 2010

storms.

iv. Mercury's Statements Support Designation

Mercury's own statements to the CDI and its shareholders concede the

catastrophic nature of the December 2010 rain event. On three separate occasions,

Mercury presented documents to the CDr identifying the December 2010 rain storm as a

catastrophic event. These statements, coupled with the more than four instances in

Mercury's Annual Report when it classifies the December 2010 winter storm as a

catastrophe, leads one to conclude that even Mercury believed the event to be

catastrophic. In addition, Mercury did not alter its definition and characterization of the

December 2010 event until after the losses became an issue in this litigation. Thus, while

Mercury wonld have the Commissioner ignore Mercury's public statements,96 the ALJ

finds these statements relevant since they provide Mercury's initial assessment of the

December 2010 event.

v. Impact on Rate Template Supports Designation

The ALJ finds the strongest support for catastrophic designation in the December

2010 event's distortionary impact on the rate template. Comparing Mercury's rate

template, which did not exclude catastrophic losses, to that provided by the cm, which

excluded a portion of the December 2010 losses, reveals a nearly 5 percentage point

change in the indicated rate; the difference between a rate increase and a rate decrease.97

Indeed, if the December 2010 winter storms had little impact on Mercury's loss ratio, one

would expect the parties' rate templates to be within a small range. But that is far from

96 Gao PADT, 7:21-28.
91 Exh. 336; Exh. 48-35.
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the case. Given the large distortion in the indicated rate caused by the December 2010

rain event, any claim ofinsignificance regarding the December 2010 losses is not

plausible.

vi. Past Rate Applications Irrelevant to Designation

The ALJ finds no merit to Mercury's claim of tacit approval for its catastrophe

definition. Mercury claims the CDr's prior acceptance of Mercury's rate applications

constitutes binding acceptance ofMercury's decision to ignore catastrophic rooflealc

losses. Notwithstanding the large amount of testimony and argument directed at this

issue, Mercury's position is misguided. Regulation section 2656.4, subdivision (c),

specifically provides that the Commissioner's approval of a rate, without a hearing and

findings of fact, does not constitute approval or precedent regarding any principle or issue

in any other proceeding. Thus, by approving Mercury's 2008 homeowner's rate

application without a hearing or findings of fact, the Commissioner did not approve

Mercury's catastrophe definition or any other principle at issue therein.

Mercury also argues that because it has never considered roof leak losses to be

catastrophic, to alter that procedure now would introduce bias into the ratemaking

system. Mercury's past practice is neither consistent with the Regulations nor actuarially

sound. The Regulations require removal of all catastrophic losses and do not pe=it an

insurer to pick and choose the types of peril it wishes to consider disastrous. That no

other insurer excludes rain losses from catastrophic designation demonstrates the

potential for abuse. IfMercury is permitted to include significant December 2010 losses

in its projected losses, while all other insurers exclude such losses, the ALJ concludes

Mercury would receive a substantial unfair advantage that is contrary to regulatory intent.
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Likewise, while actuarial principles favor consistency, ASOP 39 makes clear that such

principles must yield to regulatory conflictS.98

vii Conclusion

Based on the overwhelming evidence demonstrating the distortionary effect of the

December 2010 storm on Mercury's projected losses and indicated rate, the ALJ

concludes the December 2010 winter storms to be "catastrophic" under the Regulations.

As such, the catastrophic losses must be removed from Mercury's projected losses.

2. Amount of Non-Modeled Catastrophic Losses to be Excluded

The parties also disagree on the correct amount of losses to be excluded as

catastrophic. The CDr suggests removing $6.9 million from Mercury's historic losses,

while Consumer Watchdog argues the correct amount totals $7.6 million. Mercury

disagrees with both calculations but does not suggest a credible alternative amount.

a. Findings re: Non-Modeled Catastrophic Losses

The ALJ finds by a preponderance of evidence the following facts regarding

Mercury's December 2010 winter storm losses.

In December 2010, Mercury reported 1,806 roofleaks claims, totaling more than

$7.1 million in losses. During the eight-day period between December 17 through

December 24, 2010, Mercury received 1,464 rooflealc claims, amounting to more than

80% ofthe December 2010 roofleak 10sses.99 During that same time period, Mercury

suffered losses of $279,683 from ground water damage and $544,000 in wind damage. In

"Exh. 10-9.
"Exh.430.
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addition, Mercury experienced $1 million in unexplained "water damage.',100 Policy form

HO-3 suffered 99% ofthe losses during this event 101

Mercury's IBNR report dated September 30,2011 indicates Mercury experienced

losses totaling $7,509,867 as a result of the December 2010 rain event. The September

2011 IBNR report also states Mercury's case incurred losses for the December 2010 rain

event totaled $7,529,928.102

However, Mercury failed to present any evidence to distinguish how much of the

above losses are directly the result of the December 2010 storms. At no time during direct

or rebuttal testimony did Mercury calculate losses incurred from the December 2010

winter storm. When questioned about this omission, Mercury's witnesses indicated such

a presentation would require Mercury to review and code its loss data for the past 17

years,103 In an effort to provide Mercury one last opportunity to support its contentions,

the AtJ ordered Mercury to provide the monetary value for all homeowner's losses

incurred by Mercury Casualty as a result of the late December 2010 winter storms.

In response, Mercury provided monetary values that were admittedly of

questionable accuracy, since Mercury did not examine the claim files to determine

whether the losses resulted from the December 2010 event. 104 Instead, Mercury simply'

restated roof leale loss amounts the AtJ already possessed, noting the totals for various

end dates.

100 Exh. 440.
101 Exh. 119.
101 Exh. 538-3 through 538-5. Tills exhibit is conditionally filed under seal pursuant to the parties Stipulated
Protective Order. .
103 Tr. 1995:5-18.
104 Gao Testimony in Response to AU's April II, 2012, Order (Gao ALJT), 2:16-18.
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b. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury calculates its December 2010 catastrophic losses at $4,908,041; the total

amount of roofleak losses from December 17 through Dec~mber 22, 2010.105 Mercury

argues that only roof leak losses may be treated as catastrophic because only roof leak

losses had a distortive impact on Mercury's loss ratio.

Mercury also contends wind and ground water losses must remain outside the

catastrophic loss calculation since these losses, looked at in isolation, do not have a

distortive effect on the loss ratio.106 In addition, Mercury argues there is no evidence that

wind and ground water damage resulted from the December 2010 winter storms. Mercury

contends the losses could be the result of any number of events. IO
?

Mercury further asserts the Commissioner should rely upon the PCS dates when

calculating catastrophic losses. lOB Mercury notes that while PCS identified the

catastrophic event as co=encing on December 17, 2010, the CDr began its analysis of

excluded losses on December 16,2010. The use of a December 16 start date results in

$330,653 in additional excluded losses. Mercury also claims the CDr's inclusion oflosses

from December 23 and December 24, 2010 is inappropriate, since the catastrophic event

ended on December 22,2010. Instead, Mercury concludes only 50% ofthe losses from

December 23 and December 24 should be excluded because the CDr did not provide

evidence that losses on those dates ste=ed from the catastrophic event. I09

Mercury also challenges Consumer Watchdog's manner of calculating December

2010 rain losses. Mercury states that reliance upon on the actuarial reserve report is

105 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 24:21-26.
'" Id at 25:13-21.
107Id at 26:18-27.
lOR Id at25:4-12.
109 Bass Pre-Filed Rebuttal Testimony (pRT), 11:5-15.
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misplaced, since Mercury did not review the document during the ratemaking process. llD

In addition, Mercury notes the IBNR report data is inconsistent with the data provided in

its rate application, thereby proving the reserve report unreliable.1ll

Lastly, Mercury argues that some of the December 17 through December 24

losses were normal, non-catastrophic losses and thus should not be included in the

calculation of catastrophic 10sses. ll2 In order to account for this "practical reality,"

Mercury reduced the amount of catastrophic losses by the average daily rain losses that

occurred from December 17 through December 24 in years 2007, 2008 and 2009.

Again, Mercury did not examine its claim files to determine the cause of the ground

water claims during the December 2010 winter storms.113

c. CDI's Contentions

The CDr argues that because the majority oflosses occurred from December 16

through December 24, 2010, the Commissioner should apply those dates in calculating

the amount of catastrophic losses.114 By the CDI's calculation, at least $6,969,643 must

'be removed from Mercury's projected losses. This total includes storm-related losses

such as falling trees and flying object damage as well as $6.1 million in roof leak

10sses.1lS The CDr considers its estimate to be at the lower boundary oftota! catastrophic

losses for December 2010 and believes the true amount could be significantly higher.

Indeed, the CDr did not include in its calculation the $1 million in unexplained "water

damage - other" losses experienced during the rain event. ll6

110 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief; 29:5-10.
II! Id. at 29:21-30:8.
Jl2 Id. at 27:18-23.
!13 Gao ALIT, 3:9-18.
114 CD!'s Post-Hearing Opening Brief; 12:1-9.
I!5 Id. at 15:8-28.
116 Id. at 13:4-12.
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The CDr also rejects Mercury's claim that "normal" losses must be removed from

the catastrophe calculation. The CDr notes such an approach is inconsistent with

Mercury's past practice in removing all catastrophic 10sses.Il7

'd. Consumer Watchdog's Contentions

Consumer Watchdog employs a different method in computing the amount of

losses to be excluded. The Intervenor relies entirely upon Mercury Casualty's IBNR

reserve reports discussed above. Thus, Consumer Watchdog urges the Commissioner to

remove $7,529,928 in catastrophic losses. lls

e. Analysis and Conclusions re: Amount of Catastrophic
Losses to be Excluded

Having considered both the undisputed facts and legal arguments raised by the

,parties, the ALJ concludes that no less than $7,529,928 must be removed as catastrophic

losses from the December 2010 winter storms based on the following analysis. The entire

amount shall be removed from the HO-3 form as discussed below. _

i. Losses Occurring from December 17 through
December 25 Must be Included in Calculation

Mercury contends the Commissioner should remove only those losses occurring

from December 17 through December 22, 2010, which coincides with the ·PCS

catastrophe dates. While the ALJ agrees that losses occurring prior to December 17 must

be excluded from the calculation, the ALJ rejects Mercury's asserted end date as it fails

to account for what are clearly storm-related damages reported after December 22, 2010.

After examining the PCS and weather reports as well as claim and loss

information,·the ALJ concludes the catastrophic event did not begin until December 17,

117 fd. at 14:21-15:5.
lIB Consumer Watchdog'5 Post-Hearing Opening Brief;, 13:8-23.
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2010. Though Mercury reported roofleak losses of $330,563 on December 16,2010, the

heaviest rain and wind did not arise until December 17, 2010. This finding corresponds

with the PCS start date and Mercury's arguments. In addition, Mercury's data shows that

a single homeowner's claim from December 16 resulted in losses of $291,610. It follows

then that Mercury did not see an increase in claims and losses until December 17, 20I O.

Accordingly, the ALJ concludes that losses prior to December 17, 20I0 should not be

included in the catastrophe loss total.

PCS Catastrophe Bulletin No. 34 determined the catastrophic rain event

concluded on December 22,2010. But, contrary to Mercury's assertion that the PCS

dates must be followed, a catastrophic event ends when significant losses arising from the

event cease. Evidence demonstrates Mercury suffered substantial losses on December 23,

December 24 and December 25,2010 as a result of the catastrophic storms that took

place during the holiday period. For example, Mercury coded more than $1 million in

roofleak losses from December 23 through December 25,20 I0, and another $300,000 in

wind and water damage during that same time period, although heavy rains ended on

December 23,2010. In response to this evidence, Mercury simply states it codes its claim

information based on the loss date. But Mercury does not explain how it determined the

loss date for claims reported days after the event ended. The ALJ concludes, absent any

evidence to the contrary, that these losses are reasonably related to the winter storm.

Given Mercury's substantial losses from December 23 through December 25, 2010, the

ALJ concludes losses reported during that time period resulted from the December 20 I0

rain event.
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ii. Roof Leak, Water and Wind Losses Must be
Included in Calculation

The ALJ also concludes that roof leak damages suffered during the applicable

time period resulted from the catastrophic rain storm. Indeed, Mercury concedes that a

large portion of the $5,929,326 in roofleak losses must be included in the calculation.

But the parties disagree on whether to include other storm-related damages in the damage

calculation. Both CD! and Consumer Watchdog conclude rain-related damages must

include rain, wind and ground water damage. Conversely, Mercury attributes only a

portion of the damages suffered from December 17 through December 25,2010 to the

storm event.

Before reviewing the types of loss suffered, it bears noting that Mercury failed to
,

provide the parties and the ALJ with a definitive calculation of catastrophe-related

damages. Only Mercury possesses the claims files and data necessary to determine the

causation for each claim. But rather than examine the claim files as ordered by the judge,

Mercury chose instead to attack the loss amounts provided by CDr and Cousumer

Watchdog. Granted review of some 1,500 claims is time consuming. Yet Mercury had

over one year to review these claims. In neglecting to review its claims or calculations

prior to this proceeding, and in refusing to do so after the ALJ's Order, Mercury failed to

meet its burden ofproof.

It is undisputed that, from December 17 through December 25, 2010, Mercury

recorded ground water damages totaling $279,683. Mercury claims this damage

"possibly" resulted from non-rain related events such as broken plumbing or defective

drainage. But examination ofMercury's generic claims information demonstrates quite

the opposite. First, the only ground water claims recorded by Mercury during the fourth
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quarter of 2010 occurred during the catastrophic rain event. 119 In addition, Mercury

specifically codes plumbing defects and sewer backups separately from ground water

claims. l2O Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude tbat ground water damage suffered

from December 17 through December 25,2010 resulted from the catastrophic 810=

event.

It is also undisputed that Mercury recorded wind damages equaling $565,810

from December 17 through December 25. Mercury believes wind damages should not be

considered sto= losses because "even if an area is simultaneously subject to high winds

and rain, it is possible tbat one peril and not the other caused the loss." While it is

certainly true that there can be high winds with or without rain, it is unclear why Mercury

malces such a distinction in this instance. The PCS Catastrophe Bulletin for the December

2010 winter sto=s categorized the event as a "Wind and Thundersto= Event" and noted

that winds gusted from 46 to 100 miles per hour during the stO=.121 And examination of

daily wind damage from the fourth quarter of 2010 shows a marked increase in wind

damage losses during the December 2010 rain 810=.122 Thus, it is reasonable to conclude

that wind damages suffered during the relevant time period, be they fence, tree or

structure damage, resulted from the substantial winds that accompanied the December

2010 winter sto=s.

Mercury contends its December 2010 wind losses of$565,810 is not a

catastrophic loss because it is insignificant and does not have a distortioll<uy impact on

the loss ratio. This is a curious argument given that during the past 15 years Mercury

11' Exh. 438. Mercury recorded one additional ground water claim on October 6, 2010 resulting in a loss of
$1,823.
120 See, Exhs. 349, 355 and 357.
121 Exh. 62-1.
122 Exh. 439.
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recorded, as catastrophic, wind losses as small as $1,000.123 In fact, 80% ofwind losses

categorized as catastrophic by Mercury resulted in losses of $80,000 or less. It follows

then that Mercury's argument is not credible.

Finally, general loss data indicates that from December 17 through December 25,

2010, Mercury suffered "Water Damage - Other" losses totaling $1,002,13 8.124 Though

the ALI ordered Mercury to calculate all catastrophe-related damages, Ms. Gao omitted

these damages from her testimony and calculation. Despite Mercury's noncompliance

with the ALI's Order, the ALI finds conclusions may be drawn from the data Mercury

provided. Excluding the catastrophe dates, the average daily fourth quarter 2010 losses

for the "Water Damage - Other" category equaled $54,055, while the average daily

losses for this category during the catastrophic storms totaled $111,349.125 In addition,

the average claims count jumped from 5.82 daily claims to 15.11 daily claims during the

December 2010 winter storms.126 It is reasonable to conclude from data presented that

these losses are not the result ofplumbing overflows, sewer backups, and slab or

appliance leaks since Mercury categorized those losses separately. Absent evidence to the

contrary, given the increase in claims count and loss totals, the ALI concludes Mercury's

"Water Damage - Other" losses are related to the December 2010 storm and must be

included in the calculation of catastrophic losses.

ill. Removal of "Normal" Losses Rejected

Mercury also argues that some "normal" non-catastrophic losses occurred during

the relevant time period and such losses must be excluded from the ALI's calculation.

123 Exh. 48-29; Exh. 510.
124 Exh. 440.
125 Ibid; Gammell Additional Rebuttal Testimony in Response to Ms. Gao (ART), 4:23-25.
126 Exh. 439.
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Mercury concludes the proper exclusion method requires removal of the average daily

losses from 2007 through 2009. The ALJ finds Mercury's argument unpersuasive.

Mercury has the burden to demonstrate that certain claims and losses must be·

removed from the catastrophe calculation. Mercury had more than a year to demonstrate

the CD! inadvertently included losses not related to the catastrophic winter storms. Had

Mercury met this burden, it would not need to speculate on.the amount of "normal" daily

losses. Likewise, the Regulations do not permit an insurer to select a catastrophic loss

amount it finds acceptable. Section 2644.4, subdivision (a) requires removal of the entire

catastrophic loss, not some alternative amount above the "normal" daily loss. The ALJ

concludes Mercury argument is unpersuasive and contrary to regulatory intent. To permit

Mercury to remove some "normal" losses would introduce bias into the ratemaking

template and violate actuarial standards.

iv. IBNR Report Confirms Calculation

Perhaps the most contentious evidence of catastrophic losses is found in

Mercury's IBNR report. According to the IBNR report, as of September 30, 2011,

Mercury's total losses incun·ed as a result of the December 2010 winter storms equaled

$7,585,951. Since Mercury generated the IBNR report, Consumer Watchdog argues it is

the most accurate assessment of incurred losses. Conversely, Mercury argues its financial

department generated the IBNR report without the expertise of any actuaries, thereby

rendering the report defective. Further, Mercury argues the IBNR calculations for other

catastrophic events are inconsistent with the calculations in Mercury's rate application.

But Mercury's arguments fail to consider the legal significance of the IBNR report and

ignore the implications resulting from apparent inaccuracies in Mercury's filings.
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Regardless ofwhich department creates an IBNR report, California law requires

an accurate loss and reserve examination. Failure to provide an accurate report results in

serious civil penalties. 127 Despite these penalties, Mercury claims its IBNR report is

unreliable in the context of this administrative hearing. Mercury also points to the

inconsistencies between Mercury's rate £ling and its IBNR catastrophe reports in support

of its argument. But Mercury's admissions are instead evidence of its substandard

recordkeeping and careless supervision. Mercury does not explain the IBNR report's

inconsistencies, nor does witness testimony demonstrate the accuracy of the rate filing

calculation. Instead, Ms. Gao repeatedly testified that Mercury did not code the losses

resulting from the December 2010 storm. 128 Yet the IBNR report contradicts this

testimony because in generating the IBNR report, Mercury had to code its December

2010 storm losses.

Mercury also argues that the IBNR report overstates loss reserves resulting in an

inaccurate calculation. But of the $7,529,928 in total losses, only $20,061 is a reserve

amount. The ALJ concludes that such a miniscule amount does not render the calculation

unreliable nor does it impact the overall indicated rate.

A comparison between the IBNR calculation and totals generated by Mercury's

loss data provides additional support for using the IBNR in calculating catastrophic

losses. Losses from December 17 through December 25, 2010 totaled $7,776,957. Losses

provided by the IBNR report equal $7,529,928. The resulting difference of $247,029

supports the probable accuracy of the IBNR report and likely provides for those

December 17 through December 25 losses that were not the product of the catastrophic

127 Ins. Code § 924.
128 Tr. 463:11-12; Gao ALIT, 2:17-18.
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rain storm. Accordingly, the ALJ concludes Mercury must remove no less than

$7,529,928 in catastrophic losses.

v. All Losses Removed from Policy Form HO-3

Having concluded that Mercury suffered catastrophic losses totaling at least

$7,529,928, the ALJ must determine how to apportion those losses between policy forms.

Tills decision is a simple one, as evidence demonstrates the entire amount may be

removed from the HO-3 form.

Initially, Mercury's wiinesses challenged Mr. Gammell's and Mr. Schwartz's

decision to assign all December 2010 catastrophic losses to policy form HO-3, noting that

such catastrophic losses may have impacted renters or condominium owners, as well as

home owners. 129 But subsequent information provided by Ms. Gao alleviates this

concern. In response to the ALJ Order, Mercury determined that HO-3 policyholders

suffered more than 99% of the December 2010 catastrophic losses. HO-4 and HO-6

policyholders combined experienced less than 1% of the losses. Given the miniscule

amount of losses in policy forms HO-4 and HO-6, removal of all catastrophic losses from

policy form HO-3 projected losses is reasonable. In fact, assignment of the entire amount

to HO-3 does not affect the overall indicated rate. 130 Accordingly, Mercury shall remove

the entire $7,529,928 in December 2010 catastrophic losses from policy form HO-3. 131

3. Calculation of Non-Modeled Catastrophe Adjustment

Catastrophic losses distort an insurer's data over the short-term and dramatically

increase the indicated rate. As such, the Regulations remove non-modeled and modeled

catastrophe losses from ratemalcing to smooth out distortions caused by these infrequent

12' Tr. 137:6-12.
130 Tr. 1274:1-11; Tr. 1376:20-25.
13l This results in a revised HO-3 historical loss total of$83,973,043 ($91,502,971 - $7,529,928).
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events. Instead, an average catastrophe adjustment replaces the actual catastrophe losses

in the rate formula.

a. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

The Regulations state an insurer's non-modeled catastrophic losses ofanyone

accident year must be replaced by a "loading" based on a multi-year, long-term average

of catastrophe claims.132 For the homeowner's line, the average must be based on at least

20 years of data. Insurers with less than 20 years of data must supplement their figures as

appropriate.

The catastrophe load modifies the amount of projected losses in therate formula,

and thus has a significant impact on the indicated rate. The first portion of the catastrophe

load is calculated by taking a straight average of the ratios of total losses to non-

catastrophic losses for the past 20 years. The second portion of the catastrophe load is

derived from modeled fire following earthquake losses.

b. Findings re: Non-Modeled Catastrophe Losses

The ALI finds by a preponderance of evidence the following facts regarding

Mercury's historical rain losses. The ALI also incorporates herein, Mercury's December

2010 winter storm 10sses.133

Mercury provided 17 years of catastrophe data along with its rate application. The

catastrophe data notes fire, wind and mold losses dating back to 1994. Mercury did not

supplement its data with three additional years as required by the Regulation.

l32 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.5.
133 The facts provided pertain only to form HO-3, since the ALJ removed catastrophe losses from that form
alone. The catastrophe factors for forms HO-4 and HO-6 are not in dispute and remain as calculated in
Mercury's application.
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During the first quarter of2005, Mercury suffered more than $5.7 million in roof

leak losses. 134 These losses coincided with a PCS classified catastrophic rainstorm from

January 13 through January 15,2005.135 Mercury's rooflealc losses significantly

impacted its loss ratio. For example, Mercury's quarterly loss ratio jumped to more than

70%.136 Because Mercury has historically ignored rain related losses when calculating its

catastrophic losses, the 2005 rain losses were not factored into Mercury's catastrophe

load.

c. Mercury's Proposed Approach

Mercury argues its December 2010 winter storm losses should be spread over 3.5

years, rather than the 20 years provided for in the Regulations. 137 Mercury contends this

approach is consistent with the rate at which Mercury suffers catastrophic rain losses; i.e.

every 3.5 years. In support of this argument, Mercury points to its January 2005 storm

losses.

Alternatively, Mercury suggests the Commissioner calculate its catastrophe factor

based on competitor catastrophe loads. Mercury asserts that if it excludes rain losses, like

its competitors, its catastrophe adjustment will move closer to the industry average.138

Adjusting Mercury's catastrophe load closer to the industry average would increase

Mercury's load from 1.050 to 1.250; the industry mean as calculated by Ms. Bass. 139 A

higher catastrophe load of 1.250 results in an increase in projected losses and a greater

indicated rate.

134 Exh. 51.
135 Exh. 91.
1" Exh. 437.
137 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 34:3-11.
138 Id at 33:17-24.
139 Id at 34:12-24; Exh. 96.
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d.' CDI's Proposed Approach

The CDr recommends smoothing out the December 2010 rain losses over a five

year period, and not the 20 years provided for in the Regulations.140 The CDr's approach

divides the December 2010 losses by five, and applies 20% of the losses in this year and

the remaining 80% to the foUr following years. 141 This process results in a catastrophe

load of 1.65%. The CDr's approach increases Mercury's catastrophe load and indicated

rate.142

The CDr also rejects any use of the industry average to determine Mercury's

catastrophe load, because no relationship exists between the catastrophe loads of

=elated insurers. 143 Further, the CDr notes Mercury's catastrophic losses are

significantly lower than its competitors', and thus Mercury's catastrophe load should also

be lower. As explained above, use of an industry average catastrophe load results in a

higher indicated rate.

e. . Consumer Watchdog's Proposed Approach

Consumer Watchdog promotes a straightforward application, which averages

Mercury's catastrophic losses over its 17 years of experience. Consumer Watchdog

removes Mercury's December 2010 catastrophic rain losses from the projected losses and

includes those losses in the catastrophe load factor. l44 Having removed the $7.5 million,

Consumer Watchdog calculates a dollar weighted catastrophe factor of 1.088 for the HO-

3 form, which lowers the amount of projected 10sses.145

140 CDI's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, !7:23-25.
141 Tr. 283:8-13.
142 CDI's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 18:10-14.
143 CDI's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 13:11-20.
144 Consumer Watcbdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 14:25-15:2.
145 Exh. 535.
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Consumer Watchdog also concedes it may be necessary for the Commissioner to

modify Mercury's catastrophe factor based on its historical rain losses. 146

f. Analysis and Conclusions re: Non-Modeled Catastrophe
Factor

Having considered the facts and legal arguments presented, the ALJ concludes the

most actuarially sound approach requires the Commissioner to consider historic rain

losses in the catastrophe adjustment calculation.

As noted above, Mercury provided only 17 years of loss data, as the company did

not write homeowner's insurance prior to that date. While the Regulation requires

Mercury to provide supplemental data, none of the parties could identify other viable

sources of supplemental data. Instead, the parties agreed that 17 years of data was close

enough to the required 20 years. Given the lack of feasible supplemental data and

Mercury's proximity to 20 years, in this instance the ALJ will calculate Mercury's

catastrophe adjustment based on the 17 years of data.

i. Inclusion of Historic Losses Actuarially Sound

With the inclusion of $7.5 million in losses from the December 2010 sto=,

Mercury's catastrophe load equals 1.090. But such an approach fails to consider past

catastrophic rain losses and is .therefore incomplete. All parties agree that the most

actuarially sound load must provide for catastrophic rain losses from Mercury's 17 year

history. 147

The only evidence ofhistorically severe rain losses pertains to January 2005

claims experience. During that PCS-designated catastrophe Mercury suffered losses of

146 Tr. 1978:6-23.
147 Tr. 1978:6-11; Tr. 1995:23-1996:6.
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approximately $7 rnillion.148 In addition, Mercury's quarterly loss ratio jumped to 70%

while its annual loss ratio increased by 14.6%. Based on this evidence, the AU concludes

the January 2005 sto= was a catastrophe. As such, the ALJ finds Mercury's catastrophe

adjustment must include $7 million in losses for 2005. As detailed in Appendix 1,

Mercury's proper dollar weighted catastrophe factor is 1.100, with an average catastrophe

factor of 1.062.149

ii. Regulations Do Not Permit Restrained Approach

Because Mercury historically excluded rain loss from its catastrophe factor, both

Mercury and the CDI urge the Commissioner to implement the catastrophe load slowly.

While the ALJ is sympathetic to Mercury's and the COl's concerns, the ALJ concludes

their methods are not the proper remedy for this concern.

The Regulation requires Mercury to include its December 2010 sto= losses of

$7.5 million in the catastrophe adjustment. But including only December 2010 rain losses

skews the resulting catastrophe load. As a cure for this problem, Mercury and the COl

support smoothing out the December 2010 rain losses over a several year period.

However, this technique is inconsistent with the Regulations. Section 2644.5 requires

removal of the entire catastrophic loss of anyone year. The Regulation does not permit

an insurer to exclude some catastrophic ~osses from the yearly total simply because it

failed to comply with the Regulations in the past. The ALJ finds that altering the

Regulations in such a way introduces bias into the ratemaking formula.

148 $5,776,293 + approximately $1.2 million in other water and wind damage ~ $7 million.
149 See Appendix I to this Proposed Decision.
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ill. Competitor Loads are Irrelevant

Mercury also advocates the Commissioner calculate its catastrophe load based on

industry average. This contention ignores regulatory intent and fails to consider that

insurance experience varies among can'iers.

Mercury provided 17 years ofloss experience data. Mercury's loss experience is

not so incomplete that the use of supplemental data is walTanted or necessary. Further the

ALI cannot find any regulatory or actuill'ial support for the use of an industry-wide

average catastrophe adjustment. Had the Commissioner intended to apply an industry

average to all insurers, the regulations would include such a provision.

In addition, Mercury's argument does not consider the impact of Mercury's past

practice. Because Mercury has not previously considered rain losses as catastrophes, its

catastrophe load is significantly smaller than its competitors'. In fact, while industry

average equ;Us 1.250, Mercury's catastrophe load equ~s 1.049.150 Given Mercury's

lower catastrophic loss history, use of an industry-average is imprudent.

4. Modeled Fire Following Earthquake Exposure

Determining Mercury's non-modeled catastrophe load (1.062) is a preliminary

step in calculating the final catastrophe adjustment. In order to calculate the final

catastrophe adjustment, tlle ALI also must calculate the modeled catastrophe factor. The

modeled catastrophe load is then added to the non-modeled catastrophe load of 1.062 to

determine an aggregate catastrophe load. As stated above, the overall catastrophe load

impacts an insurer's projected losses and overall indicated rate.

Insurers use catastrophe models to account for events that are extremely sporadic

and generate high severity claims, such as hurricanes and earthqual<es. These models,

150 Exh. 48-29.
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designed by insurance professionals, meteorologists, and engineers, estimate the

likelihood of severe events and damages likely to result from those events.!S! The model

then approximates the expected annual fire following earthquake (FFE) loss based on the

insurer's exposure.

a. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

The regulatory formula permits insurers to employ catastrophe models to develop

losses and cost containment expenses for FFE exposure. 152 The use of such models must

conform to Actuarial Standards Board's standards ofpractice (ASap 38) and the insurer

must prove the model relies on the "best available scientific information" for assessing

earthqualce damage and loss.

Asap 38 requires an actuary to employ the following steps prior to using a

catastrophe model: (1) determine appropriate reliance on experts; (2) have a basic

understanding of the model; (3) evaluate Whether the model is appropriate for the

intended application; (4) determine that appropriate validation occurred; and (5)
;,

demonstrate appropriate use of the model. 1S3 An actuary may rely on another actuary who

has evaluated the model. 154

Asap 38 also instructs an actuary to consider results from other models and

compare historical observations to modeled results. Further, ASOP 38 urges an actuary to

add;ress the reasonableness ofmodel output and ensure accurate model input.

The Regulation does not define "best available scientific information."

151 Werner & Modlin, Basic Ratemaking, p. 98.
152 Cal Code Regs., tit 10, § 2644.4, subd. (e).
153 Exh. 9-7.
154 Exh. 9-9.
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b. Findings re: Mercury's Use of Fire Following
Earthquake Model

A preponderance of the evidence establishes the following facts regarding the fire

following earthquake model and Mercury's application ofthat model.

i. RMS & RiskLink 9.0

Risk Management Solutions (RMS) is one of three major fire following

earthquake modelers. All three major modelers, RMS, EQECAT, and Air Classic, rely on

the same starting point; the 2008 National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project conducted by

the U.S. Geological Survey. ISS Because each model relies on the same Hazard Map, the

frequency and intensity portions ofall earthquake models are similar. And yet, each

model produces a different result based on the model's treatment ofvulnerability,

insurance claims, fire spread, and an insurer's exposure.l56

RiskLink is the name given to RMS's fire following earthquake model. The

model begins with a process designed to simulate and develop a distribution of fire loss

indices (FUs) for major cities. FUs represent the probability that a location will sustain a

complete fire loss for a given level of ground shaking. RMS simulates the ground shake

more than 25,000 times to cover a range of uncertainties, including fire ignition, fire

spread and fire suppression. 157 Fire ignition is a function of the size and time of day of an

earthquake, building square footage and the mix oflines ofbusinesses. Fire spread

addresses the constlUction materials, the distance between buildings and the climate

conditions. And fire suppression is primarily the number offire engines available in the

155 Tr. 615:8-21; Tr. 1866:21-23.
156 Tr. 552:7-18.
151 Winde1er PDT, 4:24-25.
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area. IS8 RMS records the mean burnt area for each simulation and performs a regression

to express the mean burnt area as a function of the level of shaking. This regression

generates the FLIs RiskLink applies to an insurer's exposure.

RMS simulated results in five California cities. These simulations incorporated

weather conditions specific to each city, as well as temperature and wind speed

distributions.159 Ninety percent of actual fire following earthquake losses occur in these

five cities.160

When a client enters their exposure data into the model, RislcLink geocodes their

information. Geocoding converts addresses into a spatial reference system recognized by

the model. Essentially, RiskLink translates local addresses (i.e. street name and nurnber)

into global coordinates and assigns a variety of characteristics such as soil type and

liquefaction to each coordinate based on the simulated FLIs. 161

Since the release of version 9.0 in April 2009, RMS issued RiskLink versions

10.0 and 11.0.162 RMS updated RiskLink to address changes in terrorism models and to

adjust for weather-related disasters outside the United States. RMS did not alter the U.S.

earthquake model or the accompanying FLIs, nor did RMS rerun the simulations

discussed above. 163 The primary difference between the versions is the updated

geocoding data included in each. 164

158 Ill. at4:16-23.
159 Tr. 1843:5-10.
160 Tr. 1843:23-1844:4.
161 WindelerPDT, 7:11-13.
162 Ill. at 6:15-18.
163 Tr. 1865:6-12.
154 Tr. 1868:1-7.
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ii. RMS Response to ASOP 38

In October 2010, RMS distributed a document intended to assist actuaries

working with RiskLink 9.0 (ASOP Response).165 This non-proprietary document

addresses each of the categories an actuary must explore prior to adopting a model. It is

the only model-specific document Ms. Gao reviewed prior to employing RiskLink 9.0.

The ASOP Response lists the staffRMS employed to create and review RiskLink.

The staff includes actuaries, geologists, engineers, economists, computer scientists and

mathematicians. In addition, RMS retained two independent experts to review the model.

Neither expert, however, reviewed the RiskLink version used by Mercury. 166

The ASOP Response also addresses methods used to validate RiskLink 9.0. But

the Response is not intended as a substitute for an actuary's own validation. 167 While the

document provides a validation summary, an actuary may request additional validation

documents. Mercury did not request additional validations documents. 168

Mercury supplemented the ASOP Response with modeled loss estimates for

historical California earthqualce events. While the actual modeled results remain under

seal, the ALJ notes RiskLink's modeled losses were significantly larger than the actual

incurred FFE losses for each earthqua1ce event.169

iii. Mercury's Use of Risld,iulc 9.0

Absent a compelling reason, insurers do not routinely switch fire following

earthqua1ce inodels. 17o Prior to this rate application, Mercury routinely employed the Air

165 Exh. 16.
"5 Exh. 16-24.
161 Exh. 16-75.
'" Tr. 377:20-24.
159 Exh. 100-8.
170 Tr. 363:2-4.
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Classic FFE mode1.171 Mercury did not explain its decision to replace the Air Classk

model. 172

In 2011, Mercury hired Aon Benfield to model its fire following earthquake

exposure through RiskLink 9.0. Mercury provided Aon with data on each of its insurance

lines through December 31, 2010. Aonran the FFE model by combining all ofMercury's

lines, excluding the auto line. Aon did not review the validity ofMercury's data nor did

Aon model losses specifically for Mercury's homeowner's book ofbusiness. RiskLink

9.0 projected FFE losses totaling $4.6 million.

On its own initiative, Aon also ran Mercury's data through two other competing

catastrophe models; EQECAT and Air Classic. The EQECAT model estimated FFE

losses of$3.5 million, while the Air Classic model projected FFE losses of $5.9

million.173

c. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury contends RiskLink 9.0 conforms to ASap 38. In support of this

contention, Mercury relies on the testimony of Ms. Gao and RMS's ASap Response.

First, Mercury notes the creators ofRiskLink 9.0 originated from disciplines one would

expect to see in the development of catastrophe models and include two independent

experts.174 Second, Mercury argues Ms. Gao understood the model and evaluated whether

the model was appropriate for Mercury's use. Third, Mercury asserts the model has been

111 Exh. 522-14.
171 Tr. 501:1-3.
173 Fox PDT, 6:9-13.
'74 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 36:19-25.
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validated. because the RiskLink 9.0 results fall between the results from other models,

and are consistent with historicallosses.175

Mercury also contends RiskLink 9.0 is based on the best scientific information

available. In support of this argument, Mercury relies on the testimony ofMr. Windeler

and the competitive modeling market. Mercury argues that by using one of the three .

established FFE models, all ofwhich rely on the same U.S. Hazard map, the insurer

demonstrates it relied on the best scientific information.176 In addition, Mercury notes Mr.

Windeler extensively explained how RMS generates its FUs and fire simulation models

and provided documents that 'demonstrate RMS complied with the Regulation. 177

d. Consumer Watchdog's Contentions

Consumer Watchdog contends Mercury did not adequately support and document

its use ofRiskLink. First, Consumer Watchog notes Ms. Gao only reviewed RMS's

"marketing brochure" regarding RiskLink 9.0. The Intervenor asserts this document fails

to demonstrate the model complies with ASOP 38. Second, Consumer Watchdog notes

Ms. Gao did not request additional information nor did she fully vet RMS's experts. 178

Lastly, Consumer Watchdog states Ms. Gao inaccurately testified as to the model's prior

use, thereby"indicating Ms. Gao merely "rubber-stamped" the use of RiskLink 9.0.179

e. Analysis and Conclusions re: Use of RiskLink 9.0

Having considered the facts and legal arguments, the ALJ concludes RiskLink 9.0

conforms to actuarial standards ofpractice and is based on the best scientific information

available.

I75 leI. at 38:1-13.
176 leI. at 40:6-1 1.
177 leI. at40:14-18.
178 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opeuing Brief, 25:1-21. The cm does not join Consumer
Watchdog in this argument.
179 leI. at 25:22"26.
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i. Mercury Complied with ASOP 38

Regulation 2644.4 does not require Ms. Gao to become an expert in the model

used. Mercury demonstrated Ms. Gao possessed a basic understanding of the model,

considered the proper experts, and evaluated the model for its intended use.

Evidence also establishes sufficient model validation. RMS compared its model to

historical earthquake losses and with competitor models, and found the output to be

consistent with its own. The ALJ credits Mr. Windeler's testimony that the modeled

losses reflect losses at today's value, and if one inflated the actual losses to today's dollar

value, the modeled losses would be much closer to the actual loss value. ISO The AU is

also satisfied with the testimony of Mr. Fox, who stated the variability between the three

modeled results is in line with the uncertainties surrounding fire following earthquake

modeling. lSl

While Mercury failed to explain its decision to change FFE models, such a failure

does not lead the ALJ to conclude Ms. Gao "rubber-stamped" the model's use. Having

found no reason to discredit RMS's model, the ALJ concludes RiskLink 9.0 complies

with ASOP 38.

ii. RiskLink is Based on Best Available Information

RiskLink 9.0 relies upon the most recent U.S. Geological Seismic Hazard Map.

The Hazard Map is the best scientific information available with regard to earthqualce

losses. Having no evidence to the contrary, the ALJ concludes RMS's model relies upon

the best available scientific information.

ISO Tr. 1860-1861:19-3.
181 Tr. 1869:4-6.
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5. Mercury's Fire Following Earthquake Losses and Load

Modeling Mercury's FFE losses is merely the first step in determining the FFE

portion of the catastrophe load. In order to detennine the FFE load factor, an insurer must

calculate the ratio of average annual FFE losses to ultimate non-catastrophic losses. The

parties do not agree on how to compute the FFE ratio, nor do they agree on how to adjust

the FFE ratio beyond December 31,2010, when Mercury ran the RMS model.

a. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

The Commissioner's regulations do not contain any applicable law on this issue.

When the regulatory formula fails to provide a specific methodology, "the ALJ must

adopt an approach based on generally accepted actuarial principles, expert judgment and

standards of reasonableness.,,!82

b. Findings re: Mercury's FFE Ratio

RiskLink 9.0 modeled $4.6 million in FFE losses based on the data period ending

December 31, 2010. Rather than using the $4.6 million in FFE losses, Mercury chose to

calculate its ratiQ based on $4.1 million in FFE losses. Mercury did not explain why it

selected this amount. In arriving at 2010 ultimate losses of $4.1 million, Mercury applied

a positive trend of 1.028 or 2.8% to its FFE losses.

After selecting $4.1 million in FFE losses, Mercury divided the FFE losses by

$98.8 million; the amount Mercury calculated as its 2010 ultimate non-catastrophe

losses.!S3 This resulted in a FFE ratio of 4.2% or 0.042. 184 Mercury then applied this ratio

to its ultimate losses as of September 30, 2011, to account for the change in exposure.

182 In the Matter ofthe Rate Application ofAllstate Inszu-ance Company, PA-2006-00006, p. 12..
183 Exh. 110-1.
184 $4.1/98.8 = .042
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Mercury added its FFE factor of 0.042 to its average catastrophe factor of 1.49 to

determine its overall catastrophe factor of 1.091.185

c. CDI's Contentions

The CDI makes three separate arguments regarding Mercury's FFE load. First,

the CDI takes issue with Mercury's trending of its FFE losses. Second, the CD! argues

Mercury inflated its FFE ratio by using improper calculations. Third, the CDI argues

Mercury failed to update the RMS modeled results with more recent data.186

The CDI takes issue with Mercury's decision to apply a 1.028 positive trend to

. the FFE losses. Trending is used to move bistoricallosses to their current value. The

Department does not believe it is necessary to trend these losses because it believes these

losses are already at their maximum. The CDI also argues that if trending is necessary,

the applicable trend must be negative, not positive, because Mercury's average claim

costs are decreasing by approximately 3.9%.187 The CDI further notes Mercury failed to

explain or support its trend selection. By trending the FFE losses, Mercury increases the

FFE ratio and thereby increases the overall catastrophe adjustment

The CDI also argues Mercury inflated its FFE ratio of 4.2% by using a

denominator from the wrong time period.188 CD!' s argument is best explained by

demonstrating the resulting ratios. As noted above, Mercury divided its FFE losses of

$4.1 million by $98.8 million (its ultimate losses from the period ending December 31,

2010) to get the resulting 4.2% ratio. But if one divides FFE losses of $4.1 million by

$111.6 million (the ultimate losses from the period ending September 30, 2011) the FFE

185 Exh. 48-29.
186 Consumer Watchdog does not join the CD! in this argument.
1S7 CDI's Post-Hearing Opening Briel; 26:20-25.
IS8Id at 27:7-24.
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ratio is 3.68%. The CDr argues the proper denominator in this equation is $111.6 million

and a 3.68% ratio must be applied to Mercury's rate application.189

.As a continuation of the above argument, the CDr also objects to how Mercury

justified the use of a 4.2% ratio for September 2011 data The Department notes that

when Mercury applied the 4.2% ratio to September 2011 data, Mercury assumed the FFE

losses would increase by a corresponding amount. That is, Mercury's method assumes

that if the FFE losses were 4.2% of2010 non-catastrophe losses, they will also be 4.2%

of September 2011 non-catastrophe losses, regardless ofwhether losses increased or

decreased.19o The CDr suggests a better approach would be to rerun the RiskLink model

as of September 30, 2011.

d. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury argues its FFE losses are not yet trended to future cost level. In selecting

a nearly 3% trend, Mercury relies upon its own trend calculations as well as "some data

from Marshall Swift Boeclch.,,191 Mercury did not, however, provide this data to the

parties or the ALJ, nor did Mercury explain this omission.

Mercury also states its application of the 4.2% ratio to September 30,2011,

ultimate losses is actuarially sound. Mercury concedes that FFE losses are not

.proportional to changes in earned premium·or losses. But Mercury states adjusting losses

in this manner is a co=on actuarial technique and the most appropriate method to adjust

the FFE 10sses.192 Mercury further argues the precision from rerunning the FFE model

would be minimal.

189 CDr's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 16:13-18.
190 CDr's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 28:3-9.
191 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 46:19-23.
192 !d. at 46:1-7.
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e. Analysis and Conclusions re: FFE Catastrophe Load

Having considered both the facts and legal arguments raisted by the parties, the

ALI concludes Mercury failed to support its trending of the FFE losses. But, the ALI

fInds that given the information provided, Mercury's 4.2% FFE ratio is actuarially sound.

i. Mercury's Method of Adjusting to September
2011 is Actuarially Sound

The cm fInds faults with Mercury's decision to apply its 2010 FFE loss ratio to

September 30, 2011 non-catastrophic losses. The ALI understands CDr concerns about

Mercury's failure to update the model. But based on evidence presented, the ALI

concludes Mercury's adjustment is actuarially appropriate.

The cm suggests the Commissioner directly divide Mercury's FFE losses by the

non-catastrophic losses for tlle period ending September 30, 2011 in order to determine

the proper FFE ratio. However, this suggestion fails to take into account the differing data

periods. Mercury calculated its FFE losses as of December 30,2010. Aproperratio

requires a denominator from the same time period. The CDI's method uses a numerator

based on December 31, 2010 data and a denominator based on September 30, 2011 data.

Changing time periods results in an inaccurate assessment. While it may be tempting to

simply divide the FFE losses by the updated time period, it is not the most actuarially

sound approach.

Instead ofusing different time period to calculate the ratio, the ALI fIndsit is

more actuarially sound to assume the FFE ratio remained the same during the next nine

months. While the updated time period may alter the ratio somewhat, the change is likely
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minimal and its impact on the overall indicated rate is negligible. 193 Accordingly, the ALI

concludes application of a 4.2% FFE loss ratio is supported by the evidence presented.

ii. Trending of FFE Losses is Inappropriate

Mercury chose to trend its 2010 FFE losses by 1.028 or 2.8%; an amount Mercury

asserts is supported by MSB data Yet Mercury does not provide any of the relied upon

MSB data nor does Mercury demonstrate it is necessary to trend FFE losses.

Even if trending is necessary, it appears Mercury's decision to trend based on losses

rather than premium is equally unsupPOlied. The ALI concludes Mercury fails to meets

its burden regarding the trending of modeled FFE losses, but the ALI also finds this issue

has no significant impact on Mercury's FFE ratio.

iii. Selected HO-3 Catastrophe Factor

Having determined the average catastrophe factor of 1.062 and Mercury's

modeled fire following earthquake load of .042, the ALI concludes Mercury's HO-3

catastrophe factor equals 1.100.194 The ALI's calculations can be found in Appendix 2 of

this decision.

6. Loss Development

The cost for the insurance product is not fully lmown when the contract is

provided or even when a claim is first reported. As a claim matures, claim adjusters

gather more information about the value of the loss until the final payment is made and

the ultimate amount is known. As the ratemaking formula uses the most recent accident

year data available, the historical losses are to some degree immature and therefore the

ultimate loss amount is not yet lmown. The process of adjusting immature losses to an

193 CDI's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 2:7-8.
1'4 See Appelldix 2 of this Proposed Decision.
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estimated ultimate value is known as loss development.195 A loss development factor

greater than 1.0 decreases the loss amount but has a minimal impact on the overall

indicated rate.196

a. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

The Commissioner's regulations state that loss development shall exclude

catastrophes and shall be presented as a loss-development triangle, based on the dollar-

weighted average of the ratios of losses for the three most recent accident years, policy

years or report years available. 197 These age-to-ultimate development factors are then

applied to the reported losses at the most recent period of development (the latest

diagonal in the reported loss triangle) to yield the estimated ultimate losses for each

accident year. 19B

b. Findings re: Mercury's Loss Development Factors

A preponderance of evidence establishes the following facts regarding Mercury's

loss development data.

Mercury selected loss deyelopment factors of 1.002 for property losses and 1.007

for liability losses. Selection of these factors led to a total loss development factor of

1.111 for policy fo= HO-3, 1.174 for policy fo= HO-4 and 1.086 for policy fo= HO-

6.199 In arriving at these loss development factors, Mercury applied the dollar-weighted

average to the first 72 months of development. After applying the dollar-weighted
. .

average to the first 72 months, Mercury still possessed five additional quarters of data.

Instead of adding those five additional quarters to its loss development triangle, Mercury

195 Werner & Modlin, Basic Ratemaldng, p. 105.
196 Tr. 1889:11-14; The rate impact between CDr's and Mercury's loss development factors equals 0.19%.
197 Cal. Code Regs., tit 10, § 2644.6.
198 Foundations of Casualty Actuarial Science (Casualty Actuarial Society 2001) p. 101.
'" Exh. 48-35; Exh. 49-35; Exh. 50-35.
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used a double exponential curve to produce the tail factors for the remaining five quarters

of data.2°oMercury did not provide any development data for the five additional quarters

beyond the 72 months displayed in the loss development triangles.2ol

i. HO-3 Loss Development

Examination of the Mercury's loss development triangle for HO-3 liability losses

shows a decrease in losses after 63 months.

Accident Qtr
2004-4

60
1,380

63
1,384

66
1,384

69
1,380

72 +
1,383

In accident quarter 2004-4, Mercury's 63 month loss development equaled 1,384. At 69

months, loss development drops to 1,380, but then increases to 1,383 at 72+ months

without exp1anation.202 A similar inspection of Mercury's loss development triangle for

HO-3 property losses shows decreasing or steady loss amounts after 57 months. In

accident quarter 2004-4, Mercury's 57 month loss development equals 13,344, and

decreases to 13,246 at 72+ months.203

ii. HO-4 Loss Development

Similar results can be found when reviewing loss development for policy form

HO-4. As seen in the table below, Mercury's property loss development remained steady

while Mercury chose a positive 1.00210ss development factor. 204

Accident Otr
2004-4

60
191

63
191

66
191

69
191

72 +
191

In fact, for accident quarter 2004-4, Mercury's property loss development remained the

same for the last 3 years. Likewise, Mercury's liability loss development has not changed

200 Tr. 506:23-507:7.
201 Tr.507:3-7.
202 Exh. 48-48.
203 Exh. 48-50.
204 Exh. 49-50.
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in the last several years, despite Mercury's selection of a 1.007 loss development

factor.205

iii. HO-6 Loss Development

An analogous result is found when reviewing Mercury's HO-610ss development

triangles. For liability, Mercury's accident 2004 fourth quarter loss development has

remained at 87 for the past 3 years.206 Mercury's property loss development remained

steady for 4 years, and then inexplicably rose, as seen in the table below.207

Accident Otr
2004-4

60
456

63
456

66
456

69
456

72 +
461

c. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury contends standard actuarial practice requires the use of a tail factor when

development data beyond 72 months is available. A tail factor accounts for development

beyond that included in the standard loss development triangle. Mercury claims actuaries

should not "cut off" development simply because the Regulations call for such an end.

Instead, Mercury argues actuaries should fit curves to all the existing data-208 And

because Mercury possessed five additional quarters of data, Mercury concludes its use of

a tail factor is appropriate.

Mercury also argues the Regulation permits an insurer to develop its losses

beyond the 72 months specified. Mercury relies on the Regulation's silence to support its

contention,z°9

205 Exh. 49-48.
206 Exh. 50-48.
207 Exh. 50-50.
2" Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 61:3-14.
209 Id at 61:15-23.
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d. CDI's Contentions

The CDr contends Mercury did not calculate its loss development factors using

the dollar-weighted average ratio oflosses, as evidenced by the use of a tail factor.2lO The

CDr notes that although Mercury's loss development triangles reveal Mercury possessed

at least five additional quarters of data, Mercury did not provide such data or demonstrate

why such data should be included.211 Absent such a showing, Mercury's use ofa tail

factor is inappropriate.

In addition, the CDr contends Mercury's loss development factor should be

negative.212 The CDr notes that Mercury's property and liability loss development is

negative after 63 months of data and any subsequent increases are unexplained. For

example, although Mercury selected a liability development factor of 1.002, Mercury's

property losses after 69 months are actually dropping from 13,344 to 13,246. As such, the

appropriate loss development factor should be less than 1.00.213

e. Analysis and Conclusions re: Loss Development Factors

Having considered both the undisputed facts and legal arguments raised by the"

parties, the ALI concludes that while the Regulations permit the use of a tail factor,

Mercury fails to support its use in this matter.

i. Regulation Permits Use of Tail Factor

In many casualty lines, the loss development triangle may end before the insurer

settles all claims and calculates all costs. A tail factor accounts for loss development

210 Consumer Watchdog does not challenge Mercury's loss development factors.
211 CDr's Post-Hearing OpeniDg Brief; 28-29:22-2l.
212 CDr's Post-Hearing Reply Brief; 19:17-2l.
213 Id at 19:18-19.
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beyond the end of the displayed triangle?14 When an insurer selects a tail factor, it

considers industry data and any relevant data available. The method used, however, is

subjective.

While the Regulation is silent on this matter, evidence shows tail factors are a

necessary and normal part of developing losses to ultimate value. Indeed, neither party

disputes the importance of tail factors. Accordingly, the ALI concludes use of a tail factor

is not specifically prohibited by the Regulation.

ii. Mercury Failed to Support its Tail Factor

That said, Mercury failed to support use of its loss development tail factor.

Mercury did not present any loss development dat~ beyond the 72 months shown in its

triangles and did not explain this failure. While Ms. Gao's admitted that she applied a

double exponential curve, that does not satisfy Mercury's obligation regarding the use of

a tail factor. Mercury could easily have provided the data showing the need for a tail

factor and simply chose not to. As Mercury bears the burden ofproof with regard to each

of its selected factors, its failure to provide the .Commissioner with the underlying data is

fatal. This failure is especially telling given that the insurance industry generally

considers homeowners insurance to be a short-tailed line, where claims settle quickly.

In addition, Mercury does not explain why it selected positive tail factors given its

decreasing property and liability losses. For instance, while Mercury chose a positive loss

development factor of 1.002, evidence shows its property losses decreased or steadied

after 57 months.215 A similar result can be found in reviewing the liability and property .

losses in policy forms HO-4 and HO-6.

214 Werner & Modlin, Basic Ratemaking, p. 108.
215 Exh. 48-50.
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Given Mercury's failure to provide the additional five months of data and the

decreasing loss amounts, the ALJ concludes Mercury failed to support its selected loss

development factors. Although the CD! suggests the Commissioner apply negative loss

development factors to Mercury's rate application, the ALJ frods that losses appear to be

steady after 72 months. Accordingly, having recalculated Mercury's loss development

absent the tail factors, the ALJ concludes the proper loss development factor shall equal

1.109 for HO-3, 1.170 for HO-4 and 1.084 for HO_6.216

7. Loss Trend Selection

It is also necessary to adjust the losses for underlying economic trends expected to

occur between the historical experience period and the period for which the rates will be

in effect. Claim frequencies and claim costs are both impacted by underlying economic

indicators that may change expected levels over time. For example, monetary inflation,

increasing medical costs, advancements in safety technology and other social influences

may influence both claims and costs.217 Actuaries refer to these changes in frequency and

severity as loss trends.

a. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

Loss trend is measured by excluding catastrophic losses and fitting curves to the

remaining historical data; a mathematical computation demonstrated in Exhibits 530

through 534.218 In addition to analyzing the pure premium data, frequency and severity

figures are analyzed separately to better understand the underlying drivers ofthe trend.

Insurers then select a historical data period based on the actuary's judgment. The single

216 Because Mercury assumes the DCCE development factors equal the loss development factors, the
DCCE developmentfactors shail also be calculated at 1.109, 1.170 and 1.084.
217 Foundations of Casualty Actuarial Science, p. 103.
218 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.7, subd. (b).
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data period selected must be the most actuarially sound, considering both responsiveness

and stability.219 If separate frequency and severity trends are selected, these selected

trends are combined to a single pure premium trend. For example, a negative 1% selected

frequency trend and a positive 2% selected severity trend combine to produce a positive

1% (= ( 1.0 - 1%) x ( 1.0 + 2%) - 1.0) selected pure premium trend. Generally, selection

of a positive trend results in a higher indicated rate?20

b. Findings re: Trend Selection

The ALJ finds by a preponderance of evidence the following facts regarding the

selected trends and applicable economic indicators.

Mercury initially selected a 16-point annual pure premium trend for each of the

policy forins at issue.221 For the HO-3 form, Mercury's selection results in a positive

trend of 1.4%.222 For forms HO-4 and HO-6, Mercury's selection results in positive

trends of 5.2% and 9.3%.223 Contrary to the Regulatory mandate, Mercury did not

remove the December 2010 catastrophic losses prior to making its trend selections.

The ALJ finds that removing $7.6 million in catastrophic losses from each of the

policy forms results in the following lost cost trend calculations. 224

"9 Exb. 5-7.
220 Tr. 1175:13-15.
221 Tr. 323:17-24; Gao PDT, 14:6-9.
222 Exh. 48-47.
223 Exb. 49-47; Exb. 50-47.
224 Exh. 530. The parties agree this is an accurate reflection ofloss trends absent $7.6 million in December
2010 catastrophic losses.
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i. HO-3 Trend Summary

Number of Loss Loss Loss Cost
Points Severity Frequency

20 0.4% 3.3% 3.6%

Premium

0.9%

Net Loss to
Premium

3:0%
2.7%

I

12 -3.4% 1.3% -2.1%

ii. HO-4 Trend Summary

·0.4%
0.7%
0.2%

-2.8%
"L7%

Number of Loss Loss Loss Cost Premium Net Loss to
Points Severity Frequency Premium

rH'~'i/;'i4"':';"i.!j6.6o/.c;;':~?:·>I;·':4.7%' .'0 11.6%:;\' .' ~1.3%' "'.> In%,'. I
20 6.8% 6.0% 13.2% -1.3% 14.7%

12 5.9% -4.1% 1.5% -0.7% 2.3%

ill. HO-6 Trend Summary

Number of Loss Loss Loss Cost Premium Net Loss to
Points Severity Frequency Premium

1};;;.t"';,:(:Z4"WITj;''?''':jf!T/j;OOXf·:':-:'''!~7'''''''5';f%~~ji~I;~;"~;;lQ:5o/J!ffi1:;~t!'~'!1;;;;.t2%i'..• ·.co '••·IT:r'%':'('';';1
20 . 6.2% 5.2% 11.7% 1.4% 10.2%

1~'*;~\\i;q'fQftfl;;"\;;?i@!;~\ifii($g0,~;iii\#'.~Hjj~,~'~';4 ;9'},;L2C E"'<10.2% ..: .' .' .' ... ,' 1:6%T;!;~'~-;ii;;iif'i:i'g(Q·'ltdi'iiiH,%}>1
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iv. Findings re: Economic Indicators

In a free-market economy, prices for construction material and labor vary, often

significantly, among neighboring states and even cities. As future claim costs greatly

impact insurance losses and trends, property insurers regularly consult recognized

authorities in the reconstruction industry. Consumer Watchdog offered a California-based

analysis from Xactware Solutions, while Mercury offered a nationwide analysis based on

Dr. Appel's own index.
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Xactware Solutions is a recognized authority in reconstruction industry and

specializes in providing analysis to insurers. Xactware's Property Reports analyze how

catastrophes and other losses influence the cost to rebuild in many states across the

country. Similarly, Xactware's Industry Trend Reports demonstrate how prices have

. changed in key construction industry indicators such as lumber and labor. Because

rebuilding costs fluctuate with the economy, the ALJ :finds Xactware's reports relevant to

determining the proper trend.

Xactware's 2010 Property Report concludes the reconstruction cost index in

California decreased by 1.5%.225 In 2011, Xactware noted the reconstruction cost index

in California'grew by only 0.5%, while the national average grew 1.52%.226 In addition,

Xactware's California Industry Trend Report shows virtually no increase in labor and

materials costs from January 2009 to the present.227 California trends appear to differ

from the national averages. For example, while California's labor and materials costs

remain stagnant, nationwide labor and material costs are arguably on the rise.228

California's Employment Development Department provides additional data

which demonstrates a stagnant California construction industry. Much of California's

unemployment rate of 11.4% is tied to the collapse of the housing market. Jobs in the

California construction industry fell more than 40% from 2006 to 2011, and mirrored

construction permit activity which also declined more than 40%.229

Dr. Appel also created a "Repair Cost Index" based on nationwide U.S. Labor

Department data. Dr. Appel's index relies on the national Producer Price Index and

225 Exh. 547.
226 Exh. 546.
227 Exh. 548.
228 Exh. 97.
229 Exh. 550.
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average weeldy earnings for construction industry employees.23o In order to evaluate the

nationwide change in insurance repair costs, Dr. Appel assigned weights to each factor. 231

The resulting index finds the cost of construction materials and supplies has increased

nationwide in the last several years, as have labor costs. The index also concludes

inflation will rise approximately 4% over the next several years.232

c. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury selects one trend if catastrophic losses are included and another if

catastrophic losses are excluded.

If the projected losses include December 2010 catastrophic losses, Mercury

argues for 16 point trend selections for all coverage forms. 233 Mercury argues the most

reliable data comes from the last 16 quarters; that is from September 2007 through June

2011. Mercury's trend selection indicates its belief that claim cost and frequency

nationwide will continue to rise. In so concluding, Mercury argnes one should not rely on

calculated loss ratios. Though loss ratio may decrease over time, Mercury contends a

corresponding decrease in losses is not guaranteed.234 Accordingly, Mercury selected

trends of 1.4% for RO-3, 5.2% for HO-4 and 9.3% for RO-6.

Ifprojected losses exclude December 2010 catastrophe losses, Mercury argues for

entiJ:ely different trends. Mercury refrains from selecting a specific trend period, but

argues in favor of longer trend periods of 20 or 24 points for all coverage forms.235 In

230 The Producer Price Index measures the average change over time in the selling prices received by
domestic producers for their output.
231 Appel PRT, 5:23-6:4.,
232Id at 7:14-22.
233 MercllI)"s Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 64: 16-18.
234 Id at 67:13-22.
235 Id at 75:9-13.
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support of this argument, Mercury points to the state of the U.S. economy and its own

historical severity losses.

Mercury rejects Consumer Watchdog's Califomia construction data in favor of

nationwide data compiled by its own witness. Mercury argues Dr. Appel's chart

demonstrates a national increase in the "Repair Cost Index." Mercury'notes the cost of

construction materials and supplies has increased in the last several years, as have labor

costs. Mercury concludes this data demonstrates inflation will rise approximately 4%

nationwide over the next several years.236

Mercury also notes its severity data fluctuates year to year. It argues these

fluctuations support use of a longer trend, which would account for upward and

downward anomalies,z37 For example, Mercury notes that ifone selects a 16 point trend,

data from 2005 through 2007 is omitted. This is problematic because severity losses

increased from 2005 through 2007, but decreased from 2009 through 2010. Mercury

argues that if the economic conditions of2005·2007 cannot be expected to repeat, there is

no reason to believe the economic conditions from 2009·2010 will repeat. That is to say,

if the Commissioner omits data that increases the trend and retains data that decreases the

trend, bias is introduced into the ratemaking calculation.238 Instead, Mercury advocates

for a 20 or 24 point trend, since those trends take into consideration the relevant long-

term fluctuation in severity.

d. CDl's Contentions

The cm argues Mercury's December 2010 cataStrophic losses must be removed

prior to trend selection. Having removed approximately $6.5 million in catastrophic

236 [d. at73:3-7.
237 [d. at 74:11-14.
23' [d. at74:11-25.
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losses, the cm selected the 16 point period for policy form HO-3. This results in a

positive trend of 1.4% as shown in Exhibit 336.239

For policy form HO-4, the CDr chose a 12 point period which results in a positive

net trend of 1.14%.240 The cm points to Mercury's loss ratios over the last three years to

support its argument. For instance, Mercury's loss ratio as ofSeptember 30, 2009 equaled

47.14%. Two years later, as of September 30, 2011, Mercury's loss ratio fell to 36.89%.

The CDr believes the steady decrease precludes a large positive trend selection and

demonstrates that a trend greater than 1.14% is not the most actuarially sound.241

For form HO-6, the CDr selected an 8 point data period With a positive net trend

of 1.32 %.242 The cm's rationale for this selection mirrors that above, i.e. the last three

years demonstrate a decrease in ultimate loss ratios undermining Mercury large trend

selection. In addition, the CDr notes the largest changes in frequency and severity came

in 2008. Including 2008 data in the trend selection would thus add large fluctuations

Without reason or support.243

e. Consumer Watchdog's Contentious.

Consumer Watchdog preliminarily challenges the parties' interpretation of

Section 2644.7. As noted above, insurers must file a rate change application using the

most actuarial1y sound single data period. Consumer Watchdog contends this provision

requires insurers to select the same trend period for each policy form under

consideration.244 Ifthe Commissioner believes a single trend period is most actuarially

sound, Consumer Watchdog advocates for a 16 point trend for all policy forms. cm and

239 CD!'s Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 30:1-7.
240 Gammell PADT, 8:5-11.
241 CD!'s Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 30:8-25.
242Id. at 31:2-4.
243 CD!' s Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 15:4-6.
244 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 16:3-13.
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Mercury state section 2644.7 permits insurers to select different trend periods for

different policy forms.

Consumer Watchdog's trend calculations also differ from CDr's and Mercury's.

First, the Intervenor removed $7.5 million of alleged catastrophic losses from historic

losses prior to trend calculation. After removing catastrophic losses, Consumer Watchdog

selected a 16 point trend for the HO-3 form, which results in a negative trend of 0.4%.245

Consumer Watchdog rejected trends based on 20 and 24 points since they included

distortions the Intervenor did not believe would repeat in the future.246 Both the 20 and 24

points data sets producted positive net trends?47 Relying on Mr. Schwartz's testimony,

Consumer Watchdog contends that current economic conditions differ from those

ellJlerienced between 2005 and 2007, making use of a 20 point trend unreasonable.248

For form HO-4, Consumer Watchdog selected a 12 point trend which, after

credibility rating, results in a positive trend of 1.1%.. for form HO-6, Consumer

Watchdog again chose a 12 point trend resulting in a negative .1% after credibility

rating.249 In selecting 12 point trends for these policy forms, Consumer Watchdog notes

the longer trends demonstrate significantly higher net trends as aresult of random

statistical fluctuations that are not expected to repeat in the future.250

f. Analysis and Conclusions re: Applicable Loss Trends
For Each Policy Form

Having considered the facts and legal arguments, the ALJ concludes the following

trends apply. For policy form HO-3, the ALJ applies a 16 point loss trend of -0.4%. For

24' Exh. 530.
24' Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 16:19-28.
24' Exh. 530-1.
248 Tr. 1386:12-18.
249 Exh. 533-1.
250 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 13:17-14:6.
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policy form HO-4, the ALI applies a 16 point loss trend of 5.2%. And for policy form

HO-6, the ALI selects a 16 point loss trend of9.3%.

i. Trend Must Exclude Catastrophic Losses

It bears repeating that projected losses must exclude catastrophic losses. Having

determined the December 2010 event constituted a catastrophe, and that catastrophic

losses totaled $7,529,928, this amount must be removed from Mercury's projected losses.

Only then may the proper trend calculations be made. In Exhibits 530 through 534,

Consumer Watchdog correctly removed catastrophe losses and calculated the applicable

trends. The ALI used the trends in those exhibits as the basis for the table in Section 7.b.

above, and in selecting the trends for the policy forms at issue.·

ii. Regulation Permits Use of Different Trends for
Different Policy Forms

Consumer Watchdog argues insurers must apply the same trend period to each

policy form in a rate application. The CDr and Mercury disagree with Consun1er

Watchdog's interpretation. The Regulation does not specifically address the multi-policy

form issue. But the Regulation does require an insurer to me its rate application with the

most actuarially sound single data period.

When a single application contains three different rate requests, it is prudent to

consider the overall impact of the rate application. In this instance, Mercury's rate

application includes three separate policy forms and rates for each form are generated

separately. Each policy form calculates its own average catastrophe factor, loss

development and trend. These separate calculations speak to the distinct nature of the

insured risk under each policy form.
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Given the diverse nature of the risk under these policy forms, the most actuarially

sound single data period for each policy form would not necessarily be identical. Thus,

the ALJ finds the Regulations permit use of different trend periods for separate policy

forms.

That said, based on the evidence presented, the ALJ concludes the most

actuarially sound approach in this instance is to apply the same trend period to each of

Mercury's three policy forms.

iii. 16 Point Trend Most Actuarially Sound for
Policy Form RO-3

The ALJ concludes the 16 point loss trend of -0.4% balances the need for stability

and yet is short enough to be responsive to recent economic developments. In so holding,

the ALJ rejects Mercury's argument in favor of a longer trend period.

First, the ALJ finds support in the economic evidence provided. Xactware

calculations show California's 2010 reconstruction cost index decreased by 1.5%.

Similarly, California's 2011 reconstruction cost index grew by only 0.5%, while the

national average grew 1.52%. And, Xactware's California Industry Trend Report shows

virtually no increase in labor and materials costs from January 2009 to the present These

facts demonstrate a stagnant cost and labor index and support a loss trend of negative

0.4%.

While Mercury relies upon Dr. Appel's testimony in support of a longer trend

period, the ALJ finds the California-specific evidence more compelling. Mercury

advocates for a trend of2.7% or 3.0% based on Dr. Appel's testimony regarding

nationwide costs. Yet, the ALJ finds no evidence to support a finding that California's
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cost and labor index will increase by 3 percentage points; in fact Xactware's data shows

quite the opposite.

Mercury also argues against the 16 point trend because it omits 2005 through

2007 data. While it is true a 16 point trend omits losses from 2005 through 2007 that is

the nature of trend selection; some data will always be excluded in favor of a balanced

approach. In fact, at the outset ofthis proceeding, all parties agreed that using a 16 point

trend was the best fit. Mercury changed its argument only after it realized the removal of

catastrophe losses produced a negative trend.

Lastly, California's economy from 2008 to the present is vastly different from its

economy prior to 2008, when the housing and construction industry began to bottom out.

Based on Xactware's Trend Report, there is little reason to believe the industry will

increase drastically in the next few years. As such, inclusion ofpre-recession data

reflecting the construction boom tends to skew the trends and introduces fluctuations not

expected to repeat in the near future.

iv. 16 Point Trend Most Actnarially Sound for
Policy Forms HO-4 and HO-6

Policy forms HO-4 and HO-6 comprise a much smaller percentage ofMercury's

homeowner's line. Because the amount ofpremium is smaller in these lines, Mercury has

less loss data available upon which to make trend selections. Generally, when loss data is

lacking insurers select a longer trend to smooth out loss distortions. However, the ALJ

finds no support for a trend selection longer than 16 points.

Mercury's 20 and 24 point trend selections indicate Mercury's belief that repair

costs will rise 10 to 13 percentage points over the next few years. As explained above,

inclusion ofpre-recession data tends to skew the trends and introduces fluctuations not
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expected to repeat. Even Dr. Appel's index calls only for a 4% increase in repair costs.

Thus, Mercury fails to justify its 20 and 24 point trend selections.

The ALJ also concludes that the shorter 8 and 12 point trends selected by CD! and

Consumer Watchdog are not actuarially sound. Short trends are heavily influenced by

short-tenn fluctuations. And because these smaller policy fonns generate less data, they

are more susceptible to short-tenn fluctuations. Despite these certainties, both CDr and

Consumer Watchdog advocate for short trend periods. The CDr relies upon decreasing

loss ratios in support of its argument. While it is true that HO-4 loss ratios have steadily

decreased over the last three years, such a decrease does not eliminate the volatility of an

8 or 12 point trend selection.

What remains is a 16 point trend selection that best balances the instability of

small policy forms with future economic developments. Accordingly, the ALJ concludes

a 16 point trend is the best fit for policy fonns HO-4 and HO-6 and selections of 5.2% for

policy fonn HO-4 and 9.3% for policy fonn HO-6 shall be applied to Mercury's rate

application.

B. Projected Defense and Cost Containment Expenses

All insurers incur costs during the claim settlement process. The insurance

industry classifies such costs, or loss adjustroent expenses, as either defense and cost

contairunent expenses (DCCE) or as adjusting and other expenses (A&O). AI} insurer's

DCCE includes costs incurred in defending claims, such as expert Witness fees, litigation

management expenses as well as some attorney fees.251 A&O include all other expenses.

For ratemaking purposes, the Regulations consider projected DCCE with losses in the

numerator of the rate fonnula.

251 Werner & Modlin, Basic Ratemaking, p. 121.
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1. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

Section 2644.8, subdivision (a) requires insurers to adjust DCCE for catastrophes,

and develop and trend those expenses in the same manner as projected losses. The

Commissioner provides insurers with three methods to develop projected DCCE. First, an

insurer may develop DCCE separately from losses, using the same method proscribed for

developing and trending projected losses. Second, an insurer may add DCCE to losses for

development and trend. Third, DCCE may be developed using ratios of DCCE to

losses.252 In all three methods, ~ insurer must demonstrate its selection is the most

actuarially sound.

2. Findings re: Mercury's DCCE Calculation and Development

A preponderance of evidence demonstrates the following facts withregard to

Mercury's DCCE.

Mercury chose to develop its DCCE through the rano method. First, Mercury

developed and calculated its DCCE property and liability ratios from 2007 through 2011 .

. From those five years, Mercury then calculated an average percentage of developed

ultimate DCCE to losses. For form HO-3, Mercury calculated aratia of72.1% for

,liability and 1.7% for property. For form HOA, Mercury's ratio equaled 16.8% for

liability and 7.5 % for property, while the developed ultimate DCCE to losses for form

HO-6 equaled 29.3% for liability and 9.0% for property.253

Mercury then calculated the total DCCE for the entire line by combining the

liability and property ratios. In so doing, Mercury employed a complex formula to

252 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.8, subel. (b).
25' Exh. 48-40; Exh. 49-40; Exh. 50-40.
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determine its combined DCCE ratio. Having determined tbe combined DCCE ratio,

Mercury tben applied tbat ratio to its combined property and liability losses.

For policy form HO-3, Mercury's combined ratio totaled 11.7% resultirig in more

tban $10.7 million in DCCE. Mercury's combined ratio for form HO-4 equaled 10.5%

and resulted in $230,823 in DCCE. Mercury's combined ratio of 11.4% for form HO-6

gave rise to $771,243 in DCCE.

3. CDl's Contentions

The CDr does not dispute Mercury's selected DCCE metbod. Instead, tbe CDr

takes issue witb tbe time period and manner in whichMercury calculated tbe DCCE. The

CDr finds two distirict flaws witb Mercury's DCCE calculation. First, tbe Regulations do

not permit Mercury's use of a five-year average DCCE ratio. Instead, tbe CDr claims tbe

Regulations require data from tbe "Recorded Period;" tbe historical period tbat provides

tbe basis for tbe proposed rate.254 Unless otberwise unreliable, tbe recorded period shall

be tbe most recent three years for which data is available.255

In addition, tbe CDr concludes tbat even if tbe Regulations permit tbe use of a

five-year average, Mercury's metbod of combining tbe property and liability ratios to

achieve an overall 11.7% ratio is unsound.256 Because oftbe large difference between tbe

DCCE ratios for property and liability losses, the CDr states it is critical to coordinate

properly tbe property and liability losses witb tbe correct DCCE percentage. In short, tbe

cm argues tbat Mercury's failure to apportion tbe DCCE property and liability losses

accurately results in a combined ratio which overestimates DCCE losses.

254 CD!'s Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 20:8-12.
m Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2642.6..
256 CDl's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 22:4-7.
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By way of explaining Mercury's allegedly misguided approach, the CDr notes

that Mercury's five-year property losses totaled nearly $379 million while its total

liability losses for the same period equaled only $25 million. At the same time, the ratio

ofDCCE to property losses equaled 7.7% while the ratio ofDCCE to liability losses

totaled 72.1 %. Rather than simply using the DCCE ratio for property to calculate the total

property DCCE and the DCCE ratio for liability to calculate the total liability DCCE,

Mercury combined the property and liability DCCE ratios into an average ratio and

applied that ratio to the recorded property and liability losses for one calendar year. Mr.

Gammell believes this approach improperly increases the DCCE as it fails to account for

the December 2010 catastrophic rain losses and assumes a static property/liability loss

split.257

4. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury contends the Regulations permit use of a five-year average DCCE ratio .

. In support of this argument, Mercury points to the Regulations' language and Ms. Bass's

testimony. Because Section 2644.8 does not provide a time period in which to calculate

the average DCCE ratio, Mercury argues it may employ a five-year average. In addition,

Ms. Bass testified use of a five-year average is the most actuarially sound means of

estimating the ultimate DCCE dollars.258 Mercury relies upon this testimony to SUppOli

its five-year avera,ge.

Mercury also claims it appropriately combined DCCE liability and property

percentages. Mercury aclmowledges that its statement presumes the December 2010

losses were not catastrophic and may, therefore, be an imperfect approach. But Mercury

. 257Id at24:1-18.
258 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Briet; 63 :9-16.
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relies on the testimony of its actuaries to support this approach. Mercury argues that

because Ms. Bass and Ms. Gao, both of whom are actuaries, approved Mercury's

approach, Mercury's method is the most actuarially sound.259

5. Analysis and Conclusions re: Proper DCCE Calculation

Having considered the facts and arguments presented, the ALI concludes the

Regulations do not permit the use of a five-year average ratio. The ALI concludes the

most actuarially sound method of applying DCCE ratios to losses is a simple, additive

approach that removes catastrophe losses. Such an approach results in DCCE HO-3

losses of$9,847,14l; the amount calculated by Consumer Watchdog.

a. Catastrophic Losses Must Be Removed From DCCE

Catastrophic events can cause extraordinary10ss adjustment expenses. For

example, in the event of a major catastrophe, a company may have to set up temporary

offices ill the catastrophe area. To the extent that those costs are significant and irregular,

the historical ratio will be distorted. Thus, catastrophe loss adjustment expenses are

excluded from the standard DCCE analysis and are determined as part of the catastrophe

provision.

In calculating its ultimate HO-3 losses, Mercury included $7.6 million in

catastrophic losses. Removing those catastrophic losses alters Mercury's historic HO-3

losses to $83,973,043.

b. The Additive Method Is the Most Actuarially Sound

Using the third method set forth in the Regulations, Mercury combined its

property and liability ratios into one ratio and applied that joint ratio to its losses for the

259 Mercury's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 14:7-13.
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recorded period. The ALl finds this approach unnecessarily complicated and its results

inaccurate.

The imprecise nature of Mercury's method is best illustrated by demonstrating its

results. For HO-3, Mercury calculated an average ratio of 72.1 % for liability and 7.7%

for property. In addition, Mercury's ultimate losses equaled $101,671,000, of which

$97,062,000 were property losses and $4,610,000 were liability losses. Through a

complicated method, Mercury calculated a combined DCCE ratio of 11.7%. Multiplying

Mercury's ultimate losses of $101,671,000 by the combined DCCE ratio of 11.7%,

results in DCCE of $11,895,507.

Applying an additive approach results in a markedly different DCCE. Multiplying

Mercury's property losses of $97,062,000 by the property DCCE ratio of7.7%, results in

$7,473,774. Multiplying Mercury's liability losses of $4,610,000 by the liability DCCE

. ratio of 72.1 %, results in $3,323,810. Adding those DCCE figures results in an ultimate

DCCE of$10,797,584; $1 million less than the amount calculated by Mercury.26o

Based on the above examination, the ALl concludes Mercury's method results in

an erroneous DCCE calculation. The simple, additive approach the cm champions is a

more accurate DCCE calculation and is the most actuarially sound.

c. Regulations Do Not Permit Use ofa Five-Year Ratio

Mercury argues Section 2644.8' s silence constitutes approval of a five-year

average, but Mercury fails to consider all of the Regulation's language as well as the

overall regulatory intent.

Regulation 2644.8 requires the insurer to develop and trend DCCE payments in

the same manner as it developed and trended losses. Since insurers must develop and

260 $3,323,810 + $7,473,774 = $10,797,584.
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trend losses over the three-year "recorded period," the ALJ concludes a three-year

average, rather than a five-year average, is more consistent with the intent of section

2644.8.

A review of the entire ratemaking process also supports the ALJ' s conclusion.

Similar to losses, DCCE payments represent expenses incurred during the claims

adjusting process. And, as explained above, the Regulation subjects DCCE payments to

the same recorded period. Mercury's use of a five-year average DCCE ratio allows the

insurer to bring in DCCE experience from outside the recorded period. One can easily

imagine cases ofpotential abuse if outside experience were permitted. For example, a

company that experienced a high DCCE to loss ratio the year before the recorded period

would certainly advocate for an extended time period in order to include its "bad"

experience into the ratemaking fo=ula. Instead, the ALJ concludes a more reasoned

approach requires DCCE payments to mirror the time period employed for losses; the

three-year recorded period.

Having calculated Mercury's three-year average DCCE ratios from the amounts

provided in Mercury's rate application, the ALJ finds Mercury's proper HO-3 liability

ratio equals 83.8% and its property ratio equals 8.6%.261 However, altering these ratios

has little impact on the correct DCCE amount, which equals $9,847,141 for policy fo=

HO-3. The ALJ's calculations are shown in Appendix 3 oftbis decision.

C. Efficiency Standard

The Insurance Commissioner annually sets the efficiency standard, which

represents the fixed and variable costs for a reasonably efficient insurer to provide

261 See Appendix 3 ofthis Proposed Decision.
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insurance and to render good customer service.262 The efficiency standard is expressed as

a maximum allowable ratio of historic underwriting expenses to historic earned

premiums for each insurance line. For calendar year 2010, the Commissioner set the

efficiency standard foI'homeowner lines at 37.12%.

The Commissioner's efficiency standard may be modified, however, based on an

insurer's excluded expense factor; the ratio of an insurer's national'excluded expenses to

its national direct earned premium. California Regulations prohibit an insurer from

passing on the costs of certain expense items to ratepayers.263 Those insurers who attempt

to pass on such excluded expenses find their efficiency standard reduced. Included

among those excluded expenses are excessive executive compensation, political

contributions and lobbying expenditures, institutional advertising costs, fines and

penalties, and all payments to affiliates that exceed fair market value. Increasing an

insurer's excluded expense factor generally results in a lower overall indicated rate.264

Of the excluded expenses listed by the Commissioner, the parties disagree only on

whether to remove Mercury's political contributions and advertising expenses from its

stated costs.265 Removal of these expenses results in an increased excluded expense factor

and a lower efficiency standard.

1. Political Contributions and Lobbying Costs

The parties do not dispute that political contributions and lobbying costs made by

an insurance carrier must be excluded from the ratemalcing formula. The issue remains

what portionofthe political contributions came from insurance affiliates.

262 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.12, subd. Ca).
263 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.10.
264 Tr. 482:11-483:5.
265 The parties no longer dispute that $370,000 in fines must be allocated to Mercmy's excluded expenses.
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a. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

The Commissioner's regulation prohibits passing on "political contributions and

lobbying" expenses.266 The Regulation does not define political contributions or lobbying

expenses. Accordingly, the AU will apply the generally accepted definition of these

terrns.267 In addition, the Regulation is silent with regard to contributions made by

affiliated non-insurance entities.

b. Findings re: Mercury's Political Expenditures in
Recorded Period

The ALl finds by a preponderance of evidence the following facts regarding

Mercury's political expenditures during the recorded period.

Mercury General Corporation is the parent company for Mercury Casualty and 21

other entities. Mercury General provides no services to customers and receives all its

operating resources directly from its insurance affiliates, most notably Mercury

Casualty.268 Concord Insurance Services is a Texas-based, non-operative affiliate of

Mercury General. At the time Concord ceased operations in 2006, Concord's common

stock was valued at $2,000. Mercury General then contributed $11.6 million to Concord

in the form of additional capital.269 Concord retained that additional capital and used that

money to make its political contributions in 2009 and 2010.270

In 2009, Mercury General Corporation and Concord Insurance contributed more

than $3.6 million to California campaigns. Mercury spent $3.5 million of the $3.6 million

on Proposition 17; Mercury's California ballot initiative aimed at amending the rate

256 Cal. Code Regs., tit 10, § 2644.10, subd. (a).
267 In the Matter 'afthe Rate Application ofAllstate Insurance Comparry, supra, PA-2006-00006 at p. 12.
268 Tr. 987:6-10.
26' Exh. 76-2; Tr. 994:13-995:3.
270 Tr. 995:14-24.
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regulations under the Insurance Code.271 In 2010, Mercury: General and Concord

contributed another $14.5 million to California campaigns, at least $10 million ofwhich

supported Proposition 17.

In 2010, the Mercury: Insurance Group donated $327,589 to Proposition 17.272

The Mercury: Insurance Group is a business name used by Mercury: and is not an

organized legal entity in any state.273 In fact, this contribution came from Mercury:'s

insurance affiliates.274 Mercury: also belatedly identified lobbying expenses paid by

Mercury: insurance affiliates totaling approximately $200,000 for each of the calendar

years 2008, 2009 and 2010.275

Mercury: also acknowledged contributions to the Personal Insurance Federation of

California (pIFC); a six-member organization engaged in legislative, regulatory and legal

advocacy on behalf its members. Comprised of six of the largest California insurers, the

PIFC's staff and lobbyists co=unicate with the cm and California legislators on issues

important to the insurance industry.276 In September 2010, Mercury: Insurance Services,

LLC, the affiliated management company for Mercury: General, issued the PIFC a check

for $220,479.34.277 According to the PIFC invoice, of the $222,000 paid to PIFC, 8%, or

$17,638, constituted lobbying expenses.278 InJuly 2011, Mercury Insurance Services,

LLC issued a check for $220,000 to the Personal Insurance Federation Committee, a

registered political action committee affiliated with PIFC?79 The cancelled checks show

271 Exh. 74.
272 Exh. 74-19; 74-20.
273 Tr. 1027:14-17.
274 Tr. 1029:1-20.
27'Exh. 74-59 through 74-66; Yeager PDT, 7:7-10.
276 Exh. 553.
277 Exb. 114.
278 Exh. 74-54.

.279 Exh. 115.
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PIFC deposited Mercury's first check in its general operating account, but placed

Mercury's 2011 check for $220,000 directly into the political action committee's bank

account

Mercury's 2010 Annual Report also acknowledges Mercury's significant political

contributions. The Annual Report notes the "Company" made financial contributions of

$12.1 million and $3.5 million in 2010 and 2009, respectively, to further Proposition

17.280 Mercury also concedes its political contributions had a significant impact on its

combined ratio.

The reduction in operating earnings was primarily due to
the deterioration of the combined ratio from 96.9% in 2009
to 100.7% in 2010. The increase in the combined ratio was
primarily the result of $9 million of increased expenses
incurred to support California's Proposition 17 ...281

The combined ratio is the sum of the ratio oflosses to premium and the ratio of expenses

to premium. All parties agree it is a term of art specific to the insurance industry.282

c. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury asserts political expenditures in 2009 and 2010 were made by Mercury

General and Concord Insurance Services, Inc., both non-insurance entities. As such,

Mercury Casualty may charge these expenses to ratepayers as part of this rate

application.283 In support of this argument, Mercury submitted cancelled checks which

show the payor of the contributions.

,"0 Exh. 505-6.
281 Exh. 505-2.
m Tr. 235:9-12; Tr. 395:19-22; Tr. 996:18-20.
2B3 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 49:1-5.
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Mercury also contends it did not allocate monies paid to PIFC to any insurance

affiliates.284 Mercury submitted a cancelled check from Mercury Insurance Services'

account which demonstrates the management company made the PIFC payment. In

addition, Mercury provided testimony from Mr. Yeager, Mercury's Controller, who

testified Mercury General reimbursed the management company for the $17,638 in

lobbying fees. 285 In addition, Mercury states payments made during fiscal year 2011-

2012 are not properly considered in this rate application.286

d. Consumer Watchdog's Contentions

Consumer Watchdog argues there is sufficient evidence to conclude Mercury's

insurance affiliates made political expenditures during the recorded period. In support of

tlns contention, Consumer Watchdog relies upon Mercury's use of the term "combined

ratio" as well as the PIFC payments.

Consumer Watchdog opines that Mercury insurance affiliates paid at least some

portion of the political expenditures, given the payments' impact on the combined

ratio.287 Consumer Watchdog notes that "combined ratio" is a term of art that necessarily

refers to insurance companies. Thus, Mercury's use of the term in its Annual Report

demonstrates Mercury's insurance affiliates made at least some of the political payments.

Consumer Watchdog also argues payments made by Mercury to the PIFC must be

removed from the rate application. Consumer Watchdog notes that PIFC is an advocacy

284 Id at 49:20-50:6.
285 Yeager's Testimony in Response to ALJ's April 11, 2012, Order (Yeager ALIT), 3:17-20.
285 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief; 50:7-12.
187 CODslUDer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief; 22:1-6.
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and political action group'and all its activities focus 10bbying?88 Accordingly, all monies

provided to PIFC must be excluded from Mercury's rate application.

e. Analysis and Conclusions re: Mercury's Political
Expenditures

Having considered the facts and legal arguments, the ALJ concludes that

Mercury's rate application must show as excluded expenses political expenses and

lobbying payments of$183,326 for 2008,289 $210,656 for 2009290 and $528,015 for

2010.291

i. Use ofthe "Combined Ratio" Not Dispositive of
the Issue

Consumer Watchdog asserts Mercury's use of the term "combined ratio," in

conjunction with a discussion about its political expenditures, means Mercury's insurance

affiliates made.the political payments. In response, Mercury states use of the term

"combined ratio" does not mean every detail in the Annual Report is attributable to every

Mercury affiliate, because Mercury's Annual Report is a consolidated report of

Mercury's operations.z92

Since publicly filed documents demonstrate Mercury made most of its political

contributions through Concord Insurance or Mercury General Corporation, Mercury's use

of the telm combined ratio appears to be nothing more than careless wording.

29' Schwartz PART, 13:21-24.
289 Lobbying fees ofMCC and MIC ($99,996 + $83,330 = $183,326).
290 Lobbying fees ofMCC andMIC ($100,713 + $100,943 = $210,656).
291 Lobbying and political expenditures ($100,213 + $100,213 + $327,589 = $528,015).
292 Mercury's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 13:8-10.
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ii. Contributions Made by Non-Insurance Entities
Are Permissible

Funds used by Mercury General Corporation and Concord Insurance Sewices to

finance Proposition 17 originated with Mercury Casualty in the form of a dividend.

Nonetheless, the Regulations exclude only those political expenses paid for by, or

allocated to, insurance entities. Thus, only those payments made by Mercury Casualty or

other insurance affiliates may be excluded.

In 2008, Mercury insurance affiliates paid lobbying expenses totaling $183,226.

Similarly, in 2009 Mercury insurance companies incurred lobbying costs of $201,656.

There is no argument that such expenses must be excluded from the rate application. In

2010, Mercury insurance affiliates spent $200,426 in lobbying costs. In addition, the

Mercury Insurance Group made political contributions in the amount of$327,589 to

Proposition 17. As this money originated with insurance affiliates, it too must be

excluded. Thus, the total 2010 political and lobbying costs, excluding PIFC expenditures,

equals $528,015.293

iii. PIFC Expenditures Need Not Be Excluded

Examination ofPIFC's website confums that the organization's aim is political

action. Any current or future payments made to PIFC by an insurance entity must be

excluded from the rate application. But such a conclusion does not render Mercury's

2010 PIFC contributions excludable. Mercury allocated its 2010 PIFC contribution to

29' That said, the ALJ has concerns ahout using an affiliated corporate instrumentality pass on excluded
expenses. As noted above, Mercury General does not provide any services to consumers and serves only as
the parent company for Mercmy Casualty and other affiliated insurers. All monies received by Mercmy
General come in the form of dividends issued by the insurance affiliates. Shifting these monies to Mercmy
General allows the insurer to pass on otherwise excluded political expenditures to ratepayers. The ALJ
believes that permitting conveyance of such monies defeats the purpose and intent ofthe Regulation and
improperly increases the indicated rate.
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Mercury General, and not an insurance affiliate. Thus, the ALJ will not include

Mercury's 2010 PIFC payment in Mercury's excluded expense factor.

2. Institutional Advertising Expenses

The parties also disagree as to whether Mercury's advertising expenses must be

removed from the rate application.

a. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

The rate chargeable to consumers may only include expenses necessary in the

offering of an insurance product or that in some way provide them a benefit294 The

Commissioner has determined that "institutional advertising" provides no benefit to the

consumer and instead benefits a company's shareholders. Thus, such advertising is

excluded from the rate application.

The Regulation defines "institutional advertising" as advertising not aimed at

obtaining business for a specific insurer and not providing consumers with information

pertinent to the decision whether to buy the insurer's product.295 Put differently,

institutional advertising is "image" advertising which strives to enhance a company's

reputation or improve corporate name recognition?96 Such advertising does not promote

a specific product or service but instead attempts to obtain favorable attention to the

company as a whole.297 In fact, institutional advertising is especially cost-effective for

corporations with a series ofproducts, because such advertising transfers its influence to

'04 In the Matter ofthe Rate Application ofRosI!ville Telephone (1996) 70 Cal.P.U.C.2d.88, 122.
'95 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.10, subel. (fl.
'" Areus, Contemporary Advertising (13'" ed. 2011) pp. 632-665.
'97 Id at p. 700.
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all of a company's products, whereas product advertising affects only the purchase of the

exact product.Z98

Event sponsorship is a co=on fo= ofinstitutional advertising. Sponsorship

improves public relations by affiliating the company with a worthy cause while

simultaneously improving a company's bottom line.Z99 Other examples of institutional

advertising include display of company logos, promotion of a company's environmental

efforts, or campaigns against cell phone use while driving. In the regulatory arena, tins

type of corporate advertising is consistently excluded from ratemaking formulas since it

benefits mainly the shareholders and not the ratepayers.30D

b. Findings re: Mercury's Advertising Expenditures

A preponderance of the evidence establishes the following facts with regard to

Mercury's advertising expenditures and methods.

Mercury General and all its affiliates advertise under the name "Mercury

Insurance Group." The Mercury Insurance Group is not a legal entity in any state and not

a licensed insurer in California Mercury General's advertising department supports all of

Mercury's affiliates and Mercury guides all its prospective customers to one telephone

nurnber.3D1 Mercury does not allocate'advertising expenditures to specific insurance

affiliates nor does the advertising department distinguish between insurance entities when

298 Kim, Sora et al., Comparison ofthe Paths From Consumer Involvement Types to AdResponses Between
Corporate Advertising and Product Advertising, 38(3) Journal ofAdvertising 67-80.
,., Arens, Contemporary Advertising, supra at p. 648. See also, Schumann, David et a!., Corporate
Advertising in America, 20(3) Journal ofAdvertising 35-56.
300 See In the Malter ofthe Rate Application ofRosf!Ville Telephone (1996) 70 CaI.P.U.C.2d 88, II9:I22;
Boston Gas Co. v. Dept. ofPublic Utilities (1989) 539 N.E.2d 1001; Public Servo Com. ofN.Y. v. Fed
Energy Reg. Com. (D.C. Cir. 1987) 813 F.2d 448.
301 Tr. 736:2-5.
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generating advertising campaigns.302 All Mercury companies share a co=on website

which identifies the company as Mercury Insurance Group.

In 2008, 2009 and 2010, Mercury General Corporation's advertising expenses

totaled $26 million, $27 million and $30 millionrespectively.303 Mercury allocates its

advertising budget among a variety ofmedia, including television, radio, direct mail and

sports sponsorship. Mercury's Armual Report states the company "believes that its

advertising program is important to create brand awareness and to remain competitive in

the current insurance climate." 304

In 2008 and 2009 combined, Mercury spent over $1 million in sports

sponsorship.305 That amount was eclipsed by Mercury's 20·10 sponsorship expenses,

which totaled over $1.1 million. Much ofthe 2010 sporting event costs can be attributed

to Mercury's sponsorship of the Mercury Open, a professional tennis tournament held in

California. In su=arizing its funding of the tennis tournament, Mercury acknowledged

the event bought the company goodwill and provided innumerable public relations

benefits:

This event was solely focused on the Mercury brand. We
were able to integrate our logo into the event's logo, so that
everything connected to the tournament included Mercury
branding and messaging. This was especially important, as
it greatly increased awareness of Mercury's products and
services within the tennis CO=unity.306

"2 Tr. 727:12.23.
'0' Exh. 505 - 507.
'0' Exh. 505.5.
'0' Exh. 67.
'06 Exh. 70-195.
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c. Mercury's Contentions

Mercury states the company aims all its advertising at obtaining business for each

ofMercury' s insurance companies.307 Although all advertisements contain the name

Mercury Insurance Group, Mercury contends the advertisements are nonetheless targeted

to specific insurance affiliates, since they direct customers to Mercury's website.308

Mercury also argues that requiring insurers to advertise for a "specific insurer" is

illogical and arbitrary because it penalizes group insurers.309 Mercury contends such an

interpretation means affiliated insurers can no longer operate nuder a group name and

I . . ffi' . 310resu ts m me clent operations.

Lastly, Mercury argues the Commissioner should interpret the Regulation to

permit either (1) advertising aimed at obtaining business for a specific insurer, or (2)

advertising that provides customers with pertinent information regarding an insurer's

prodUct.311

d. Consumer Watchdog's Contentions

Consumer Watchdog cites Mercury's advertising campaigns and Mercury's own

statements as evidence that all of Mercury's advertising is institutional advertising. First,

Consumer Watchdog notes Mercury advertises nuder a fictitious business name and does

not intend to advertise for specific insurers.312 Second, Consumer Watchdog'points out

that Mr. Thompson, Mercury's Advertising Director, specifically stated Mercury's

advertisements were not intended to generate business for a specific insurer.313 Third,

307 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 51:12-13.
'os ld at 52:6-9.
309ld at 56:14-25.
31°ld at 57:5-2l.
311 ld at 51:9-1l.
312 Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 18:19-19:2.
313 ld at 19:18-24.
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Consumer Watchdog concludes that many of Mercury's advertisements did not provide

information pertinent to the decision tobuy insurance and instead focused on branding.314

e. Analysis and Conclusions re: Advertising Expenses

Mercury defines institutional advertising as advertising that is not designed to

generate business or provide customers with information.315 This definition of

institutional advertising is both narrow and impracticable, and would render all

advertising expenses chargeable to the ratepayer; a fact Mercury concedes.316 Instead, the

Regulation permits only advertising that seeks to obtain business for a specific insurer

and also provides customers with pertinent information. As Mercury's aims its entire

advertising budget at promoting the Mercury Group as a whole, the ALJ concludes that

Mercury's entire advertising expenditures must be removed from the ratemaking formula.

i. Mercury's Ads Do Not Seek Business For a
Specific Insurer

Mercury admits its advertising does not seek to obtain business for a specific

insurer.317 In fact, Mr. Thompson acknowledges that all ofMercury's advertising is

designed for the insurance group and not for a specific affiliate or company within

Mercury.318 This fact is further confirmed when analyzing Mercury's advertisements.

Both print and radio advertisements urge consumers to contact the "Mercury Insurance

Group" through a corninon website and telephone number. Consumers do not contact the

specific insurance affiliates directly, nor do any of Mercury's specific insurers engage in

their own advertising.319 While Mr. Thompson argues the advertising is "insurance"

'14 fd. at 19:24-20:9.
'

ls Tr.726:1O-14.
'16 TT. 726:21-25.
317 Tr. 735:7-10; Tr. 737:11-18.
'18 Tr. 730:15-23.
'19 Tr. 728:22-25.
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specific, the Regulation requires the promotion be aimed at generating business for a

specific insurer, not a specific industry.

ii. "Mercury Insurance Group" Is Not a Specific
Insurer

Nor can Mercury argue that the "Mercury Insurance Group" is a specific insurer.

The Mercury Insurance Group is not a legal entity, nor is there any consensus as to the

makeup of the Mercury Insurance Group. Mr. Thompson testified the Mercury Insurance

Group is comprised ofMercury Casualty, Mercury Insurance Company and California

Automobile.32o But Mr. Yeager testified the Mercury Insurance Group includes all 22

legal entities that make up the consolidated Mercury General Corporation.321 \Vhat is

certain is that Mercury General does not advertise for its specific insurers and instead

engages in advertising on behalf of the organization as a whole.

iii. ALJ's Interpretation Consistent with Statutory
Intent

Mercury urges the Commissioner to intelpret "specific insurer" to mean "a

~pecific group of affiliated insurers.,,322 Yet such an interpretation is contrary to the clear

regulatory intent and inconsistent with the purpose ofprovision.

The rules governing statutory intelpretation also apply to the Commissioner's

Regulations. The first rille in statutory construction requires the interpreter to examine the

regulation's language. lfthe regulation's words, given their usual and ordinary meaning

320 Tr. 748:3-7.
321 Tr. 1026:20-24.
322 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 57:16-21.
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and read in context, are clear and unambiguous, the conclusion must be that the adopting

authority meant what it said, and the plain meaning of the regulation applies.323

Regulation 2644.10, subdivision (f) contains clear and unambiguous language.

The Regulation defines institutional advertising as advertising not aimed at obtaining

business for a specific insurer. Had the Commissioner intended to charge consumers for

affiliate or group advertising, he could have eliminated the reference to "a specific"

insurer. But the Commissioner decision to include the "specific insurer" requirement

renders the Regulation's meaning unmistakable. Advertising which generates business

for a group of insurance companies, regardless of affiliation, is not advertising for a

specific insurer.

Mercury also argues the Regulation is arbitrary. Mercury contends there is no

logical reason to penalize an insurer for advertising under a group insurance name.324 But

such an argument is defeated when one considers the Regulation's intent. Consumers are

obligated to pay only expenses necessary in the offering of an insurance product or that in

some way provide them a benefit.325 Mercury may not charge consumers for advertising

that promotes corporate identity, enhances public opinion, or increases name and brand

awareness. Mercury chose to direct its advertising budget towards its entire group of

affiliates. In so doing, Mercury does not distinguish between those expenses chargeable

to Mercury Casualty customers and those chargeable to affiliated ratepayers. As such,

Mercury cannot require its Mercury Casualty policyholders to fund its advertising for

other Mercury companies. In addition, Mercury does not explain why Mercury Casualty

323 Prachasaisoradej v. Ralphs Grocely Co., Inc. (2007) 42 Cal.4th 217, 227; Dep't ofAlcoholic Beverage
Control v. Alcoholic Beverage Control Appeals Bd. (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th 1687, 1696.
324 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief: 56:14-25.
325 In the Matter ofthe Rate Application ofRoseville Telephone (1996) 70 Cal.P.U.C.2d 88, 122.
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policyholders, as opposed to shareholders, should shoulder the expense of advertising for

Mercury General since that does not benefit them in any fairly discernible and direct

way.326 This failure means Mercury's entire advertising budget must be excluded from

the rate application.

iv. ALJ's Interpretation Consistent with Case Law

Mercury's argument also fails to consider the rulings of other agencies and

jurisdictions. Both California and federal courts consistently interpret "institutional

advertising" to exclude affiliate or other image building advertising.

A large number of California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) decisions

address the issue of institutional advertising. In the area of affiliate advertising, In the

Matter a/the Rate Application a/Roseville Telephone Company serves as the CPUC's

seminal case. Therein, the CPUC reviewed the advertising expenditures of the Roseville

Communication Corporation, a group of affiliated companies. Included in that group was

Roseville Telephone. The CPUC noted that the parent corporation, RCC, took out a full

page advertisement on the back cover of the Roseville Telephone directory. The

advertisement featured the names and logos of various RCC subsidiaries and non-

regulated businesses. RCC charged the entire cost of the advertisement to Roseville

Telephone. But the CPUC held that the display of affiliated company names and logos

constitutes institutional advertising and excluded such advertising from ReC' s rate

applicatiou.327

,,, Boston Gas Co. v. Dep't afPub. Utilities (1989) 539 N.E.2d 1001,1004.
'27 In the Matter ofthe Rate Application ofRoseville Telephone Company (2001) 2001 Cal.PUC LEXIS
604,43-45; See also, In the Matter ofthe Rate Applicatian ofCalifornia Water Service (2003) 228
P.U.RA'" 204,65-67. . .
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·Federal authorities also exclude image or promotional advertising expenses from

rate applications. In Public Service Commission ofState ofN. Y. v. Federal Energy

RegulatOlY Commission, the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company filed several general rate

filings with the FERC. Tennessee Gas included as its own expenses, a portion of its

parent corporation's image advertising costs.328 These advertisements promoted the

parent company's image as a solid, growing company. The FERC excluded the corporate

advertising costs, and held Tennessee Gas failed to show that its rate payers benefited

from such image advertising.329

v. Regulation Does Not Result in Increased Costs

Mercury also contends the regulation's language destroys affiliated insurance

groupS.330 Mercury argues insurers will be forced to advertise separately for each of its

affiliated subsidiaries, thereby increasing the cost of insurance. But Mercury's argument

again disregards the Regulation's intent.

The Regulation does not regulate the content or form of advertising; only what

expenses may be passed on to the consumer. Associated insurers may advertise in any

manner they choose. But, if an insurer spends advertising dollars on institutional

advertising, rather than on advertising for specific insurers, the insurance company may

not charge such advertising expenditures to its policyholders. Mercury chose to advertise

as the Mercury Insurance Group. As a consequence, the Regulation requires Mercury

remove such advertising expenses from its rate application.

Competitor's rate applications further refute Mercury's argument. State Farm

Insurance's most recent rate application identifies significant institutional advertising

328 Public 8em Com. o[N.Y. v. Fed Energy Reg. Com. (D.C. Cir. 1987) 813 F.2d 448, 454.
329 Id at 456.
330 Mercmy's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 57:5-9.
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expenses.3Jl State Farm is a mutual company comprised of affiliated insurance and

fmancial services companies. Between 2008 and 2010, State Farm spent nearly $300

million on group advertising. Despite removing such institutional advertising expenses

from its rate application, State Farm Insurance remains the largest insurer of cars and

homes in the United States. Likewise, Travelers Indenmity's 2012 rate application notes

over $150 million in corporate advertising expenses for its entire insurance group without

any evidence of cost inefficiencies.332 The ALI finds similar results when analyzing the

rate applications of The Hartford Insurance Group, Zurich American and Liberty Mutual,

all of which exclude substantial institutional advertising expenditures.333

Given evidence that Mercury's competitors successfully obey the intent and

language of the Regulation, the ALI rejects Mercury's claim that strict adherence would

eliminate insurance groups.

vi. Mercury's Advertising is Devoid of Pertinent
Information

Even assuming Mercury Insurance Group constituted a "specific insurer,"

Mercury fails to demonstrate significant portions of its advertising provided consumers

with pertinent insurance information.

Initially, Mercury attempts to alter the plain meaning of the Regulation by

reinterpreting the provision. Advertising aimed at obtaining business for a specific insurer

and that provides consumers with information pertinent an insurer's product may be

charged to consumers. Yet Mercury argues it may charge policyholders for advertising

aimed at obtaining business for a specific insurer or that provides consumers with

33' cm Rate Application No. 11-7257.
332 cm Rate Application No. 12-3614.
333 Zurich American, CD! Rate Application No. 12-3673; Hartford Insurance, CDr Rate Application No.
12-4514; Liberty Mutual Insurance, CD! Rate Application No. 11-6339.
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relevant information.334 Contrary to Mercury's assertion, the ordinary and usual usage of

"and" is as a conjunctive, meaning "also" or "plus.',33; It is the function of the word "or"

to mark an alternative such as "either this or that. ,,336 Thus, advertising which fails to

provide consumers with information pertinent to an insurer's product is also properly

considered institutional advertising regardless of whether it is aimed at a specific insurer.

Mercury also asserts all its advertising provides customers with pertinent

information. Yet, Mercury's sports sponsorship advertising demonstrates quite the

opposite. Mercury's advertising includes the display of Mercury Insurance Group's logo

on the sides ofhockey rinks and baseball stadiums. The display ofMercury's logo does

not provide consumers with pertinent information. Likewise, sponsorship of a

professional tennis tournament does not provide consumers product information. Indeed,

Mercury acknowledges that such advertising creates "brand awareness." While Mercury

may provide informational materials to some sports patrons, the advertising campaign is

primarily designed to enhance Mercury's corporate image, and thus must be excluded.337

There is no doubt that Mercury seeks to gain additional business in each of its

advertising forums. But that end goal does not transform brand or goodwill advertising

from an excludable shareholder cost to includable ratepayer expenditure. Since

Mercury's aim is to generate business for the company itself and not for a specific

product or insurance affiliate, Mercury's entire advertising budget must be excluded from

the rate application. Accordingly, Mercury's calculated excluded expense factor shall

include $26 million for 2008, $27 million for 2009 and $30 million for 2010.

334 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 51 :9-1 J.
mIn re C.H. (2011) 53 Ca1.4th 94, 10J.
335 In re Jesusa V. (2004) 32 Cal.4th 588,622.
'" In the Matter ofthe Rate Application ofPacific Telephone & Telegraph (1974) 77 Cal.P.D.C. 117.
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3. Applicable Excluded Expense Factor and Efficiency Standard

The ALI calculated the ratio ofpremiums to excluded expenses in order to

determine the proper excluded expense factor for each year.338 Thereafter, the ALI

combined the three yearly factors to determine the three year average excluded expense

factor. Based on the above excluded expenses, the ALI concludes the proper three year

average excluded expense factor equals 1.30%. Subtracting the excluded expense factor

of 1.30% from the efficiency standard of 37.12% results in a new efficiency standard of

35.82%. This new efficiency standard of35.82% must be applied to Mercury's rate

application. Appendix 4 of this decision displays the ALI's calculations.

C. Maximum Permitted Earned Premium

Based on the above calculated proj ected losses, catastrophe adjustment, trends

and losses development factors, DCCE and efficiency standard., the ALI concludes

Mercury's maximum permitted indicated rate for each policy form, absent variances,

equals as follows: (1) For policy form HO-3, the maximum indicated rate equals -8.18%,

as shown in Appendix 5 to this Decision; (2) for policy form HO-4, the maximum

indicated rate equals 4.32%, as shown in Appendix 6 to this Decision; and for policy

form HO-6, the maximum indicated rate equals 29.44%, as shown in Appendix 7 of this

Decision.

IT. Variance (f)(3) - Leverage Factor Variance

For ratemaking purposes, the leverage factor is the ratio of earned premium to the

average of year-beginning and year-end surplus.339 Calculated by the Commissioner,

leverage factors are based on industry-wide data and are established annually for each

m See Appendix 4 to this Proposed Decision.
339 Cal. Code Regs:, tit. 10, § 2644.17, subd. (a).
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insurance line.340 For calendar year 2010, the homeowner's leve~age factor applicable to

Mercury's rate application was 1.27.

A. Regulatory Formula & Applicable Law

An insurer may be authorized to apply a leverage factor different from the one

determined by the Commissioner on the basis that:

[T]he insurer either writes at least 90% of its direct earned
premium in one line or writes at least 90% of its direct
earned premium in Califomia and its mix of business
presents investment risks different from the risks that are
typical of the line as a whole.341

Accordingly, an insurer must initially demonstrate it writes at least 90% of its direct

earned premium in one insurance line or demonstrate it writes at least 90% of its direct

earned premium in Califomia If an insurer satisfies the initial requirement, it must then

satisfy a second requirement of demonstrating its mix of business presents unique

investments risks different from those normally presented by the insurance line as a

whole.

A multi-line insurer cannot satisfy the initial requirement of Section 2644.27,

subdivision (f)(3) by proving it writes at least 90% of one of its multiple lines of

insurance in Califomia

If an insurer satisfies both requirements, the leverage factor is adjusted by

multiplying it by 0.85. In addition, the surplus ratio shall be divided by 0.85. The impact

of this variance is to increase the indicated rate.342

340 Cal. Code Regs., tit 10, § 2644.17, subd. (b).
341 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 10, § 2644.27, subd. (f)(3).
342 Appel PDT, 6:11-12.
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B. Findings re: Direct Earned Premium & Mix of Business

The ALJ finds by a preponderance ofthe evidence the following facts with regard

to Mercury's direct earned premium and mix of business.

Mercury's 2010 total countrywide direct earned premium equaled $693,085,902.

Of that $693 million, $213,507,728 was direct earned premium from Mercury's

homeowner's line ofbusiness.343 Thus, Mercury wrote 30.80% of its direct earned

premium in its homeowner's line.

Mercury's 2010 California direct earned premium totaled $604,929,469.344 Based

on Mercury 2010 countrywide direct earned premium, Mercury wrote 87.28% of its

direct earned premium in California.

C. Mercury's Contentions

1. Direct Earned Premium

Mercury argues it wrote 94.8% of its homeowner's line of business in

California.345 Mercury compared its countrywide homeowner's direct earned premium of

$213,507,728 with its California homeowner's direct earned premium of $202,409,931 to

reach this percentage.346

2. Mix of Business

Mercury also states its mix ofbusiness presents investment risks different from

the risks that are typical of the line as a whole.347 In support of this argument, Mercury

notes its homeowner's line of business is highly concentrated in California. As such, it is

subject to higher capital requirements.

343 Exh. 522-4.
344 Exh. 522-5.
345 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 79:10-13.
346 Exh. 522-4.
347 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 79:17-80:2.
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D. CDI and Consumer Watchdog's Contentions

1. Direct Earned Premium

Both CDr and Consumer Watchdog argue Mercury misinterprets the Regulation

by calculating the percentage of Mercury's homeowner's business written in

California.348 Instead, both parties argue, the variance requires an insurer to demonstrate

it writes either (1) 90% of its direct earned premium in homeowner's insurance or (2)

writes 90% ofits direct earned premium in California. The parties' note that Mercury

writes only 30.8% of its direct earned premium in homeowner's insurance and writes

only 87.3% of its direct earned premium in California.

2. Mix of Business

Consumer Watchdog's analysis ofMercury' s mix ofbusiness reaches markedly

different conclusions. Consumer Watchdog contends the catastrophic risk in Califomia is

less than the average for homeowner's insurance nationwide. Mr. Schwartz also argues

that given the size and geographical differences within the State, an insurer writing most

of its business in California could still be considered to have a diversified risk.349 In

support of this assertion, Mr. Schwartznotes that California is geographically larger than

the 10 Northeast states combined, and hence has a wider degree of diversification than

those 10 neighboring states.3;o

E. Analysis and Conclusions re: Leverage Factor Variance

Having considered the facts and arguments presented, the ALJ concludes Mercury

does not qualify for the leverage factor variance.

348 CDI's Post-Hearing Opening Brief; 32: 11-13; Consumer Watchdog's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 26:3
20.
'" Tr. 1440-1441:25-7.
350 Tr. 1441:16-23.
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1. Mercury Does Not Write 90% of its Direct Earned Premium in
One Line

Mercury fails to meet the first qualifying criteria of the variance, which requires

an insurer to write at least 90% of its direct earned premium in one line. Mercury writes

30.80% of its direct earned pr~mium in its homeowner's line. That means Mercury's

direct earned premium in all other lines equals 69.20%. While Mercury contends it writes

90% of its homeowner's business in Califomia, that fact is not relevant. Mercury does not·

qualify for the variance unless it writes 90% of its entire direct earned premium in

homeowner's insurance. Mercury's interpretation of the leverage variance is simply

misguided and contrary to the plain language of section 2644.27, subdivision (f)(3).

Given the above discussion, the ALl concludes Mercury fails to meet the fIrst

qualifying criteria of the variance.

2. Mercury Does Not Write 90 % of its Direct Earned Premium in
California

Mercury also fails to meet the second qualifying criteria of the leverage variance.

Mercury writes 87.28% ofits direct earned premium in California. This is nearly three

percentage points short of the required 90%.

3. Mercury's Mix of Business Does Not Present Unique RisliS

Having failed to prove that it either writes at least 90% of its direct earned,
premium in one line or at least 90% of its direct earned premium in California, Mercury

likewise fails to show its mix of business presents investments risks different from the

line as a whole. Even though Mercury may write a majority of its homeowner's business

in California, there is no evidence that Mercury's concentration in California results in an

investment risk different from the line as a whole. If, as Dr. Appel suggests,
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diversification alone were sufficient to demonstrate a different investment risk, the

variance's second clause would be superfluous.

Accordingly, the ALJ concludes Mercury does not qualify for the leverage

variance and the applicable leverage factor shall be 1.27.

ID. Variance (1)(9) - Constitutional Variance

The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that private

property shall not be taken for public use without just compensation. The Fifth

Amendment's "talcings" clause has been interpreted to limit the power of the states to

regulate, control or fix prices that producers charge to consumers for goods and

services.J5l This protection extends to price-control regulations, such as the ratemaking

formula herein.352

It was with this constitutional mandate in mind that the Commissioner

implemented California Code of Regulation, title 10, section 2644.27, subdivision (f)(9),

which provides the following as a valid basis for requesting a variance:

That the maximum permitted earned premium would be
confiscatory as applied. TIlls is the constitutionally
mandated variance articulated in 20th Centwy v.
Garamendi (1994) 8 Cal.4th 216, which is an end result test
apjJlied to the enterprise as a whole.

In order to understand and apply 20th Century's confiscation standard, it is helpful to

consider the case law relied upon therein.

351 20'h Century Ins. Co v. Garamendi, supra, 8 ColA" at p. 292.
352 Federal Puwer Comm 'n v. Hope Natural Gas Ca. (1944) 320 U.S. 591, 601.
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A. Applicable Law

1. Hope Natural Gas Co.

As noted above, the "takings clause" of the Fifth Amendment limits the power of

the states to regulate, control or fix prices that produces charge to consumers for goods or

services. In interpreting the validity ofprice-fixing fonnulas, no case is more important

than the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Federal Power Comm '/1 v. Hope Natural Gas

Co., (1944) 320 U.S. 591 (Hope). In Hope, Hope Natural Gas challenged the validity of a

rate reduction order issued by the Federal Povyer Commission under the Natural Gas Act

of 1938. The Natural Gas Act provided that gas rates must be "just and reasonable" but

did not provide any guidelines for interpreting that provision. The Hope court made clear

that a 'Just and reasonable" rate must balance both investor and consumer interests.353 If

the total effect ofthe rate order cannot be said to be unjust and unreasonable, judicial

inquiry is at an end.354 Thus, rates which enable an insurer to maintain its financial

integrity, to attract capital and to compensate the investors for the risks assumed cannot

be condemned as confiscatory even though they might produce only meager investment

return.355

Hope Natural Gas was a wholly owned subsidiary of Standard Oil Company.

During its decades of operations, Hope Natural Gas paid dividends ofmore than $97

million and accumulated an earned surplus ofnearly $8 million.356 In addition, in 1942,

during half of which the lower rates were in effect, Hope increased its earned surplus and

paid dividends of7.5%. In fact, the Commission's rate order fixed a rate of return which

353 Hope Natural Gas, supra, 320 U.S. atp. 603.
'" ld at p. 602.
355 ld at p. 605.
356 ld at p. 604.
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permitted Hope to earn $2.1 million annually. In view offuese considerations, fue Hope
•

court found an annual return of $2 million is "just and reasonable" and did not constitute

an unlawful taking.357

2. Jersey Central Power & Light

Forty years later, fue federal courts further clarified. fue "just and reasonable" end

resulttest ofHope. In Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v. FERC (1987) 810 F.2d 1168,

Jersey Central Power and Light challenged a rate reduction ordered by fue Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission as unconstitutional. Jersey Central noted fuat it had paid

no dividends for fue last four years and faced a prolonged inability to pay dividends if fue

rate reduction took place.358 Furfuer, its equity investors not only earned a zero return but

were forced to pay fue interest costs on Jersey Central's debt.

In ordering fue FERC to conduct a hearing on Jersey Central's allegations, fue

Court held fuat while a regulated utility has no constitutional right to a profit, it must be

permitted to demonstrate fue impact of rate order on its investors.

But absent fue soit of deep financial hardship described in
Hope, fuere is no taking, and hence no obligation to
compensate, just because a prudent investment failed and
produced no return. And even where fue sort of deep
financial hardship described in Hope is present, fue utility
is entitled only to an "end result" hearing, and is not
entitled to any greater return on its investments unless it
shows at fue hearing bofu fuat fue rate was unreasonable
and that a higher rate would not exploit consumers.359

The California Supreme Court subsequently reviewed fue confiscation issue following

fue passage of Proposition 103, and further clarified fue meaning of "deep financial

hardship."

357 Id at p. 605.
'" Jersey Central Pawer & Light Co. v. FERC (1987) 810 F.2d 1168, 1178.
'" Id at p. 1183, fu. 3.
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3. 20'1> Century v. Garamelldi

In 1989, various insurers challenged the validity of the Commissioner's rate

rollback regulations promulgated as a result of Proposition 103. The insurers alleged the

regulations lacked statutory support, set forth an invalid rate formula and constituted an

unlawful talcing under the due process clause of the Constitution. In addition, 20th

Century Insurance argued that by setting its maximum earthquake rate for the rollback

year at 98.89 percent of the 1987 rate, the Commissioner implemented a confiscatory

rate.

After reviewing and considering the decisions in Hope and Jersey Central, the

California Supreme Court ruled that an insurer can threaten confiscation only when it

demonstrates the maximum permitted rate prevents it from operating successfully during

the period of the rate.360 In such circumstances, the insurer is characterized as

experiencing "deep financial hardship" as a result of the total effect of the rate.

Confiscation does not arise whenever a rate does not produce a profit which an investor

could reasonably expect to earn in other businesses with comparable investment risks and

which is sufficient to attract capital.361 In addition, the Commissioner must not confine

his inquiries'either to the computation of costs of service or to conjectures about the

prospective responses of the capital market.362

The 20'1> Centwy Court also made it clear that the inability to operate successfully

is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition of confiscation.363 The resulting rate must

not be viewed in isolation as an end result. Instead, deep financial hardship must befall

360 2rJ' Century v. Garamendi, supra, 8 CalAth at p. 296.
361Id. atpp. 297, 299.
362 I d. at p. 320.
363 Id. atpp. 296, 299.
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the enterprise as a whole. Confiscation cannot be effected within one. discrete line of

insurance364

Having made such rulings, the Court concluded 20th Century failed to

demonstrate deep financial hardship to the enterprise as a whole. While the rate rollback

appeared harsh when it is viewed in isolation, the Court noted that 20th Century was a

multi-line insurer whose earthquake line accounted for only 1.35% of its overall

business.365 As such, the rollback's impact diminished significantly. The Court also noted

20th Century suffered very low earthquake losses and thus enjoyed a high profit in past

years. Further, the final rollback amounted to only 12.2% of20th Century's $8.7 million

earned premium, or $1 :06 million.366 Given all these circumstances, the Court found the

rate rollback did not result in confiscation to 20th Century.

While 20th Century dealt with a rate rollback, the Commissioner specifically

incorporated the holdings in 20th Centwy in the language ofVariance 9. Thus, in

determining whether an insurer qualifies for relief under Variance 9, the~Jmust

determine whether the insurer has made a prima facie showing that the maximum

indicated rate produced by the regulatory formula results in deep financial hardship t9 the

insurer's enterprise as a whole (rather than to a single line of insurance) such that the

insurer cannot operate successfully during the rate period..

B. Findings of Fact

The ALJ finds by a preponderance of evidence the following facts regarding the

rate formula, Mercury's historical underwriting profits, its investor pool and the impact of

a rate decrease on Mercury Casualty.

364 ld. atpp. 308-309, 322.
365 Id. atpp. 322-323.
366 ld. at p. 323.
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1. Rate Formula's Return on Surplus and Costs

Regulation 2644.16 provides for a maximum permitted after-tax rate of return.

The maximum rate of return is calculated by adding tbe risk-free rate inves1ment income

rate to tbe statutory 6% rate of return. The Commissioner fixes tbe risk~free rate on a

monthly basis by examining tbe inves1ment returns on specific classes of assets. For

October 2011, tbe Commissioner set a risk-free rate of 1.33%. Accordingly, tbe

Commissioner's formula automatically generates for Mercury a 7.33% return on surplus.

2. Mercury's Past Underwriting Profits

Mercury's financial data demonstrates Mercury's historical profitability on all

lines botb on a countrywide and Califo!ni.a-specific basis. As seen in tbe chart below,

Mercury's five year average net income as a percent of surplus equals 11.7%, while its

2009 and 20 I0 returns on surplus exceed the Commissioner's maximum rate of return for

each of tbose periods.367

MCC Countrywide Historical Profits - All Lines (in millions)

2009 $89.8 $992.4 $1,049.6 9.0% 8.6%

Total $716.0 $5,489.7 $6,144.5 13.0% 11.7%

While Mercury's net income as a percentage of surplus varied during this period from

1.4% to 17.5%, Mercury maintained an A+ financial strengtb rating from AM Best, a

367 Exh. 522-2; Exh. 522-3.
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leading credit rating organization dedicated to serving the insurance industry.368 In

addition, in 201 0 Mercury reported after-tax net income of $180 million on all its lines.

Similar results are found when reviewing Mercury's profits from its California

homeowner's line. In 2010, Mercury's calculated surplus from its homeowner's line

alone totaled more than $159 million dollars, with a before tax profit of $57.5 million.369

Likewise, Mercury's California boole of business has steadily increased. In fact,

Mercury's California homeowner's earned prerniums have increased every year since

2004.370

Mercury's dividend payments to shareholders also demonstrate the company's

financial stability. During the last five years, stockholder dividends exceeded $920

million, with dividends issued every year.371 In 2010, Mercury paid its largest one-year

dividend of $3 85 million.

3. Mercury's Investment Pool

Mercury General Corporation is a publicly-traded corporation on the New Yorle

Stocle Exchange. Because Mercury Casualty is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mercury

General, potential shareholders may only invest in Mercury General. Shares ofMercury

Casualty are not available.

Mercury General's founder and Chair of its Board of Directors, George Joseph,

owns 34% ofthe outstanding shares of Mercury General. Mr. Joseph's wife, Gloria

'" Exh. 435.
'" Exh. 1-10.
,,, Exh. 95-1.
371 Exh. 522-3.
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· aI 37' AllJoseph, owns 17% of Mercury Gener . - total, the Josephs own 51% of Mercury

General.

4. Impact of Rate Decrease on Mercury's Financial Condition

The potential impact of each party's indicated rate on Mercury's future

profitability is undisputed arithmetically.

a. Mercury's Projected Outcome

Mercury concedes its projection does not comply with the regulatory formula.

For example, Mercury did not remove the December 2010 catastrophe losses from its

projected losses. In addition, Mercury substituted its own expense and return data in

place of the Commissioner's expense, reserve and investment return projections.373

Dr. Appel first calculated the premiums produced by the rate decreases. Using

Mercury's projected losses, he then calculated Mercury's future expenses and expected

investment income based on his own analysis of outside financial data.374 According to

Dr. Appel, if the Commissioner implements the CDI's rate decrease of2.21 %, Mercury's

after tax operating profit equals approximately $3.7 million; ifConsumer Watchdog's

8.39% rate decrease is enacted, Mercury's after tax profit would be negative $2.7

rnillion.375

b. Consumer Watchdog's Projected Outcome

Consumer Watchdog analyzed Mercury's projected outcome using the

Commissioner's value for expenses and investment returns as well as a projected loss

372 Exb. 435-11.
373 AppelPADT, 13:1-21.
mId at 14:10-15:8.
375 Id at 16:22.
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amount that excluded the December 20I0 catastrophe losses. Applying these values to

each party's rate request results in the following:

Comparison of Projected Underwriting Profit in Califomia Homeowner's Line
(Amounts in OOO's)

Rate Com anent CWD CDI MCC
:?':;j';!,,;;;;~;!!~~iIittll.\;1i.i!~i:tjJtie!m~ffi!8:):;i:~.'i:t:'i;;; ~'!'\$WJ:8;97Jl;' •.•·'i' ••·$l~J;O:~2'.,··· '$~OQ;~(jti.·'

Losses $100,778 $100,778 $100,778
'{$ll,8.·18\··· ., •• ····•.··.··$'8!;gTgi,· .'\•.$;ti,s£$:;:

Underwritin Ex enses & AOE $64,700 $69,047 $75,737

Based on the above chart, Mercury's rate request results in a before tax annual profit of

$22.3 million and an after tax annual profit of $14. 5 million. Applying the CDr's

proposed rate, Mercury's before tax annual profit equals $10.5 million and an after tax

annual profit of $6.8 million. Under the Consumer Watchdog's proposed rate decrease,

Mercury would earn a before tax profit of $2.8 million and an after tax profit of$1.8

million.376

Consumer Watchdog also considered the investment income on reserves and

surplus. After factoring in those values, Mercury's projected rate of return is as

follows: 377

Rate Component CWD CDI MCC

376 SchwartzPADT, 8:2-20.
3771d at 10:21.
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C. Parties' Contentions

Mercury presents a variety of arguments in favor of its qualification for the

confiscation variance. Initially, Mercury attempts to relitigate the regulatory formula by

arguing for an alternate meaning of confiscation.378 In essence, Mercury argues that

unless it is permitted to eam a "fair rate ofreturn" the formula results in confiscation.

Alternatively, Mercur:y also argues that in order to demonstrate deep financial hardship, it

must be permitted to substitute its own cost and expense calculations. Under this "out of

pocket" test, any rate that does not allow an insurer to covers its own costs is

confiscatory, regardless of whether the insurer's costs match those provided for in the

regulatory formula In another challenge to the plain meaning of the Regulations,

Mercury argues the phase "enterprise as a whole," as used in Variance 9, relates to the

single line of insurance at issue in the proceeding.379 Finally, Mercury attacks the

testimony of the CDr's and Consumer Watchdog's witnesses.380

The CDI and Consumer Watchdog argue Mercury does not qualify for the

confiscation variance because Mercury failed to provide any evidence to demonstrate the

rate decrease would result in deep financial hardship to Mercury Casualty as a whole.

D. Analysis re: Confiscation Variance

Having considered the evidence presented and the parties' legal arguments, the

ALJ concludes Mercury failed to demonstrate the rate decrease results in deep financial

hardship. The ALJ also concludes "enterprise as a whole" depends on the condition of the

Mercury Casualty as a whole and not on the fortunes of anyone or more of its lines.

378 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 80:18-23.
379 Mercury's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 35:15-38:7.
380 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 97:17-109:22.
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1. Mercury Fails to Demonstrate the Maximum Indicated Rate
Results in Deep Financial Hardship

Applying the clear holding of 20th Century, Mercury must malce a prima facie

showing that the regulatory formula's maximum permitted indicated rate results in deep

financial hardship. Absent such a showing, the Commissioner's inquiry ends. Because the

maximum indicated rate permits Mercury to earn a profit and maintain its financial

integrity, the ALJ concludes maximum indicated rate is not confiscatory.

a. Maximum Indicated Rate Results in Profit to Mercury

The Commissioner's formula results in at least $1.8 million profit from Mercury's

California homeowner's line. Mercury fails to demonstrate the total effect of such a profit

is unjust Mercury is a multi-line insurer with policyholders in a number of states,

including California Mercury's California homeowner's line accouots for less than 30%

of Mercury's overal12010 earned premium. Applying a rate decrease of 8.18% to

Mercury's HO-3 policy form and rate increases to policy forms HO-4 and HO-6, results

in at least a 7.37% after-tax rate of return and at least $1.8 million profit to Mercury.

Mercury malces a number ofassumptions regarding the impact of a $1.8 million

profit, but provides no definitive facts supporting these assumptions. Without such facts,

Mercury's arguments amouot to little more than conjecture and certainly do not carry the

burden of showing the rate to be uojust.

b. Maximum Rate Maintains Mercury's Financial
Integrity

While perhaps not generating the profit margin Mercury desires, Mercury failed

to demonstrate the rate decrease will impair the company's financial integrity. In fact,
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examinations of Mercury's credit rating and past rate applications show quite the

opposite.

From 2006 through 2010, Mercury maintained an A+ financial strength rating

from AM Best. During this same period, Mercury's return on surplus fluctuated from

1.4% to 17.5%. Yet at no time did Mercury's financial strength rating drop below the

zenith mark ofA+. In fact, Mercury's 2010 California operations show arobust

policyholder surplus of $975 million. In addition, Mercury has not exhibited any signs of

flllancial distress. Mercury did not present evidence that its stock prices or credit ratings

have slipped, nor did Mercury demonstrate a contraction in its homeowner's business.

Indeed, Mercury's California homeowner's earned premiums have increased every year

since 2004.381

Similarly, Mercury failed to demonstrate past rate applications have weakened

Mercury's financial integrity. While confiscation is determined prospectively, the

Commissioner may draw some limited inferences from past applications of the rate

formula. For example, under the Commissioner's regulatory fOrniula, Mercury has

realized profits in the millions of dollars every year. In addition, over the last 5 years

Mercury has issued dividends totaling nearly $1 billion.

c. No Evidence Demonstrating Investor Flight

Mercury also offers testimony that investors will flee from Mercury if its

homeowner's line eams only a meager profit. But Mercury fails to provide any support

for this. argument. Mercury did not provide evidence that its competitors have seen

investors flee in similar circumstances, nor did Mercury demonstrate its investors fled in

2008 when the company made only a 1.4 percent return on surplus. In addition, there is

3Rl Exh. 95-1.
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no evidence that stock dividends would be negatively influenced by a small profit in one

line. This is especially true given that in 2008 Mercury issued stockbolder dividends

totaling $140 million.

Further, Mercury's argument regarding investor flight seems self-serving.

Mercury argues investors expect siguificant returns on their stock purchases and will

withdraw their capital ifMercury's homeowner's line earns a small profit. Yet, a maj ority

of this company is held by insiders, and not the general public. As noted above, the

Joseph's own more than 51 percent ofMercury General and it seems unlikely the

Joseph's would remove their capital from the company.

d. Pursuant to the Relitigation Ban, the Regulatory
Formnla Does Not Permit Use of Alternate Cost &
Expense Calculations

Mercury argues any analysis of confiscation must permit an insurer to apply cost

and expense amounts different from those provided by the regulatory formula. It is those

costs that Mercury seeks to apply when discussing deep financial hardship. In support of

this argument, Mercury contends the regulatory formula's after-tax rate of return is

insufficient. This argument amounts to little more than impermissible relitigation of the

regulatory formula, and must again be rejected.382

The Regulation makes clear an insurer must make a prima facie showing that the

maximum indicated rate would be confiscatory as applied, in order to be eligible for

Variance 9. As such, Mercury must demonstrate it ""ill suffer deep financial hardship if

. the regulatory formula's maximum indicated rate is applied to its enterprise. Rather than

providing evidence regarding the application of the regulatory formula, Mercury argues

382 2rJ" Centwy v. Garamendi, supra, 8 CalAth al p. 312; In the Matter ofthe Rate Application ofAJneriean
Healtheare Indemnity Company, PA-2002-25379, alp. 9.
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for its own cost and expense calculations. But costs and expenses calculated by the

regulatory formula are the proper figures to consider when demol)Strating deep financial

hardship.

In addition, a just and reasonable return does not require that a company's costs

be determined and then rates fixed to cover those costs.38J An agency may use average

costs and fix rates based on such costs, just as the Commissioner's formula has done.

Mercury argues such an examination is redundant because the regulatory formula will

always generate the rate of return guaranteed by the Commissioner; a rate Mercury finds

insufficient. As noted above, the regulatory formula guarantees Mercury a just and

reasonable after-tax rate of return of7.33%. The regulatory formula does not impose a

rate that inflicts on insurers the sort of deep financial hardship described in Hope.3 84

Wbile Mercury may wish for a greater rate of return under the formula, it is not entitled

to more than what is provided for in the Regulation, absent a showing of deep financial

hardship. Tills is a well-settled issue and Mercury's argument is yet another attempt to

relitigate the Commissioner's formula.

2. Mercury Fails to Demonstrate Harm to its Enterprise as a
Whole

Even if Mercury received reduced or negligible profits in its California

homeowner's line, Mercury still fails to show deep financial hardship to Mercury

Casualty as a whole. Although Mercury argues "enterprise as a whole" must mean each

individual line ofinsurance, such an al'gument is contrary to clear case law and based on

defective logic.

'" 20mCentmy v. GW'amendi, supra, 8 CalAth at p. 293; Giles Lowery Stockyards v. Dept. ofAgriculture
(5 th Cir. 1977) 565 F.2d 321,327.
38420th Century v. Garamendi, supra, 8 Ca1.4th at p. 297.
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As noted above, in 20'h Century tbe California Supreme Court stated no less tban

tbree times, tbat confiscation depends on tbe condition of tbe insurer as a whole, and not

on tbe fortunes of anyone or more of its lines.38j In so holding, tbe Supreme Court stated

tbe earned premium of 20th Century:'s earthquake line must not be viewed in isolation as

an end result, but instead as an intermediate step in evaluating tbe corporation's overall

financial fitness.3 B6

Mercury counters tbat 20'h Centwy's enterprise as a whole discussion applies only

to rate rollback cases. This argument ignores tbe fact tbat tbe Commissioner specifically

adopted 20'h Centwy's enterprise as a whole test in tbe prior approval regulations,

effectively ending this argument.

3. Confiscation is Not Judged Under a "Fair Rate of Return"
Standard

.Ignoring tbe relitigation ban and tbe ALI's clear Orders throughout this'

proceeding, Mercury again argues tbe proper test for confiscation is a "fair rate of return"

test, and not tbe "deep financial hardship" test provided for in 20'h CentulY. In support of

this argument, Mercury cites passages from 20"' Centwy as well as holdings in several

rent control cases. But, Mercury misrepresents the decision in 20'h Centuly and relies on

superseded and unrelated case law.

a. 20t11 Century Never Uses "Fair Rate of Return"

Mercury states tbat 20'h Centwy provides for a fair rate of return test and cites

numerous passages in support of this contention. For example, Mercury claims:

20'h Centwy confirmed tbat tbe constitutional variance tests
to see if tbe rates resulting from tbe application of tbe

3" 20'h Century v. Garamendi, supra, 8 Cal.4th atpp. 293, 308-309, 322.
38' Id. at p. 322.
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regulatory formula would deny an insurer the opportunity
to earn a just, reasonable and fair return.3 87

Mercury also asserts 20th Centwy stands for the proposition that "there be enough

revenue not only for operating expenses but also for the capital costs of the business.,,388

Despite Mercury's assertions, 20th Centwy never uses the phrase "fair rate of return," nor

does the decision endorse such a revenue test.

Rather, the Supreme Court discussed "fair rate ofreturn" in Calfarm Ins. Co. v.

Deulanejian (1989) 48 Cal.3d 805; a decision that was modified by 20th Century. While

Calfarm required rates which can be described as "fair and reasonable,,,389 the same

Supreme Court later abandoned the notion of a "fair rate of return" in favor of a 'Just and

reasonable" standard. As the Supreme Court stated ill 20th Centwy, "the crucial question

under the taldngs clause is whether the rate set is just and reasonable. ,,390 If it is not just

and reasonable, it is confiscatory. It is the decision in 20th Century that is specifically

referenced in Regulation 2644.27, subdivisiOli (£)(9), and it is that holding the ALI must

apply.

Contrary to Mercury's assertions, the holding in 20th CentulJl does not state that

there must be "enough revenue not only for operating expenses but also for the capital

costs ofthe business." In an attempt to support its revenue theory, Mercury's brief

cobbles together language from two vastly different sections of the 20th Centwy decision

and then adds language that does not appear in the decision.391 But, the Court in 20th

387 Mercury's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 19:3-5.
'" Id at 19:20-25.
389 Calfarm Ins. Co. v. DeuJanejian, supra, 48 Cal.3d at 822-823.
390 20' Century v. Garamendi, supra, 8 CalA'" at p. 292.
m Mercury's Opening and Reply Briefs repeatedly misquote the holdings in 20'" Ceniwy and string
together language from various sections ofthe decision in what can only be interpreted as a desperate
attempt to support its fair rate ofreturn test.
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Centwy clearly states that enough revenue for operating expenses and cost of capital is an

interest, not a right.

From the investor or company point of view it is important
that there be enough revenue not only for operating
expenses but also for the capital costs of business...

It must be emphasized that the foregoing describes an
interest that the producer may pursue and not a right that it
can demand.392

b. Mercury Relies On Unrelated Case Law To Support
its Fair Rate of Return Test

Mercury also relies on unrelated post_20th Centwy decisions to support its fair

rate of return test.393 These cases are distinguishable from 20th Century as they do not rely

on 20th Centuly's interpretation of confiscation but on case law dealing with government

restrictions on the use ofprivate property.

Mercury cites Kavanau v. Santa Monica Rent Control Board (1997) 16 CalAth

761, and its progeny, for the concept that an insurer must be able to earn a fair rate of

return. But such reliance is misplaced. First, these cases pertain not to insurance

regulations but to rent control ordinances. Rent control ordinances evolved from eminent

domain cases where the government has placed conditions on the exercise and use of

private property; not from Proposition 103.394 In addition, rent control ordinances

generally provide for automatic rate increases and do not involve the same economic

factors used in insurance rate regulation.

Second, -the Califomia Supreme Court applies an entirely different "takings" test

in rent control cases. Unlike the holding in 20th Century, the due process standard in rent

302 Id at p. 294.
393 Mercury's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, 85:16-86:22; Mercury's Post-Hearing Reply Brief, 20:1-21:13.
394 Meltz, Takings Law Today; A Primer for lhe Perplexed (2007) 34 Ecology L.Q. 307.
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control cases measures for a fair rate of return. The Supreme Court notes the different

confiscation standard and cites its holding in Fisher v. City ofBerkeley (1984) 37 Cal.3d

644 in support of the fair rate of return test. At no point does the Kava/jau Supreme Court

indicate the fair rate ofreturn test is a result of its holding in 20'h Centwy. Most notably,

while the 20'h Century Court was presumably aware of the fair return test for rent control

cases, it failed to mention Fisher or other rent control cases when setting the parameters

of the "deep financial hardship" test under the Commissioner's regulations.

Based on the foregoing, Mercury has failed to meet its burden ofproof on the

confiscation issue and its legal arguments in furtherance of its position on confiscation

are without merit. Accordingly, the ALJ concludes Mercury does not qualify for Variance

9.

Conclusions of Law

1. All findings in this decision shall be considered to be either fIndings offact or

conclusions of law. They should be read ill conjunction with the discussion above which

explains the reasons for the determinations.

2. The hearing was full and fair and allowed the parties a reasonable opportunity

to conduct discovery, present testimony and documentary evidence, cross examine

witnesses and submit pre-hearing and post-hearing briefs on the disputed issues in this

matter:

3. In a rate hearing, the Commissioner reviews the Applicant's proposed rates

and determines whether they are excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory using

the methodology set forth in California Code of Regulations, title 10, section 2642.1, et

seq.
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4. The amended version of the ratemaking regulations contained in California

Code ofRegulations, title 10, section 2642.1, et seq., effective May 16, 2008, applied in

this proceeding.

5. Mercury bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that

the requested increase will not result in excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory

rates as defined in California Code ofRegulations, title 10, section 2644.1, et seq.

6. From December 17 through December 25,2010, Mercury experienced

catastrophic losses which must be removed from the amount ofprojected losses.

7. Mercury shall remove no less than $7,529,928 in catastrophic losses from its

policy form HO-3 proj ected losses as a result of the December 2010 catastrophic rain

event.

8. Mercury's average catastrophe factor for policy form HO-3 is 1.062.

9. Mercury demonstrated RiskLink 9.0 conforms to actuarial standards of

practice and is based upon the best scientific information available.

10. Mercury failed to support its trending of the FFE losses.

11. Mercury's selection ofa 4.2% FFE ratio is actuarially sound.

12. Mercury shall apply a selected catastrophe factor of 1.100 to its HO-3 policy

fonn.

13. Mercury's loss development and DCCE development factors are as follows:

1.109 for policy fonn HO-3; 1.170 for policy form HO-4; and 1.084 for policy form HO

6.

14. The most actuarially sound loss trend for Mercury's policy form HO-3 is the

16 point trend, which results in -0.4% trend.
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15. The most actuarially sound loss trend for Mercury's policy form HO-4 is the

16 point trend, which results in 5.2% trend.

16. The most actuarially sound loss trend for Mercury's policy form HO-6 is the

16 point trend, which results in 9.3% trend.

17. Mercury's DCCE for policy form HO-3 equals $9,847,141.

18. Mercury's political expenditures of $183,326 for 2008, $210,656 for 2009

and $528,015 for 2010 shall be included in the calculation ofMercury's excluded

expense factor.

19. All of Mercury's advertising expenses constitute "institutional advertising"

and shall be included in the calculation ofMercury's excluded expense factor.

20. Mercury's three year average excluded expense factor equals 1.30%.

21. Mercury's efficiency standard equals 35.82%.

22. The regulatory ratemaking formula, without a variance, indicates a rate

decrease of8.18% for Mercury's HO-3line.

23. The regulatory ratemaldng formula, without a variance, indicates a rate

increase of 4.32% for Mercury's HO-4line.

24. The regulatory ratemaldng formula, without a variance, indicates a rate

increase of 29.44% for Mercury's HO-6line.

25. Mercury failed to support its request for a variance under California Code of

Regulations, title 10, section 2644.27, subdivision (f)(3). Mercury did not satisfy its

burden ofproof that it writes at least 90% of its direct earned premium in one line or that

it writes at least 90% of its direct earned premium in California. In addition, Mercury did
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not satisfy its burden ofproof that its mix ofbusiness presents investment risks different

from the risks typical of the line as a whole.

26.. Mercury failed to support its request for a variance under California Code of

Regulations, title 10, section 2644.27, subdivision (f)(9). Mercury did not satisfy its

burden ofproof that application of the maximum permitted earned premium results in

deep financial hardship to Mercury Casualty as a whole.

Order

Based on the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED that:

1. Mercury's requested rate increase of 8.8% is denied..

2. An 8.18% rate decrease is approved for policy fo= HO-3 and shall become

effective 20 days after the adoption of this decision by the Commissioner or as soon

thereafter as Mercury is able to provide the necessary documentation to and implement

the necessary changes with the California Department of Insurance Rate Filing Bureau.

3. A 4.32% rate increase is approved for policy fo= HO-4 and shall become

effective 20 days after the adoption of this decision by the Commissioner or as soon

thereafter as Mercury is able to provide the necessary documentation to and implement

the necessary changes with the California Department of Insurance Rate Filing Bureau.

4. A 29.44% rate increase is approved for policy form HO-6 and shall become

effective 20 days after the adoption ofthis decision by the Commissioner or as soon

thereafter as Mercury is able to provide the necessary documentation to and implement

the necessary changes with the California Department of Insurance Rate Filing Bureau.
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This proposed decision is submitted on the basis of the entire record in this

proceeding and I recommend its adoption as the decision of the Insurance Commissioner

of the State of California.

Dated: September 26, 2012
KRISTIN L. ROSI
Administrative Law Judge
Administrative Hearing Bureau
California Department of Insurance
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1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

2010

Appendix 1

Mercury Casualty Company

Calculation of Catastrophe Factor

($000)

Non-Cat Fire Wind Flood Mold Other Total Total/
Losses Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc. Losses Non-Cat

35 0 a 0 a 35 1.000
1,805 0 5 0 a 1,810 1.003
2,158- 0 1 a 0 2,159 1.000
3,060 0 0 0 a 3,060 1.000
4,767 0 6 0 0 4,773 1.001
7,465 0 27 0 0 7,492 1.004

16,521 0 8 0 a 16,529 1.000
36,299 a 3 0 15 36,317 1.000
42,012 a 48 0 96 42,156 1.003
42,564 16,226 2,769 0 20 61,579 1.447
43,387 5 10 a a 43,402 1.000
53,193 a 3 11 31 7,000 60,238 1.132
61,153 0 80 a 32 61,265 1.002
70,674 8,551 1,074 a 7 80,306 1.136
81,625 11,378 2,577 3 30 95,613 1.171
72,919 4,951 42 a 7 77,919 1.069

85,233 40 65 0 35 7,530 92,903 1.090

Dollar Weighted Factor: 1.100

Average Catastrophe Factor: 1.062



1994

1995
1996

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

2007
2008
2009
2010

Appendix 2

Mercury Casualty Company

Calculation of Catastrophe Factor

($000)

Non-Cat Fire Wind Flood Mold Other Total Total(

Losses Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc. Losses Non-Cat

35 0 0 0 0 35 1.000
1,805 0 5 0 0 1,810 1.003

2,158 0 1 0 0 2,159 1.000

3,060 0 0 0 0 3,060 1.000

4,767 0 6 0 0 4,773 1.001
7,465 0 27 0 0 7,492 1.004

16,521 0 8 0 0 16,529 1.000

36,299 0 3 0 15 36,317 1.000

42,012 0 48 0 96 42,156 1.003

42,564 16,226 2,769 0 20 61,579 1.447

43,387 5 10 0 0 43,402 1.000

53,193 0 3 11 31 7,000 60,238 1.132
61,153 0 80 0 32 61,265 1.002

70,674 8,551 1,074 0 7 80,306 1.136

81,625 11,378 2,577 3 30 . 95,613 1.171

72,919 4,951 42 0 7 77,919 1.069

85,233 40 65 o· 35 7,530 92,903 1.090

Dollar Weighted Factor: 1.100

Average Catastrophe Factor: 1.062

Modeled FFE Factor 0.042

Selected Catastrophe Factor: 1.1



Liability:

Appendix 3

3-Year Development of DCCE Ratio to Loss

Year Ending Losses DCCE DCCE(Sill) DCCElLosses

2009-3 4,605 3,961 - 86.0%

2010-3 4,492 3,500 274 84.0%

2011-3 4,610 3,289 471 81.6%

Total 13,707 11,495 745 83.8%

Property:

Year Ending Losses DCCE DCCE (Sill) DCCElLosses

2009-3 69,884 4,688 - 6.7%

2010-3 74,457 7,938 - 10.7%

2011-3 97,062 8,086 - 8.3%

Total 241,403 20,712 - 8.6%



Appendix 4

Mercury Casualty Company

Excluded Expense Factor

2008 2009 2010

Premiums: 2,808,839,000 2,625,132,918 2,567,472,944

Undisputed Excluded Expenses:

Excessive Executive Compensation 3,426,181 768,217 2,760,772

Bad Faith Judgments and DCCE 2,277,317 3,709,816 5,842,364

Fines and Penalties 370,000 26,200

Subtotal: 6,073,498 4,478,033 8,629,336

AU Determined Expenses:

Political Expenses 183,326 201,656 528,015

Advertising Expenses 26,000,000 27,000,000 30,000,000

Total Excluded Expenses: 32,256,824 31,679,689 39,157,351

Excluded Expense Factor: 1.15% 1.21% 1.53%

3-year Average Excluded Expense Factor: 1.30%
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CDJ: FILE NUMBER: CA~HO~MCC-2011-Rate-01

COMPANY/GROUP = MERCURY CASUALTY COMPANY
L:tNE OF INSURANCE: HOMEOWNERS MULTIPLE PERIL
COVERAGE: H03
PRIOR EFF DATE: 9/112008 I
PROPOSED EFF DATE: 11/112012

pATA PROVTpED BY FILER 1
Year: 0 0 2011-3

PROJECTEDI
PRIOR2 PRIOR1 RECENT SUMMARY

WRT PP.EM 0 0 198,499,497 198,499,497
ERN PREM 0 0 192,674,184 192,674,184
PREM ADJ 1.000 1.000 1.000
PREM TREND 1.000 1.000 1.011 0.004
MISCELLANEOUS FEES (& other flat charges) 0 0 720.312 720.312
EJ\RNED EXP 0 0 254,754 254,754
LOSSES 0 0 83,973,043 83,973,043
eCCE 0 0 9,847,141 9,847,141
LOSS DEV 1.D00 1.000 1.109
DCCE DEV 1.0001 1.0001 1.109
LOSS TREND 1.000 1.0001 0.990 -0.004
DCCB TREND 1.000 1.0001 0.990 -0.004
CAT ADJ 1.000 1.000 1.104
CREDIBILITY I I I 100.00%
EXPENSE EXCLUSION FACTOR 1.30%
J\.NC INC 01 0 1,152,097 1,152,097
FIT INV 23.57%
YIELD I I 3.65%

CDT AA.!lA.Mlf;'T"9RS· I
FIT ow I I 35.00%
EFF STJI.NDARD I 35.82%
LEVERAGE I 1.18
PREMIUM TJl..x RATE 2.35%
SURPLUS RATIO 0.85
DEP RES RATIO 0.52
LOSS RES RATIO 0.80
RISK FREE RATE OF RETURN 1.33%
M.I\.XlMUM RATE OF RETORN 7.33%
MINIMUM RATE OF RETURN I -6.00%

I jCDT CALC'mjATIONS'

ADJ PREM 0 0 195,592,166 195,592,166
ADJUSTED LOSSES 0 0 101,724,687 101,724,687
ADJUSTED ecCE 0 0 11,928,796 11.928,796
ADJUSTED LOSS+DCCE RATIO 0.00% 0.00% 58.11% 58.11%
TRENDED CURRENT W.TE LEVEL PREMIUM f--#DIV/ol

I
#DIV/ol I 767.771 767.77

LOSS+DCCE PER EXP #DIV/ol #DIV/OI I 446.13 446.13
COMP LOSS+DCCE PER EXP #DIV/Ol #DIV/OI 469.57 469.57
CRED LOSS PER EXP I #DIVIOI #DIV/OI 446.13 446.13
ANC INC PER EXP ~IV/OI .~ #DIV/OI I 4.52 4.52
FIXED INV INC FACTOR 3.43%
VAR INV IHC FACTOR I 5.88%
ANNUAL NET TREND -0.84%1
CO"lP TREND I I -+-~

-3.30%
MAX PROFIT 9.59%
MIN PROFIT -7.85%
ow PROFIT I 0.90%
MAX DENOM

I --j 0.605
MIN DENOM 0.779
MAX PREMIUM $704.98
MIN PREMIUM $547.11
CHANGE AT MIN - r- -1 -28.7~~

CHANGE AT MAX -8.18%

Alternate Calculatipn ~th Reipsurance

COMIUSSION RATE 0.00%
RE PP.EM - - - 0
RE RECOV - - - 0
P.E PREM PER EXP I #DIV/OI #DIV/ol 0.00 0.00
RE RECOV PER EXP #DIV/OI #DIV/O! 0.00 0.00
CaMP LOSS RE 1 #DIV/OI #DIV/Ol 469,57 469.57
RMAX PREMIUM NA
RCi-lANGE AT MAX I NA



!RATE TEMPLATE I Edition Date: 811612012
I I

CD:!: FILE: N1JMBER: iCA~HO-MCC-2011-Rate·01 I
COMPANY/GROUP: _~ERCURY CASUALlY COMPANY~_ __ ----------LJ:NE OF :I:NSDEAiiiCE-;----------------- ,HoMEo"i.NNERtrMULTIPLE PERIL ,--------
COVERAGE: iH04 I
PR:[OR EFF_DATE: '9/1/200B
PROPOSED EFF DATE: 1"1112012 i-- -- I-- -1 ---

DATil PRQVIDF:D BY ErLER I I
Year: i 2009-3 2010-3 2011-3

I PROJECTEDII
I PRIOR2 PRIOR1 RECENT SUMMARY

NRTPREM 5,366,967 6,441,735 7,697,980 19,506,682
ERN PREM 5,327,524 5,836,393 6,981,816 18,145,733
PREM ADJ I 0.872 1.000 1.000,
PREM TREND 0.951 0.962 0.972 -0,011
MISCELLANEOUS FEES (& other flat charges) I 28,565 22,5001 26,101 77,166
EARNED EXP I 28,937 36,770 43,857 109,564
LOSSES I 2,156,454 2,399,526 2,202,343 6,758,323
DCCE I 226,013 251.4891 230,823 708,325
LOSS DEV I 1.016 1.079) 1.170
DCCE DEV ! 1.016 1.079l 1.170
LOSS TREND I 1.259 1.197 1.139 0.052
DCCE TREND I 1.259 1.197 1.139 0.052
CF-.T ADJ I 1.064 1.064' 1.064
CREDIBILITY I I 74.99%
EXPENSE EXCLUSION FACTOR I I 1.30%
ANC INC I 31,856 34,899 41,748 108,503
FIT INV I 23.57%
YIELD ! 3.65%

i
CDI PARAMETER?,! I I
FIT OW I I 35.00%
EFF STANDARD i I 35.82%
LEVERAGE I I I 1.18
PREMIUM TAX .RATE I 235%
SURPLUS RATIO I I 0.85,
crEP RES RATIO I I 0.52
LOSS RES RATIO I 0.80
RISK FREE RATE: OF RETURN 1.33%
MAXIMUM RATE OF RETURN I 7.33%,
MINIMUM RATE: OF RETURN I ~6.00%

CDI CRLCULATTQNS"
- - -i I I I

ADJPREM I 4,450,646 5,635,5981 6,814,789 16,901,033
ADJUSTED LOSSES ! 2,934,788 3,296,6791 3,121,154 9,352,621
lJ)JUSTED DCCE i 307,588 345,5181 327,122 980,228
IUJJt1ST.E'D LOSS+DCCE RATID

,
72.85% 64.63% J 50.60% 61.14%I

T~NDEI? CURRENT RATE LEIJE!- PREMIUM t 153.~ 153.271 155.39 154.26
LOSS+DCCE PER EXP 112.05 99.05 78.63 -~
CaMP LOSS+DCCE PER E:XP I 124.15 123.56 125.26 124.40
CRED LOSS PER EXP

,
115.08 105.18 90.29 101.83

ANC INC PER EXE' I 1.4- 0.95 1 0.9~ 0,99
FIXED INV INC FACTOR

I
3.43%I

VAR INV INC FACTOR I 5.87%
ANNUAL NET TREND

, I 6.30%I

~TJ¥:ND I f-- 1 I 27,67%
MAX PROFIT 9.56%
t-1lli PROFIT ! -7.82%
ow PROFIT I I 0.90%
MAX DENOM I I 0.605
MIN DENOM I --r- 0,779
MAX PREMI,ur" I $160.93
MIN PREMIUM I I $125.01
CHANGE AT MIN i I -18.96%

CHANGE AT MAX ! I I 4.32%
I I

AJ..t.E!.rnate calculation with Reinsurance i I
C01>1M.ISSION RATE I i 0,00%
RE PREM - I -I - 0
RE RECW - I - - 0
RE PREM PER EXE' i 0.001 O.OOi 0.00 0.00
RE RECOV PER EXP I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CaMP LOSS P.E I 124.15 123.56 125.26 124.40
RMAX PREMIUM i NA
RCHANGE AT MAX I I NA



!RATE TEMPLATE
I

Edition Date: 8/16/2012

I
COl: FILE: NtlMBER: ICA-HOMMCC-2011-Rale-D1
COMPANY/GROUP : MERCURY CASUALTY COMPANY ..

!HOMEOWNERS MULTIPLE PERIC- -------
LINE OF INSURANCE:

COVERAGE: iH06
PRIOR EFF DATE: 19/112008
PROPOSED EFF DATE: _-fY112012 -+ ---

mtTA PRQVTDFlD BY FILER I I
Year; i 2009-3 2010-3 i 2011-3

I
PROJECTEDI

PRIOR2 PRIOR1 RECENT SUMMARY
WRT PREM 1 11,196,999 12,283,521 13,450,355 36,930,875
ERN PREM 1 10,397,420 11.669,530 12,858,444 34,925,394
PR::.'"'M ADJ I 1.056 1.0001 1.000
PREM TREND i 1.076 1.059 1.042 0.016
MISCELLANEOUS FEES (& other flat charges)

, 55,748 44,988' 48,071 148,807
EARNED EXP 25,688 26,916 29,000 81,604
LOSSES 1 6,178,411 5,773,506 6,736,486 18,688,403
DCGE 707.350 660,994 771,243 2,139,5B7
LOSS DEV 1.005 1.005 1.084
DceE DEV 1.005 1.005 1.084
LOSS TREND 1.501 1.374 1.257 0.093
DCCE TREND 1 1.501 1.374 1.257 0.093
CAT ADJ 1.043 1.0431 1.043
CREDIBILITY I I I 96,73%,
EXPENSE EXCLUSION FACTOR 1 1.30%
ANC INC

, 62,171 69,778 76,887 206,836,
FIT INV 23.57%
YIELD 3.65%

I 1
CDX PARAMETERS~ i i I
FIT OW 35.00%
EFF STANDARD 35.82%
LEVERAGE I 1.18
PREMIUM TAX RATE i I 2.35%
SURPLUS RATIO 0.85
OEP RES RATIO I 0.52
LOSS RES P.ATIO 0.80
RISK FREE RATE OF RETURN I 1.33%
M1\XIMOM RATE OF RETURN I 7.33%
MINIMUM RATE OF RETURN I I ·6.00%

I- - I I ICDI CALCULATIONS:

ADJPREM 11,876,944 12,405,3521 13,450,875 37,733,17
ADJUSTED LOSSES I 9,i2S,OS8 8,316,034 1 9,575,520 27,617,612
ADJUSTED DCCE I 1,113,511 952,082i 1,096,277 3,161.869
ADJUSTED LOSS+DCCE RATIO

,
91.27% 74.71% 1 79.34% 81;57%,

T~ED ctJRRENT RATE ~L P~IUM I 462.35~ 46~~. 463.82 462.39- - tLOSS+DCCE PER EXP 421.97 344.33 367.99 377.18
COMP LOSS+DCCE PER EXP I 389.721

--
388.6BI 391.19 389.90

CRED LOSS PER EXP 1 420.921 345.781 369.751 377.60
Me INC PER EXP

f---~ 2.59 1 2.65 2.56
FIXED INV INC FACTOR 3.43%
VAR INV INC FACTOR 1 5.87%
ANNUAL NET TREND i 7.53%
COMP TREND ! I 33.69%
MAX PROFIT i 9.56%
MIN PIIDFIT

,
1 -7.82%,

ow PROFIT I I 1.09%
MAX DENDM I 0.605
MIN OENOM I I 0.779
MAX PREMIUM

, $598.55,
rUN PREMIUM 1 $464.96
CHANGE AT MIN I I 0.56%

CHANGE AT MAX ! I 29.44%

1
Alternate Calculation witb ReipRy~anGe 1
COMMISSION RATE I 0.00%
RE PREM - - - 0
RE RECOV i - - I - 0

RE PREM .PER EXP I 0.00 0.001 0.001 0.00
RE RECOV .PER EXP

, 0.00 0.001 0.00 0.00,
COM? LOSS RE ! 389.72 388.681 391.19 389.90
RMAX PREMIUM i I NA
RCHANGE AT MAX I 1 I NA


